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APPLICATION OF ADVANCED COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR 
MODELING SOLAR-WIND INTERACTIONS WITH VENUS - THEORY 
AND COMPUTER CODE 
by 
Stephen S. Stahara, Daniel Klenke, 
Barbara C. Trudinger, and John R. Spreiter 
SUMMARY 
Advanced computational procedures are developed and applied to the 
prediction of solar-wind interaction with nonmagnetic terrestrial-planet 
atmospheres, with particular emphasis to Venus. The theoretical method is 
based on a single-fluid, steady, dissipationless, magnetohydrodynamic 
continuum model, and is appropriate for the calculation of axisymmetric, 
supersonic, super-Alfvenic solar-wind flow past terrestrial planets. 
The procedures, which consist of finite-difference codes to determine the 
gasdynamic properties and a variety of special-purpose codes to determine 
the frozen magnetic field, streamlines, contours, plots, etc. of the flow, 
are organized into one computational program which has been extensively 
documented and is presented in a general user's manual included as part 
of this report. 
Theoretical results based upon these procedures are reported for a 
wide variety of solar-wind conditions and ionopause obstacle shapes. 
Plasma and magnetic-field comparisons in the ionosheath are also provided 
with actual spacecraft data obtained by the Pioneer-Venus Orbiter. These 
results have verified the appropriateness of the basic theoretical model, 
and have indicated the importance of accounting for the variable oncoming 
direction of the interplanetary solar wind. 
INTRODUCTION 
The magnetohydrodynamic models (refs. 1-9) of solar-wind interaction 
with planetary magneto/ionospheres and their associated calculations of the 
detailed flow and magnetic-field properties provide the basis of the 
theoretical understanding and interpretation of phenomena occurring in 
space around terrestrial planets from the viewpoint of a fluid rather 
than particle description of the flow. The general value and usefulness 
of results based on these models are now well established, and have 
advanced to the point where theoretical calculations can be used to 
predict important planetary and magnetic-field characteristics. 
Prior to the previous work reported in reference 9, the utility of cal-
culations based on these models was severely restricted due both to the 
fact that the original solution techniques employed bordered on what was 
barely possible at the time, as well as that considerable hand computa-
tion and intervention was required. Moreover, reported results were 
carried out for only a limited set of solar-wind conditions such as 
obstacle shape, oncoming Mach number, interplanetary magnetic field, 
etc., and were presented in archival publications only in the form of 
plots from which results for other conditions had to be determined by 
interpolation. The importance of the preliminary work of reference 9 was 
that advanced computational methods, based on current state-of-the-art 
algorithms, were introduced to this problem to provide the basic gas-
dynamic solutions. The frozen-in magnetic-field was then solved for on 
the high-resolution flow-field grid, and the entire computational 
procedure was assembled into a user-oriented program providing the 
detaiied flow-field and magnetic-field properties in a convenient output 
format. 
In the current work reported here, those basic procedures have been 
extended and generalized in several important directions. These include 
the capability for treating very low oncoming interplanetary gasdynamic 
Mach numbers (Moo ~ 2.0), as well as quite general ionopause shapes. A 
new family of ionopause shapes has been developed which accounts for the 
effect of gravitational variation in scale height. Additionally, the 
capability for determining the plasma gasdynamic and magnetic-field proper-
ties along an arbitrary spacecraft trajectory, simultaneously accounting 
2 
for an arbitrary oncoming direction of the solar wind, has been developed. 
Moreover, a large number of sample calculations have been performed for 
typical solar-wind conditions and, using the output contour-plot capa-
bility, a catalog of these cases were established and are archived here 
for convenient quick-look use. Finally, a number of successful compari-
sons were made by the present computational model with actual space-
craft observations obtained from initial orbits of the Pioneer-Venus 
Orbiter. These comparisons have both provided a verification of the basic 
theoretical model as well as demonstrated its value as a convenient 
research tool capable of routinely providing details of the solar-wind! 
planetary atmosphere interaction process not previously attainable--at 


















LIST OF SYMBOLS 
speed of sound, (yp/p)I/2 
Alfven speed, (B 2/4TIP)I/2 
Jacobian matrix associated with IMP code, equal to aE/au 
magnetic field vector 
Jacobian matrix associated with IMP code, equal to aF/au 
specific heat at constant pressure 
specific heat at constant volume 
distance defined by eq. (59) 
internal energy, eq. (3) 
total energy, eq. (44) 
column matrix defined by eq. (42) 
column matrix associated with IMP code, equal to 
(~TU + ~XE + ~RF)/J 
column matrix defined by eq. (42) 
column matrix associated with IMP code, equal to 
(nTU + nxE + nRF)/J 
acceleration due to gravity 
gravitational component, eq. (5) 
column matrix defined by eq. (42) 
enthalpy, eq. (47) 
total enthalpy, eq. (47) 
local scale height of atmosphere, RT/Mg 
local scale height with gravitational variation, H(RR/Rs)2 
Jacobian matrix, eq. (43) 
constant defined by eq. (34) 
vector length of elemental magnetic flux tube 
local Mach number, Iyl/a 
nondimensional mean molecular mass, equal to 1/2 for 
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spherical radial distance 
cylindrical radial distance 
gas constant, 8.315 x 107ergs/gmOK 
spherical radius of ionopause, eq. (39) 
spherical distance from center of planet to ionopause nose 
Poynting vector component 
incremental distance along streamline 
time 
velocity components associated with the (X,Y,Z) coordinate 
directions, respectively 
column matrix defined by eq. (42) 
column matrix associated with IMP code, equal to U/J 
velocity vector 
solar-wind oriented Cartesian coordinates with origin at 
planetary center, x positive upstream and z positive 
northward 
sun-planet oriented Cartesian coordinates with origin at 
planetary center, x positive toward sun, y positive 
opposite to planeta~y orbital motion, and z: positive 
northward 
solar-wind oriented Cartesian coordinates defined by an 
azimuthal rotation given by eq. (70) 
solar-wind oriented Cartesian coordinates with origin at 
planetary center, X positive downstream and Z positive 
northward 
interplanetary magnetic-field angle between perpendicular 
and parallel components, eq. (62) 
interplanetary magnetic-field angle between normal and in-

















LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued) 
spherical polar angle, measured with or1g1n at planet 
center, from subsolar point away from undisturbed solar 
wind direction; varies from 0 in upstream direction to n 
in downstream direction; eqo (39) 
ratio of plasma specific heats 
angle defined by eqo (59) 
Kronecker delta 
local angle of bow shock wave 
second-order difference operators in ( , ) direction 
smoothing coefficient in IMP code 
transformation variable, eqso (40), (48) 
azimuthal rotation angle in solar-wind (X,Y,Z) system, 
eqo (69); also shock tangency angle, eqo (59) 
quantity defined by eqo (36) 
transformation variable, eqso (40), (48) 
density 
conductivity 
transformed time, eqo (40) 
gravitational potential, eqo (5) 
solar-wind polar angle 
angle between outward normal to magneto/ionosphere 
boundary and oncoming undisturbed solar wind, eqo (32); 















LIST OF SYMBOLS (Concluded) 
stagnation conditions 
tangential direction 
reference quantity at subsolar point 
conditions upstream of a discontinuity 
conditions downstream of a discontinuity 
interplanetary undisturbed quantity 
parallel, perpendicular, and normal magnetic-field 
components as defined in eq. (56) 
unit vector 
relative to shock 
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ANALYSIS 
The Mathematical Model - Formulation 
of the Fluid Representation 
The fundamental assumption underlying the present work and that 
reported in all of the references cited above is that the average bulk 
properties of solar-wind flow around a planetary magneto/ionosphere can be 
adequately described by the continuum equations of magnetohydrodynamics 
for a single-component perfect gas having infinite electrical con-
ductivity and zero viscosity and thermal conductivity. Theoretical 
justification of this point has not yet been established, and proof 
remains essentially qualitative at present. The primary justification 
for use of the continuum fluid model is the outstanding agreement of the 
qualitative results predicted on this basis with those actually measured 
in space. It appears that the continuum model is capable of accounting 
both for many of the details as well as the broad features of the 
observations. 
Governing equations.- The equations which express the conservation 
of the average bulk mass, momentum, energy, and magnetic field of the 





~ + a (pv) = 0 at aXk k 








and the equation of state of a perfect gas is given by 
p = pRT 
M 
(6) 
In these equations and those to follow, the symbols p, p, v, T, e = C T, 
- v 
and h = CpT refer to the density, pressure, velocity, temperature, 
internal energy and enthalpy, and C
v 
and Cp refer to the specific heats 
at constant volume and pressure. We define the symbol R = (C -C ) M = 
7 P v 
8.31xlO ergs/gmOK as the universal gas constant, and M as the mean 
molecular weight nondimensionalized so that M = 16 for atomic oxygen. 
For fully ionized hydrogen, M is thus 1/2. The magnetic field B and the 
Poynting vector § for the flux of electromagnetic energy are expressed 
in terms of gaussian units. The gravitational potential ~ and accelera-
tion g are assumed to be due to massive fixed bodies so that their time 
derivatives are zero. These equations apply in the region exterior to 
the ionosphere boundary, as shown in the sketch below, and also in a 
degenerate sense in the ionosphere. 
Interplanetary 
Solar Wind 








Conditions at discontinuities.- Because of the omission of 
dissipative terms in these equations, surfaces of discontinuity may 
develop in the solution, across which the fluid and magnetic properties 
change abruptly, but in such a way that mass, momentum, magnetic flux, 
and energy are conserved. These are approximations to comparatively thin 
surfaces across which similar but continuous changes in the fluid and 
magnetic properties occur in the corresponding theory of a dissipative 
gas, and correspond physically to the bow wave, ionosphere boundary, and 
possibly other thin regions of rapidly changing properties. Across these 
surfaces, continuous solutions of the dissipationless differential 
equations cease to exist. The flow is no longer governed solely by the 
differential equations (1) to (4), but must be supplemented by additional 
considerations. The conservation of mass, momentum, magnetic flux, and 
energy lead to the following conditions which relate quantities on the 
two sides of any such discontinuity: 
(7) 
[ pv • v* + (p + B2/8n)n - B Bt /4n] - n n - o (8 ) 
* • v - B 
n n v ] = 0 
-t (9 ) 
pv 2 + pe + p + _B_2] + q • [p + _B_2] __ B_n_{V~ __ '_~ __ )] = 0 
4n n 8n 4n (10 ) 
Here, (n,t) denote unit vectors normal and tangential to the discontinuity 
surface, as sketched below, 
10 
where q represents the local normal velocity of the discontinuity 
n 
surface, and v* = v - q is the fluid normal velocity component relative 
n n n 
to the normal velocity q of the discontinuity surface. The square 
n 
brackets are used to indicate the difference between the enclosed 
quantities on the two sides of the discontinuity, as in [Q] = Q2 - Q1 
where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to conditions on the upstream and down-
stream sides, respectively, of the discontinuity. 
Five classes of discontinuities are described by Eqs. (7-10). Those 
with v* = a are called tangential discontinuities or contact disconti-
n 
nuities according to whether or not Bn vanishes. Discontinuities across 
which there is flow (v~ f 0) are divided into three categories called 
rotational discontinuities, and fast and slow shock waves. Some proper-






= 0, [Yt] f. 0, [~t] f. 0, [p] f. 0, [p + B jB1T] = a (11) 
Contact: 
[B) [p] 0, [p] f. 0 (12) 
Rotational: 
(13) 
[p] = [p] = [v ] = [v 2 ] = [B2] = [B] 0 
n n 
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Fast and Slow Shock Waves: 
* vn ~ 0, [pI > 0, [pI > 0, [Bn] = 0 
(14 ) 
Band B2 [increase) throll h (fast) shock waves 
-t decrease g slow 
Of the five classes of discontinuities possible, two of these, the 
fast shock wave and the tangential discontinuity, are of concern in the 
present applications. The first relates conditions on the two sides of 
the bow shock wave, and any other shock waves present, while the latter 
has properties required to describe a boundary surface (ionopause) that 
separates the flowing solar wind and the planetary ionosphere. More 
detailed consideration of the tangential discontinuity condition leads to 
a determination of the ionopause shape, as described in the following 
sections. 
With regard to conditions at the bow wave, for solar-wind flows past 
Venus, as well as Mars and the Earth, that discontinuity can only be 
represented by a fast shock wave since the mass flux through each of the 
other possible choices is too small. With regard to conditions at the 
ionopause, of the various possibilities, only the tangential discontinuity 
has properties compatible with those required to describe a boundary sur-
face that separates the externally flowing solar wind and the planetary 
atmosphere; that is, the condition v* = 0 prohibits flow across the 
n 
boundary, while the condition B = a must hold since by assumption no 
n 
magnetic field exists interior to the ionopause and the solenoidal jump 
condition [B ] = 0 always holds. 
n 
Frozen-field approximation.- Two important parameters characterize 
the solar-wind flow at any field point as described by eqs. (1-5). These 
are the Mach number M = via and the Alfven Mach number MA = viA. The 
k former is the ratio of the flow velocity to the speed of soun9 a = (yp/p) 2, 
while the latter is the ratio of the flow velocity to the speed A = 
12 
(B2/4TIP)~ of a rotational or Alfven wave propagating along the direction 
of the magnetic field. 
For typical solar-wind conditions (refs. 5,6), both the oncoming Mach 
number and the Alfven Mach number are high (Moo ~ MA ~ 0(10)). In this 
instance, an important simplification of the magnetohydrodynamic equations 
occurs. This is so because the order of magnitude of the inertia term in 
differential equation (2) for the momentum is related to that of the 
magnetic terms by the square of the Alfven Mach number. When the latter is 
large, therefore, the magnetic terms in eqs. (2),(3),(8), and (10) decouple 
from the gasdynamic portions of those equations. Furthermore, for Earth, 
Venus, or Mars, the strong interactive nature of the flow permits the 
terms involving 2 and ~ to be disregarded because of the relative small-
ness of their effect on the fluid motion (ref. 5). The equations for 
the fluid motion thereby reduce to those of gasdynamics, while the 
magnetic field ~ can be determined subsequently by solving the remaining 
equations using the values for ~ already determined. The magnetic field, 
determined in this fashion, is usually interpreted as being "frozen-in" 
or moving with the fluid (ref. 5). 
This then results in the following differential and conservation equa-
tions; for the flow field 
o (15) 




a (p~2 + pe) + a ~Vk [v; + e + PIP]] = 0 at aXk (17) 
(18) 
[p~ . v~ + p] = 0 (19) 
13 
2 pv + pe + p)] = 0 
and for the magnetic field 
aB. 
l. = 0 
ax. 
l. 
[Bn] = 0 







Equations (15) to (24) provide the governing equations which form the 
basis of the mathematical representation of the solar wind-magneto/ 
ionosphere interaction problem considered here. For all of the results 
as well as the computer codes presented herein, we are interested exclu-
sively in the steady-state solution to these equations which are obtained 
by setting a/at = 0 and v~ = v
n
' i.e. qn = o. We have presented the 
unsteady equations, however, since one of the computational methods used 
to determine the gasdynamic solution employs an unsteady procedure, inte-
grating in time until the steady-state solution is asymptotically obtained. 
Determination of the Ionosphere Boundary 
The determination of the ionosphere boundary initiates from the 
assumptions that the ionosphere, or at least the outer part of it that 
. 
participates in the interaction with the solar wind, is idealized as a 
spherically-symmetric and hydrostatically-supported plasma having infinite 
electrical conductivity, effectively bound to the planet and incapable of 
mixing with the solar wind, as indicated in the sketch below: 
14 
planet 
This interior plasma is separated from the flowing solar plasma by a 
tangential discontinuity across which the relations 
v = B = [p + B2/8nl = 0 n n 
(25 ) 
given previously (eq. (11)) must hold. The basis for important simpli-
fying approximations to these conditions, which can be assumed to apply 
at the Venusian ionosphere boundary and possibly for that at Mars as 
well, is that the gas pressure p is much larger than the magnetic 
pressure B2/8n on both sides of the ionopause. Therefore, the discon-
tinuity pressure balance relation [p + B2/8nl = 0 of eq. (25) reduces to 
a simple equality between the ionosphere pressure and the static pressure 
of the flowing solar plasma adjacent to the ionopause, i.e. 
(P)atm. = (P)flow (26) 
Determination of the ionospheric pressure in the vicinity of the iono-
pause for the ionosphere models chosen in this study proceeds from the 
assumption of hydrostatic support, which implies a quiescent ionosphere 
where the bulk motions of the gas with respect to the planet are suffi-
ciently small (y = 0) that equilibrium exists between the pressure 
gradient and gravity, viz. 
dp/dr = -pg (27 ) 
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where p and p are the gas pressure and density, r is the radial distance 
measured from the center of the planet, and g is the acceleration due to 
gravity. The variation of g is inversely proportional to r s ' so that 
g = g (r /r)2 where the subscript s denotes values at the surface of the 
s s 
planet. Since the density p is related to the pressure according to the 
perfect gas law eq. (6), eq. (27) can be integrated to yield 
p = PR exp 
[- trR dHrj 
(28) 
where PR is the. pressure at some reference radius RR and H is the local 
scale height of the atmosphere given by H = RT/Mg. 
If H is regarded as constant; that is, if variations of g and T 
with r are neglected, eq. (27) can be integrated directly to yield 
p = PR exp (29) 
In view of uncertainties associated with measurements of the atmospheric 
properties of Venus and Mars, the variation of p with r as given by eq. 
(29) was adopted in the initial solar wind/ionosphere applications (ref. 
6) and was also used in the previous study (ref. 9) involving the initial 
application of advanced computational methods to this problem. With pre-
liminary ionospheric data now available from the pioneer-Venus spacecraft 
(refs. 10 and 11), some of these uncertainties for Venus have been removed. 
It has been found that the assumption of an isothermal (T = constant) 
atmosphere at typical ionopause heights is quite reasonable. Conse-
quently, there is no need to neglect the variation of gravity in the 
scale height in eq. (28). Including this effect leads to the following 
result for the pressure 
exp [-
R • (r 
-r ~)] R P = PR H • (30) 
where 
H = H • (RR/Rs) 2 5 (31 ) 
16 
and Rs is the planetary radius and Hs = RT/Mg s • Equations (29) and (30) 
provide the two models employed in this study for the ionosphere pressure 
variation which is required in eq. (26) for the pressure balance condi-
tion at the ionopause.· 
For the a priori determination of the static pressure of the flowing 
solar-wind plasma on the exterior boundary of the ionosphere - (P)f1ow in 




Pst cos 1j! (32) 
where 1j! is the angle between the outward normal to the magnetosphere 
boundary and the flow direction of the oncoming undisturbed solar wind, 
and Pst is the stagnation or ram pressure exerted on the nose of the iono-
pause and is given by 
(33) 
In this relation, K is a constant usually taken as one, but whose actual 
value is 1 
K ::: ! [[ (y + 1) /2] (y + 2 u] y=--I 
y y - (y - 1)/2M 
00 
(34) 
For the high Mach number flows typical of solar-wind conditions, K 
approaches 0.844 for y = 2 and 0.881 for y = 5/3. Modification of the 
product Kpoo in eq. (33) to account for the presence of minor constituents 
such as ionized helium in the solar wind, as well as a discussion of the 
differences in that product between a fluid and collisionless representa-
tive, is provided in reference 8. The important implication associated 
with the introduction of the Newtonian approximation is that the calcula-
tion of the shape of the ionosphere boundary decouples from the calcula-
17 
tion of the external flow. We then arrive at the following equation for 
the pressure balance at the ionopause locations Ri : 
(35) 
where 
exp [_ [Ri ~ RR]] g,T = Const.- (36a) 
exp [- RR [:i R~l] Const. (36b) 
depending upon whether the gravitational variation is included in scale 
height or not. It is convenient to choose as the reference radius and 
location the stagnation point on the ionopause; that is, RR = Ro where Ro 
is the distance from the center of the planet to the nose of the iono-
h · . 1· h 2 d h 11· 1 pause. T lS lmp les t at p = p = KPoovoo an t at at a pOlnts a ong R 0 
the ionosphere boundary 
The final mathematical statement of the free-boundary problem for 
determining the shape of the ionosphere boundary then is summarized in 









In order to proceed to a final determination of the ionopause shape, it 
is necessary to relate the local angle ~ to the local coordinates (Ri,S) 








from which we find 
2 [dY i]2 
cos ~ = dS = 
(R.d8cos 8 + dR. sin 8)2 
1. 1. 
dR ~ + (R. d 8) 2 
1. 1. 
This results in the following ordinary differential equation for the 
ordinates of the ionosphere boundary 
dRi __ R. [sin 2 8 - 2 ~ - A2 ] 
d8 1. 2 (A sin2 8) 
o .s. 8 .s. 1T 
(38) 
(39) 
where A is- defined by eqs. (36a,b) and 8 is the angle measured from the 
subsolar point as indicated above. Results for various ionopause shapes 
obtained by integrating eq. (39) for different values of H/Ro using the 
constant scale-height model eq. (36a) were provided in ref. 9. Similar 
results using the isothermal model, eq. (36b) for different values of 
H/Ro in the range 0.01 ~ H/Ro ~ 0.5 are provided in figure 1, where for 
comparison purposes the constant scale-height shapes for corresponding 
H/Ro values are also illustrated. We note that the range of interest for 
planetary applications to Venus and Mars appears to be 0.01 ~ H/Ro ~ 0.10. 
Tabulated ordinates of Yi/Ro vs. X/Ro are provided in Table 1 for 
H/Ro = 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.25, where Yi = Risin 8 is the cylin-
drical radial coordinate of the ionopause profile. 
19 
Calculation of the Gasdynamic Flow Properties 
Determination of the gasdynamic flow properties is, both con-
ceptually and computationally, the most difficult and time-consuming 
portion of the total calculation of the solar-wind/terrestrial-planet 
interaction; and represents the heart of the present modeling effort inso-
far as the application of advanced computational procedures is concerned. 
The calculation consists of determining solutions to the differential 
equations and discontinuity conservation equations given by eqs. (15-20). 
Since in solar-wind/terrestrial-planet interactions, both the downstream 
tail region (far field) as well as the region in the vicinity of the 
obstacle nose (near field) are generally of interest, the computational 
methods selected must be capable of efficiently determining this entire 
flow field. In view of the need to carry the flow calculation to an 
arbitrary downstream distance, the most computationally-expedient pro-
cedure is to subdivide the flow field into two regions, as indicated in 













This sketch illustrates the essential features of the high-supersonic 
Mach number flow typical of solar-wind flows past terrestrial planets. 
Of particular note is the embedded subsonic pocket located at the nose of 
the ionopause. The presence of this subsonic pocket necessitates use of 
a computational method capable of treating mixed subsonic/supersonic 
flows. Downstream of this region, the flow becomes supersonic and 
remains so for the convex shapes typical of solar-wind/ionosphere bound-
aries. In that region, a more computationally-economical procedure than 
that required near the nose can be employed. Such a subdivision of both 
flow field and solution procedures is common practice for calculating 
such flows and was employed in the previous solar-wind applications as 
well as in a related application to space shuttle reentry flows (ref. 
12). The precise surface on which the solutions are joined is relatively 
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arbitrary; in our procedure it was convenient to place it along a plane 
through the planet center and normal to the free-stream direction of the 
solar wind, i.e. the dawn-dusk terminator. As illustrated in fig. 2, 
this position is further downstream than used in the former work in which 
an inverse iteration method was used for the nose region and the method 
of characteristics was used for the remaining supersonic region. In 
light of recent advances, both of the techniques used in the former 
procedures, particularly the inverse method, are now considered obsolete 
and much inferior to more current methods. In the new code, those two 
methods have been superceded by: (1) a new axisymmetric implicit 
unsteady Euler-equation solver (IMP) specifically developed for the 
present application, which determines the steady-state solution in the 
nose region by an asymptotic time-marching procedure, and (2) a shock-
capturing marching solution (SeT) which spatially advances the solution 
downstream as far as required by solving the steady Euler equations. 
Nose region solution - implicit unsteady Euler equation method.- The 
partial differential equations employed in the implicit (IMP) code are 
the unsteady gasdynamic Euler eqs. (15-20) for axisymmetric flow. These 
equations may be written in conservation-law form under the generalized 
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and the Jacobian 
(43) 
In eqs. (40) through (43), T denotes time, X is the axial downstream 
coordinate, and R the cylindrical radial distance; u and v the velocity 
components in the X and R directions; and e t is the total energy per unit 
mass, which for a perfect gas is related to the other quantities by 
2 2 
e t = p/[p(y - 1)] + (u + v )/2 
The subscripts in eqs. (41) and (43) denote partial derivatives with 
respect to the indicated variable. 
(44) 
The analysis commences by introducing a computational mesh in polar 
(r,S) coordinates such that one family of coordinates consists of rays 
from the planetary center spaced at equal increments of S measured from 
the obstacle nose, and the other of curved lines intersecting each ray so 
as to divide the portion of it between the ionopause and the shock wave 
into a fixed number of equal segments. The coordinate transformation eq. 
(40) is then used to map the portion of the X,R,T physical space bounded 
by (1) the bow wave, (2) the downstream outflow boundary at S = n/2, (3) 
the obstacle surface, and (4) the stagnation streamline at S = 0 into a 
rectangle in the ~,n,T computational space as illustrated in fig. 3. 
Generally, the transformation metrics at each time step are not known 
beforehand, and must be determined numerically as part of the solution. 
Integration step size is established by using the eigenvalues of the 
Jacobian matrices A and a, where A = aE/aO, a = aF/au, and U = U/J, 
E = (~TU + ~xE + ~RF)/J, and F = (n TU + nxE + nRF)/J. 
Boundary conditions necessary for the specification of a 
properly-posed mathematical problem are that the flow (a) satisfy the 
axisymmetric Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations derivable from eq. (41) 
along (1), (b) be entirely supersonic along (2), (c) be parallel to 
boundaries (3) and (4), and (d) be symmetric about boundary (4). Initial 
flow-field conditions are determined by use of an approximating formula 
for the coordinates of the bow shock wave which is dependent on y, M and 
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the shape of the obstacle, and by prescribing a Newtonian pressure 
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distribution on the obstacle. Since the maximum entropy streamline wets 
the obstacle surface, that fact plus the known flow direction on the 
obstacle serve to determine the remainder of the flow properties on that 
surface. A linear variation for the flow properties between the bow 
shock and the obstacle is then prescribed. This provides the initial 
flow field which is then integrated in a time-asymptotic fashion until 
the steady-state solution is obtained. 
The basic numerical algorithm used in the IMP code was developed by 
Beam and Warming (ref. 13) and is second-order accurate, noniterative, and 
spatially factored. In particular, the "delta form" with Euler time dif-
ferencing is employed. When applied to eq. (41), the algorithm assumes 
the form 
+ 0 pn + G) 
n 
(45) 
where A and B are the Jacobian matrices, I is the identity_matrix, o~ and 
"n+1 .. on are second-order, central-difference operators, U = U(n~T) and 
~T is the integration step size. 
Equation (45) is solved at the interior points only. It requires two 
4x4 block tridiagonal inversions at each time step of the integration. 
The solution proceeds as follows: 
1. " "n+1 "n Define ~U = U - U 
2. Form the right-hand side of eq. (45) and store results in the 
U"n+1 array. 
3. A 1 th O u"n+1 -_ u"n+1 - (~/8)S/J. pp y smoo 1ng c.. 
4. -n " Define U = (I + ~TOnB )~U and solve the matrix equation 
_n - "n+1 - 0 h 1 0 "n+1 (I + ~TO~A)U U for U stor1ng t e resu t 1n the U array. 
5. _n ,,"n+1 " Solve the matrix equation (I + ~TO B )~U = U for ~U. 
n 
6. "n+1 0 "n+1 Obtain the values of U from the relat10n U 
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7. "n+l "n Transfer contents of U to U and repeat all steps until 
satisfactory convergence is attained. 
In step 3 a fourth-order smoothing term S is used to eliminate non-
linear instabilities that may arise since the use of central differences 
in the spatial directions results in a neutrally stable algorithm. This 
smoothing term is given by 
"n+l [" n+l + db) ~+1 ] + 12 (UJ) ~+1 + (UJ) ~+1 Sjk ~ (UJ)j+2,k - 4 (UJ)j+l,k ]-I,k ],k ]-2,k 
"n+l [" n+l "n+l] "n+l 
+ (UJ)j,k+2 - 4 (UJ)j,k+l + (UJ)j,k_l + (UJ)j,k_2 
(46) 
and £, the smoothing coefficient, chosen from the range 0 ~ £ ~ 0.4 
depending upon the size of the time step. 
to the ~ and n directions, respectively. 
boundaries a special form of the smoothing 
The j and k indices correspond 
At the points adjacent to the 
term is used. 
At the boundaries, modification of the differencing algorithm to 
account for the particular conditions described above is accomplished as 
follows. The obstacle-surface flow-tangency condition is incorporated 
through the use of Kentzer's scheme (ref. 14), while at the symmetry 
plane, the variables are reflected according to whether they are odd or 
even. At the outflow boundary where the flow is entirely supersonic, the 
dependent variables are determined by extrapolation from the adjacent 
interior points. For the upstream boundary formed by the bow shock wave, 
the sharp discontinuity approach of reference 15 is used. The interior 
flow field bounded by these various boundaries is treated in shock-
capturing fashion and, therefore, allows for the correct formation of 
secondary internal shocks. 
In the initial development of the nose-region solution procedure 
(ref. 9), it was found that for certain ionopause obstacle shapes which 
have a significant amount of lateral flaring at the dawn-dusk terminator, 
for example, constant scale-height shapes for H/Ro L 0.5, and/or cases 
involving low free-stream Mach numbers M ~ 3, the axial component of 
00 
velocity at some points on the terminator plane e = TI/2 may become 
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subsonic. Although this has no effect whatsoever on the nose-region 
solver, for these cases the downstream solution cannot be obtained since 
the marching-region solver which determines the solution downstream of 
this starting plane, and which is described in detail in the following 
section, requires supersonic axial velocities in order to proceed. Under 
the work reported here, this limitation has been removed by developing 
the capability for adding an additional portion of the flow field, 
located downstream of the terminator, to the blunt-body solution as 
illustrated in figure 4. This effectively generalizes the capability of 
the present procedures to treat a wide variety of ionopause shapes -
including all of the shapes of interest described by the constant 
scale-height and scale-height with gravitational variation atmospheric 
models found from eqs. (36a,b) - as well as to treat relatively low 
free-stream Mach numbers, Moo ~ 2.0. Details of this capability are 
provided in the Computer Program Users Manual, Section A.2.1.1 of this 
report. 
Downstream region solution - shock capturing marching method.- Since 
the shock-capturing technique employed has been described previously in 
references 16-18, only an outline of the salient features is provided 
here. The analysis is based on the conservation-law form of the 
gasdynamic Euler equations for steady axisymmetric flow, which can be 
readily obtained from eqs. (40) through (44) by setting th~ T derivatives 
to zero. The fourth of this set of equations representing conservation 
of energy pet can be integrated for steady flow to yield the following 
relation for the total enthalpy 
where h = e + p/p = C T is the enthalpy per unit mass. p 
(47) 
The computational mesh is defined by lines of constant X and 
(R-Rb)/(RS-Rb ), where Rs and Rb are functions of X that describe the 
radial cylindrical coordinates of the ionopause and bow shock wave at the 
same X as the field point (X,R). The three remaining partial differen-
tial equations for conservation of mass and of axial and radial momentum 
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The finite-difference counterpart of eq. (49) is integrated with 
respect to the hyperbolic coordinate t;, to yield values of the conservative 
varible E. Subsequent to each integration step, the physical flow 
variables p, p, u, and v must be decoded from the components e i of E. 
This necessitates the solution of four simultaneous, nonlinear equations 
consisting of eq. (47) together with the three elements e i . This can be 
done readily by using the relations v = e 3/e1 , p = e 2 - e 1 u, and 
p = e 1 /u together with the expression h = y/(y-l) (p/p) for a perfect gas 
to determine the following quadratic equation for u 
2 ~ + Y 
2 Y - 1 
u - h + [e3]2 
t e 1 
= (51) 
Two roots exist; one corresponds to subsonic flow and is discarded since 
u is always supersonic in the present application, while the other corre-
sponds to supersonic flow and gives the desired solution. 
Since only the bow shock wave is treated as a sharp discontinuity 
and any others that may be present are "captured" by the difference 
algorithm, selection of the appropriate finite difference scheme to 
advance the calculation in the t;, direction is of prime importance. 
Following the analysis of refs. 16-18, the numerical integration of eq. 
(49) is accomplished using the finite-difference predictor-corrector 
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scheme of MacCormack (ref. 19), the most efficient second-order algorithm 
for shock-capturing calculations. General descriptions of the method can 
be found in the references cited. 
Calculation of the streamlines.- The streamlines are determined by 
integrating fluid particle trajectories through the known velocity field 
since this procedure was found to be more accurate than the alternative 
mass-flow calculation. The calculation of a particular streamline is 
initiated at the point where the streamline crosses the bow shock, as 
illustrated in figure 5. At that point, exact values of the streamline 
slope dRs/dX are known in terms of the local shock angle aS and 
free-stream quantities according to the relation 
(2cot aS) (M:,sin2 aS - 1) 
2 + M:'(y + 1 - 2sin2 aS) 
(52) 
which is contained implicitly in both the blunt-body (IMP) and marching 
(SCT) code solutions. At other points in the flow field, the local stream-
line slope is given by the ratio of radial to downstream velocity, i.e., 
dRS/dX = v/u (53) 
and the streamline determination is made by stepwise integration in X 
using a modified third-order Euler predictor-corrector method. Bivariate 
linear interpolation from the flow-field grid points is employed to 
obtained the velocity components (u,v) required at the stepwise points 
along the streamline trajectory. Separate streamline calculations are 
made for the nose region (IMP results) and downstream region (SCT results) 
because of the different coordinate systems employed in those two regions. 
Calculation of the Magnetic Field 
With the flow properties known from the gasdynamic calculations, deter-
mination of the steady magnetic field ~ proceeds by integrating the 
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remaining magnetohydrodynamic equations not employed in the gasdynamic 
analysis, that is eqs. (21-24) with a/at = 0: 
curl (B x v) = 0, div B = 0 




These equations are commonly interpreted as indicating the field lines 
move with the fluid. The analysis associated with eqs. (54) leads to a 
straightforward calculation in which the vector distance from each point 
on an arbitrarily-selected field line to its corresponding point on an 
adjacent field line in the downstream direction is determined by 
numerically integrating fy dt over a fixed time interval ~t. Once the 
coordinates of the field lines are determined, the magnetic field at any 
point may be calculated from the relation 
(55) 
where ~~ is the vector length of a small element of a flux tube. Figure 6 
clarifies these quantities for the plane of magnetic symmetry defined by 
the plane containing the axis of symmetry of the obstacle and the magnetic-
field lines upstream of the bow wave for the special case when the latter 
is perpendicular to the flow. In that figure the open symbol 0 denotes 
locations of points on the streamlines corresponding to the fixed-time 
interval ~t = ~Soo/voo. 
Such a procedure is valid generally, but its use in the present calcu-
lations is confined to only the component of the magnetic field (~)~ just 
described. The remainder of the magnetic-field calculation makes use of a 
decomposition due to Alksne and Webster (ref. 20) in which the axisymmet-
ric properties of the gasdynamic solution and the linearity of the 
magnetic-field eqs. (54) are employed to derive the following relation-
ship for the magnetic field ~p at any point P: 
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+ e n [::J (56) 
n 
As illustrated in figure 7, subscripts ", ~, and n refer to contributions 
associated with the components Boo" of ~oo parallel to ~oo; the component 
B perpendicular to Voo in the plane that contains the point P, the center 
oo~ _ 
of the planet, and the vector v ; and the component Boo normal to the 
_00 n 
latter plane, and en is a unit vector in the latter direction. The unit 
ratios (gp/Boo)" and (Bp/Boo)n can be calculated directly from the gas-




where Rp is the radial cylindrical coordinate of the streamline through P, 
as indicated in figure 7. 
In carrying out the determination of (~p/Boo)~ using eq. (55), values 
for ~~/I~~ool are determined initially at the points where the streamlines 
and perpendicular-component field lines intersect. A generalized quadri-
lateral interpolation scheme followed by a fifth-order smoothing is then 
employed to determine the corresponding values at the computational grid 
points where values for p/p oo are available for calculation of (gp/Boo)~. 
At the bow shock, an exact formula is used 
where 
(1~~1/1~~001)2 = 1 + cot2 8(1+D2 ) - 2Dxcsc 8 xcot 8 xcos (8-6) 
cot 6 = tan 8 x C(y + 1)M~/[2(H~sin2 8 - 1)] - 1} 





Finally, the resultant magnetic field can then be expressed in components 
relative to any orthogonal (X,Y,Z) coordinate system. For convenience of 
illustration, we have chosen the point p to lie in the (X,Y) plane. 
Relative to this reference frame, the magnetic components are 
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BX/Bco = [(I~I/Bco)" cos 4> cos a p + (I~I/Bco) ~ cos I/J sin a p )] cos an 
By/Bco = [( I~I/Bco)" sin 4> cos a p + ( I B I /B ) _ co ~ sin 1jI sin a p )] cos a 
B /B = (B/B ) sin an z co co n 
where 4> is the local flow angle given by 
-1 (v) 4> = tan u 
and the interplanetary magnetic field angles a p and an indicated in 





= tan-1 -1 tan J (63) (B ) 2 y co 
The generalizations of these results when the point P is at some arbitrary 
(y,Z) location, i.e. not in the (X,Y) plane, are provided below in the 
spacecraft trajectory section. 
Calculation of the Contour Lines 
Contours are calculated for nondimensionalized velocity Iyl/vco ' density 
p/pco' magnetic field components (I~I/Bco)"' (I~I/Bco)~' and (B/Bco)n by 
application of a modified version of a contour procedure developed at 
NASA/Ames Research Center. After specifying a value for the contour line, 
the boundary is searched for intervals which bracket the selected value. 
After locating one such point by interpolation, the remainder of the 
contour is determined by 'walking' around the contour, searching at each 
step for the interval and then interpolating to find the point through 
which the contour line next passes. This is repeated until a boundary 
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point is reached. Then closed contours are found in a similar manner. 
Linear interpolation is used throughout the process. Since the temperature 
is a function of \y \/voo only for a specified Moo and y, 
(64 ) 
velocity contours may also be considered as temperature contours with 
only a relabeling required. The coordinates of the contour lines are out-
put either or both as listings and pen plots. 
Solar-Ecliptic/Solar-Wind Coordinate Transformations 
In order to facilitate comparison of results from the current theore-
tical model with actual observational data obtained by a spacecraft, it is 
necessary to consider the appropriate transformations between the space-
craft and solar-wind coordinate systems. Part of the data required as 
input to the theoretical model consists of oncoming interplanetary values 
of solar-wind temperature, density, and velocity and magnetic-field 
vector components. These are naturally obtained in the spacecraft 
coordinate system, and are usually reported in a sun-planet or solar-
ecliptic reference frame. The key coordinate system for the theoretical 
model is one which aligns the axial direction with the oncoming solar 
wind, since the gasdynamic calculation is assumed to be axisymmetric 
about this direction. Thus, the interplanetary input data must be trans-
formed to the solar-wind system to initiate the theoretical determina-
tion. Once the gasdynamic and magnetic-field calculations in the solar-
wind system are complete, those results must then be transformed back to 
the sun-planet system to allow direct comparison with spacecraft data 
obtained at arbitrary locations in the solar-wind/ionosphere interaction 
region. Consequently, direct and inverse transformations for both spatial 
coordinates as well as vector quantities between these reference frames 
are required. 
For the measurements of the oncoming interplanetary solar-wind ve-
locity we have assumed that the velocity is obtained with reference to a 
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sun-planet (xs,ys,zs) system with origin at planetary center and in which 
the xs-axis points to the sun, the ys-axis is opposite to the planetary 
orbital motion, and the zs-axis points northward. The direction of the 
oncoming solar wind is such that the total abberation or azimuthal angle, 
including planetary orbital motion, of the solar-wind velocity vector in 
the plane of the ecliptic is n and the out-of-ecliptic plane or polar 
angle is ~p. The positive sense of the azimuthal angle is for east-to-
west flow and for the polar angle for north-to-south flow, as indicated 
in figure 8. In that figure we have also indicated the solar-wind 
(x,y,z) coordinate system so defined by (n,~p). For the gas-dynamic 
calculation, the (x,y,z) system is somewhat inconvenient since the direc-
tion of solar-wind flow is in the negative x-direction. Hence, the 
internal gasdynamic and magnetic-field calculations are performed in an 
(X,y,Z) system as shown in figure 9. 
The coordinate and vector transformations from the ecliptic sun-planet 
(xs,ys,zs) system to the (X,Y,Z) solar-wind system are given by 
Q
x 
-cos n cos ~p -sin n cos ~p sin ~p Qx 
s 
Qy = sin n -cos n 0 Qys (65) 
Qz -cos n sin ~p sin n sin ~p cos ~p Qz s 
where (Qx' Qy, Qz) represents the Cartesian components of any vector 
referred to the solar-wind (X,y,Z) coordinate system, and (Q ,Q ,Q ) 
Xs Ys Zs 
represents the corresponding vector in the sun-planet ecliptic 
(xs,ys,zs) system. Thus, for a transformation of coordinates 
(Qx' Qy' Qz) = (X, y, Z) 
(Qx ' Qy , Qz ) = (xs ' Ys' zs) 
s s s 
while for a vector transformation of, say, the magnetic field 
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(Qx' Qy' Qz) = 
(Qx ' Qy , Qz ) = 
s s s 
(B , B , B ) 
x Y z 
(Bx
s
' Bys' Bzs 
(66) 
(67) 
The inverse transformation from the solar-wind to the sun-ecliptic system 
is given by 
Qx -cos n cos ~p sin n -cos n sin ~p Qx s 
Qy = sin n cos ~p -cos n sin n sin ~p Qy (68) 
s 
Qz sin ~p 0 cos ~p Qz 
s 
Properties Along a Spacecraft Trajectory 
One of the primary aims of the present effort has been the development 
of the capability to determine plasma and magnetic-field properties, as 
predicted by the present theoretical model, at locations specified along 
an arbitrary spacecraft trajectory, and in such a form as to enable com-
parisons to be made directly with actual spacecraft data. To this end, 
the following procedure has been developed and implemented in the 
associated computer code. First, from the known oncoming interplanetary 
conditions provided in a sun-planet reference frame, the azimuthal and 
polar solar-wind angles (n,~p) are employed to establish both the loca-
tion of the trajectory point in the solar-wind (X,y,Z) frame as well as 
the interplanetary magnetic-field comp6nents (BX ,By ,B Z ) using the 00 00 00 
transformation eq. (65). Next, the axisymmetric gasdynamic and unit 
magnetic-field calculations are carried out. Because the gasdynamic flow 
is axisymmetric in the (X,y,Z) system, the internal coordinate system in 
which the trajectory calculations are actually performed may be rotated 
about the X axis into the most convenient orientation. If we consider a 
point P located at (Xp,yp,Zp)' then the rotation most appropriate for the 






where the angle e is given by 
e = tan-
1 [~] (69) 
This rotation defines a new coordinate system (x',y',z') where 
x' 1 0 0 X 
y' = 0 cos 8 sin 8 Y (70 ) 
z' 0 -sin 8 cos 8 Z 
in which 
x' = X P 
y' = -Vy2 + z2 p p (71) 
z' = 0 
Thus, the (x',y') plane which contains the X axis and the arbitrary point 
P corresponds directly to the plane (X,R) = (Xp'''Y~ + Z~) in which the 
axisymmetric gasdynamic flow properties are calculated. In particular, 
the velocity magnitude v, density P, and flow angle ~ at the point Pare 
found by bilinear interpolation through the (X,R) flow-field grid. The 
vector velocity in the (X,Y,Z) system is then given by the transformation 
1 o o v cos ~ 
= o cos 8 -sin 8 v sin ~ (72) 
o sin 8 cos 8 o 
and then in the sun-ecliptic system by the transformation given in eq. (68 ) 
v 
Xs 
-cos n cos ~p sin n -cos n sin ~p Vx 
v 
Ys 
= sin n cos ~p -cos n sin n sin ~p vY (73 ) 
vZs sin ~ 0 cos ~p Vz P 
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Calculation of the magnetic field at an arbitrary point is somewhat 
more complicated since these components are dependent upon the orientation 
of the incident interplanetary magnetic field. With the known (Bx ,By, 
• 00 00 
Bz ) components, the corresponding components (B' ,By' ,Bz' ) lnthe rotated 00 Xoo 00 00 (x' ,y',z') system are given by 
B' 1 0 0 Bx x 00 00 
B' = 0 cos e sin e By (74) yoo 00 
B' 0 -sin e cos e BZ z 
00 00 
In this reference frame, the perpendicular, parallel, and normal inter-
planetary components are identified as 
B = B' 
00" Xoo 
B = B' (75) oo~ yoo 
B = B' 
00 z n 00 

















The magnetic angle ~ associated with the incident perpendicular component 
and the unit magnetic-field ratios (IBI/B ) , (IBI/Boo) ,(B/Boo) in the 
- 00" - ~ n 
rotated system are next determined by bilinear interpolation through the 
flow-field grid. Then, the magnetic-field components (B~,By,B~) in the 
rotated system are calculated from 
B' = cos a' [cos cf> • cos a' • IB~I + cos ~ • sin a' • p IB:U . B (78) x n p 00 
" 
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B' cos a' [Sin <P • cos a' • IB~I + sin IjJ • sin a' . IB:U . B Y n P p co 
" 
(79 ) 




z n co 
The magnetic-field components in the solar-wind (X,y,Z) system are then 
determined from the rotational transformation. 
1 o 0 B' 
x 
o cos 8 -sin 8 B' 
Y 
(81 ) 
o sin 8 cos 8 B' 
z 
and finally in the sun-planet system from 




= sin n cos c!>p -cos n sin n sin c!>p By (82) 
B sin c!>p 0 cos c!>p BZ Zs 
RESULTS 
Using the computational procedures developed under the current 
modeling effort, a large variety and number of different solar-
wind/planetary-ionosphere interraction results were systematically 
obtained. These results were directed toward the following specific 
objectives: (1) verification of the correctness of the procedures, (2) 
demonstration of their flexibility and generality for a variety of cases 
covering ranges typical of solar-wind conditions, (3) establishment of a 
catalog of flow and magnetic-field results for a large number of solar-
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wind flows, and (4) comparisons of theoretical predictions with data 
obtained from spacecraft measurements. The results obtained associated 
with these objectives are discussed below. 
Verification of the correctness of the procedures developed under 
the current effort primarily involved testing the computational exten-
sions developed regarding both the gasdynamic and magnetic-field calcula-
tion methods reported in ref. 9. For the gasdynamic solver, this consists 
of demonstrating the extended blunt-body capability. As discussed 
previously in the section describing the nose-region solution and also in 
section A.2.1.1 of the computer manual, that extension involves the addi-
tion to the nose-region flow field of a region downstream of the 
dawn-dusk terminator - which is the usual plane terminating the nose-
region solution. This added" capability effectively removes any 
restriction with regard to obstacle shape and interplanetary gasdynamic 
Mach number of the previous procedures (ref. 9); and permits the 
calculation of ionopause shapes which have significant flaring in the 
radial direction at the dawn-dusk terminator, as well as flows at very 
low (Moo ~ 2.0) free-stream Mach numbers. In figure 10, we present 
results for the bow shock locations for Moo = 8.0, Y = 5/3 flow past 
constant scale-height ionopause shapes (see eq. (36a) with HIRo = 0.5 and 
1.0. The downstream solutions for neither of these shapes could be 
determined with the previous procedures (ref. 9), whereas with the 
present method they present no problem. The downstream locations to 
which the nose-region solutions were extended were X/Ro = (0.54, 0.67), 
respectively, for the HIRo = (0.5, 1.0) ionopause shapes - indicating 
that the addition of an extensive downstream region to the nose solution 
for such flows is unnecessary. This is important, as the nose-region 
solver requires significantly more computational time for a given 
flow-field region than the marching solver. Hence, minimization of the 
nose-region flow field is essential in minimizing the total com-
putational time. 
In figure 11, we display additional results using the extended nose-
region grid capability to demonstrate the ability of the current method 
for calculating very low interplanetary gasdynamic Mach number flows. 
Bow shock locations are shown for Moo = 2.0 and 3.0, y = 5/3 flows past an 
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ionopause obstacle shape with gravitational variation included in 
scale-height having H/Ro = 0.25 (see eq. (36b». This particular 
obstacle is a relatively blunt shape, as can be observed from the 
ionopause profiles presented previously in figure 1, and, computa-
tionally, presents a more difficult flow to determine than flows for 
shapes having less flaring. For applications to terrestrial planets, 
such as Mars and Venus, typical ionopause shapes occurring in nature 
appear to lie in the range 0.01 ~H/Ro~ 0.10. Consequently, demon-
stration of the ability of the current procedures to treat successfully 
such flows as shown in figures 10 and 11 - which lie at the limits of 
interest as far as applications to nonmagnetic terrestrial planets, indi-
cates that these procedures will not be restricted insofar as ionopause 
geometry and interplanetary solar-wind conditions are concerned. 
Corresponding verification of the extensions to the procedures for 
the magnetic-field calculation has involved demonstration of the 
correctness of the magnetic-field prediction at any arbitrary point in 
the solar-wind flow field. This was accomplished by consideration of a 
variety of special test cases in which the location in the flow field and 
the incident interplanetary magnetic-field orientation were system-
atically changed so as to produce both symmetric and antisymmetric 
changes in the resultant ionosheath magnetic field, as well as to reverse 
the roles of the perpendicular and normal components. All of these 
various permutations of the magnetic-field calculation procedure were 
successfully verified. 
One of the primary objectives of the present work was to demonstrate 
the flexibility and generality of the present procedures by exercising 
them over a wide range of ionopause geometries and solar wind oncoming 
conditions so as to cover, insofar as possible, the entire range of 
practical interest of these parameters. These calculations were to be 
summarized in a convenient format and then archived so as to provide 
at-a-glance information regarding the variation of the flow-field and 
unit magnetic-field quantities. The output format selected was the 
automatic pen-plot output option of the program involving plots of the 
flow-field streamlines, and contours of the velocity magnitude Iyl/v
oo
' 
temperature T/Too' density p/poo' and the field-line locations and contours 
of the unit magnetic-field ratios (181/8) and (181/8 ) • 
_ 00" _ 00 ~ 
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The test cases selected for this catalog involved a ratio of specific 





{2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 8.0, 12.0, 25.0} 
{0.01, 0.10, 0.25} 
{0.10, 0.20, 0.25} 
Thus, a total of 36 separate cases were calculated. The plot output for 
these cases is provided in Appendix 8, which also presents a convenient 
page index to the individual results. These archived results provide an 
very convenient means of determining the overall dependence of flow-
field and magnetic-field quantities with Moo and obstacle shape, in par-
ticular the variation of bow shock location and flow-field contour changes. 
We note that the range of free-stream Mach numbers selected easily spans 
the entire range of solar-wind conditions usually encountered, while the 
different obstacle shapes provide a wide variation as well, as can be 
observed from figure 1. 
The final and ultimate check of the current procedures lies in the 
comparison of the results predicted by the present model with data 
actually measured by a spacecraft. To that end, we have made a number 
of preliminary comparisons with data obtained from orbits 3 and 6 of the 
Pioneer-Venus Orbiter spacecraft. 
The overall features of the spacecraft trajectory crossings of the 
solar-wind/Venus-ionosphere interaction region are provided in the sketch 
given in figure 12. In that figure, which is referred to the sun-Venus 
solar-ecliptic coordinate system, we note in particular the highly 
elliptic spacecraft orbit (periapsis '" 200 Km, apoapsis '" 66,000 Km) and 
the crossings of the bow shock and ionopause surfaces. The oncoming 
solar-wind direction, with arbitrary azimuthal (aberration) and polar 
angles (n,~ ) is as indicated, with the ionopause and bow shock surfaces p 
symmetric about that direction. The oncoming arbitrary interplanetary 
magnetic field ~ is also as indicated. 
The procedural outline employed for the theoretical comparisons is as 
follows: 
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I. Orbital data selection 
Select data from an orbit when solar-wind conditions are relatively 
steady. 
II. Theoretical calculations 
Input: 
Ionospheric P and T versus altitude from orbiter retarding 
potential analyzer (ORPA) 
Solar wind Yoo' Poo' Too from orbiter plasma analyzer (OPA) 
Solar wind B from orbiter magnetometer (OMAG) 
_00 
Trajectory coordinates 
Output: (Contours and/or time histories along orbital trajectory) 
Ionosheath p, T, y, ~ and their scalar components in solar 
ecliptic coordinates 
III. Comparisons with Spacecraft data 
Observational ionosheath data for p, Iyl, T from OPA and for 
B from OMAG with two sets of theoretical predictions based on 
l~~~;t} interplanetary solar-~ind properties (voo ' Too' Poo' ~oo) 
measured {~~~~~e} bow shock {~~~~~~~d} crossings. 
First, the selection of the particular orbit for which theoretical 
calculations and data comparisons will be carried out must be made. This 
choice is based on spacecraft observations of the oncoming interplanetary 
solar wind, and for the cases reported here, the selections were made 
when conditions appeared relatively steady. In particular, the 
interplanetary conditions regarding solar-wind velocity, density, 
temperature and magnetic field based on the orbiter solar-wind plasma 
analyzer (OPA) and fluxgate magnetometer (OMAG) measurements just prior 
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to inbound bow shock crossing and immediately after outbound bow shock 
crossing were analyzed by the Pioneer-Venus investigators responsible for 
these instruments for a number of the initial orbits of the Pioneer-Venus 
* spacecraft, and on this basis the selection of Orbits 3 and 6 were made. 
To initiate the theoretical calculations, information regarding both 
the ionospheric obstacle shape and the oncoming interplanetary conditions 
are required. The determination of the obstacle shape is based on measure-
ments of atmospheric density and temperature as a function of altitude 
made by the orbiter retarding potential analyzer at (ORPA) locations 
interior to the ionopause boundary.** These measurements yield the varia-
tion of atmospheric pressure with altitude in the vicinity of ionopause 
altitudes. From this information, the value of the scale-height parameter 
from the atmospheric pressure model given by either eq. (29) or (30) can 
be determined. For Venus, it appears that the ionosphere/solar-wind 
interaction is such that the ionopause wraps tightly about the planet 
(ref. 10). Our calculations based on ORPA data for Orbits 3 and 6 indicate 
scale heights of approximately 200 Km, which yield 
of values for Hand H of 0.02 < H/R ,H/R < 0.05. 
- 0 0 -
a correspondihg range 
We note that for such 
small values of scale height, the two ionospheric pressure models eqs. 
(29) and (30) yield essentially the same obstacle shape, as can be seen 
from figure 1. For the comparisons reported here for both Orbits 3 and 6, 
we have selected a value of H/Ro = 0.03. With regard to oncoming 
interplanetary conditions, we require as input the solar-wind bulk 
velocity Yoo' density Poo' temperature Too' and magnetic field ~oo. The first 
three are provided by the orbiter plasma analyzer (OPA) , while the 
magnetic field is given by the orbiter fluxgate magnetometer (OMAG). We 
note that the OPA provides either ion density and temperature or electron 
density and temperature, but not both simultaneously. For orbits 3 and 
* 
** 
Special thanks are due to J. H. Wolfe and J. P. ~1ihalov who provided 
information regarding the solar-wind plasma from OPA measurements 
(refs. 21,22) and to C. T. Russell, R. C. Elphic, and J. A. Slavin for 
magnetic-field information from OMAG measurements (refs. 23,24). 
Special thanks are due to W. C. Knudsen and K. Spenner for providing the 
ionospheric plasma information from ORPA measurements (refs. 10,11). 
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6, ion measurements were available and have been employed. Information 
regarding the oncoming direction of the solar wind, as given by the angles 
(n,~ ), defines the requisite coordinate rotations required to align the p 
gasdynamic calculation in the oncoming solar-wind direction; while 
information of solar-wind speed, density, and temperature serve to define 
the oncoming gasdynamic Mach number required to initiate the gasdynamic 
calculations. 
With this information, the detailed gasdynamic and unit magnetic-field 
calculations in the ionosheath region can be cairied out. In order to 
provide an idea of the detail obtained by the present computational 
procedures in these calculations, we have displayed in figure 13 the 
flow-field grid for one of the gasdynamic flow solutions used in the data 
comparisons discussed below. The result shown is for Moo = 3.0, Y = 5/3 
flow past an ionopause obstacle shape with H/Ro = 0.03, and is shown 
carried to a downstream location of X/Ro = 3.0. The flow field 
properties [y/voo' p/poo' T/Too] and the unit frozen magnetic-field ratios 
[(~/Boo)"' (~/Boo)~' (B/Boo)n] are determined at each intersection of the 
grid lines, including the bow shock, stagnation streamline, and 
ionopause boundaries. The final output of the calculaton consists of 
detailed flow-field and magnetic-field properties in the ionosheath 
region, both in terms of tabular output and plotted contours and time 
histories along the orbital trajectory of the velocity magnitude and 
components, density, temperature, and magnetic-field magnitude and 
components. Complete details are provided in section A.4 of the Computer 
User's Manual. 
For the comparisons with spacecraft data, the most convenient portion 
of the output format are the time-history predictions along the space-
craft orbit. The observational data used for comparisons with the 
theoretical predictions in the ionosheath region include plasma 
density, velocity, and temperature from OPA measurements and magnetic 
field from OMAG measurements. For the theoretical predictions, two sets 
of results are usually generated based on {~i~;t} interplanetary solar-
wind properties (Yoo' Too' Poo' ~oo) measured {~fi~~e} bow shock {~~~~~~~d} 
crossing. 
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In figure 14, we have displayed some overall flow-field results for 
Orbit 6. Indicated in that figure are bow shock locations for the three 
combinations of free-stream Mach number Moo and plasma specific heat ratio 
Y, i.e. (Moo'Y) = (13.3,5/3), (13.3,2), (3.0,5/3) for flow about an 
ionopause with H/Ro = 0.03. Also indicated are two sets of points (-0-, 
-0-) representing the spacecraft trajectory for orbit 6 as viewed in two 
solar-wind oriented coordinate systems. The trajectory indicated by the 
solid lines and circles (-0-) is that based on the last measured 
direction (~'~p) = (6.5°,-1.4°) of the interplanetary solar wind just 
prior to crossing the bow shock on the inbound leg, while the dashed line 
and squares (--0--) denotes the trajectory based on the first measured 
direction (~'~p) = (4.9°,7.6°) of the solar wind immediately after 
crossing the bow shock on the outboard leg. We note that the spatial 
location of the spacecraft trajectory in solar-wind coordinates depends 
only on the direction (~'~p) of the oncoming solar wind, but not on its 
magnitude. With regard to the results indicated in figure 14 for the 
spacecraft trajectory, we observe the extremely large dependence of 
spatial position of a trajectory point, as viewed in solar-wind 
coordinates, on solar-wind direction. For the particular inbound and 
outbound solar-wind angles indicated, the shift in X-coordinate of a 
trajectory point can be as high as a quarter of the Venusian planetary 
radius, which obviously results in substantial differences in predicted 
flow and magnetic-field properties. In previous work, the influence of 
the angular shift in the solar wind was generally considered to be small 
and negligible. The current results, however, indicate that this purely 
geometrical effect can be surprisingly large, even for directional shifts 
of less than 5°, and must be accounted for in any realistic theoretical 
comparison with data. See reference 7 for another example of the 
importance of this effect. 
Finally, with regard to the three sets of bow shock results 
displayed in figure 14, these calculations represent an attempt to 
resolve the uncertainty in the oncoming free-stream Mach number and ratio 
of specific heats of the plasma. Because only solar-wind ion tempera-
tures from the OPA were available for Orbit 6, the initial calculation of 
the free-stream Mach number was based on the assumption that Te = Ti , 
which leads to Moo = 13.3. A ratio of specific heats Y = 5/3 was assumed, 
and these interplanetary values result in the bow shock indicated by the 
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dot-dash line. That shock location is in poor agreement with the 
observational shock crossings, indicated as occurring between the pairs 
of solid circles and squares. A separate uncertainty arises from the 
possibility that the magnetic field may act to align the plasma particle 
motion in its direction, thus effectively reducing the number of degrees 
of translational freedom from 3 to 2 and thereby increasing the ratio of 
specific heats from 5/3 to 2. To investigate this possibility, we have 
repeated the M~ = 13.3 calculation using y = 2. That result is indicated 
by the dashed line, and is in better but still not completely satisfactory 
agreement with the observed shock locations. Finally, if it is assumed 
that the oncoming interplanetary electron temperature is not equal to the 
ion temperature, but is substantially higher, we are lead to low Mach 
numbers of the order of M ~ 3-5. We have displayed bow shock results of 
~ 
a Moo = 3.0, Y = 5/3 calculation in figure 14 as the solid line, and 
observe that based on this Mach number and the inbound solar-wind 
direction, the observational shock crossings display very good agreement 
with the theoretical results. 
Figure 15 displays the time-history comparisons of the 
theoretically-predicted bulk plasma density, speed and temperature in 
the ionosheath region with OPA measurements of these quantities. These 
theoretical results were based on a gasdynamic flow solution with M = 
~ 
13.3, Y = 2.0. In these results, the solid lines with circles correspond 
to results based on inbound interplanetary conditions, while the dashed 
lines with squares correspond to outbound conditions. We note that while 
the few data points available are in general agreement with the theore-
tical calculations, the lack of more detailed plasma measurements in the 
ionosheath prevents a definitive conclusion. The OPA instrument requires 
approximately 9 minutes to acquire sufficient data to enable predictions 
of the bulk plasma quantities. While this time lag presents no problem 
when the spacecraft is in the interplanetary solar wind, the large 
resolution time effectively averages the plasma quantities in the 
ionosheath over such a large spatial range that only overall comparisons 
of the bulk plasma properties are possible. 
The situation is quite different for the magnetic field, as the OMAG 
instrument provides essentially instantaneous magnetic-field measure-
ments. Comparisons of the frozen magnetic-field predictions with data 
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are displayed in figures 16(a,b). These comparisons employ the gas-
dynamic solution M = 13.3, Y = 2 for which plasma properties were given 
00 
in figure 15. In figure 16a, we display two sets of theoretical 
calculations for the magnitude of the magnetic field, based on the 
inbound and outbound interplanetary magnetic field conditions as 
indicated on the figure. In these comparisons, we observe very good 
agreement with both sets of predictions. In particular, on the inbound 
leg, the theoretical predictions based on the inbound interplanetary 
conditions are in very good agreement with the data, while the outbound-
condition predictions are clearly not as favorable. On the other hand, 
as we proceed in time along the outbound leg, the opposite is true. 
Here, the outbound-condition predictions are in very good agreement with 
the data, while the inbound-condition predictions are notably inferior, 
particularly with regard to shock crossing. Corresponding results for 
the magnetic-field components are provided in figure 16b, and display a 
similar behavior. The agreement of the theoretical results with data for 
the individual components is remarkable, confirming the accuracy of the 
frozen-field model, as well as the shift of the ionosheath magnetic field 
from a solution related to inbound interplanetary conditions to one 
related to outbound donditions. 
For Orbit 3, similar comparisons as those shown in figures 14-16 for 
Orbit 6 are given in figures 17 to 19. In figure 17, we have provided 
the bow shock locations for five different combinations of Moo and Y as 
indicated. The Mach numbers Moo = 7.38, 5,96 correspond, respectively, to 
the inbound and outbound interplanetary conditions for I~ool, Poo ' Too as 
measured by the OPA, while the two values of Y = 5/3,2 used in the 
calculations represent our uncertainty of the ratio of plasma specific 
heats. We have also indicated for reference the bow shock location for Moo 
= 3.0, Y = 5/3 as given previously in figure 14 for Orbit 6. Note that 
the observational shock crossings are again closest to the Moo = 3.0, Y = 
5/3 shock. Also provided in figure 17 are the orbital trajectories as 
viewed in solar-wind coordinates for the inbound (n,~p) = (3.3°,0.15°) 
and outbound (n,~p) = (3.7°,4.9°) solar-wind directions. 
The comparisons for the bulk plasma properties for Orbit 3 are pro-
vided in figure 18. Again we note an overall agreement for bulk plasma 
speed and density, but note an observable discrepancy in the temperature. 
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This is thought to be indicative of the manner in which the bulk 
properties from the theoretical model are being interpreted in relation 
to the observational measurements; i.e. the theoretical values corre-
spond to those for a single-component plasma, while the measurements are 
in terms of a mUlti-component plasma. Whether the theoretical plasma 
properties require rescaling or reformulation, or whether their present 
formulation is appropriate for comparison with the multi-component data, 
appears to be a necessary and important subject for future study. 
Results for the magnetic-field comparisons are displayed in figures 
19(a,b), which provide time-histories of both the magnitude and the 
individual magnetic-field components based on both inbound and outbound 
interplanetary conditions. We note again, although the shock crossing 
comparisons are somewhat in disagreement since the gasdynamic flow 
fields used in these results were for Moo = 7.56, 5.96 and y = 2, the 
reasonable comparisons are obtained for the ionosheath magnetic field. 
In particular, we observe the drift with time along the trajectory of the 
trajectory of the agreement of theory with data from the predictions 
based on inbound interplanetary conditions on the inbound leg, to those 
based on outbound conditions on the outbound leg. 
In order to demonstrate the improvement obtained in magnetic-field 
results when a gasdynamic flow-field solution is employed which more 
closely agrees with the observational bow shock location, we have 
displayed in figure 20(a,b) the analogous time-history magnetic-field 
comparisons when using a Moo = 3.0, y = 5/3 gasdynamic result. In this 
case, results were computed for only the inbound direction (n,~p) = 
(3.3°, 0.15°) of the solar wind. As can be seen, there is a marked 
improvement in the agreement near the bow shock, and quite good ogreement 
throughout the ionosheath as well as, for both the magnitude and the 
individual magnetic-field components. We note that the general agree-
ment of theory and observation of the individual components demonstrates 
both the accuracy of the calculation and, in particular, the need for 
accounting in the theoretical results of the variable direction of the 
interplanetary solar wind. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The application of advanced computational procedures was undertaken 
for the purpose of modeling the interaction of the solar wind with non-
magnetic planets, with particular emphasis on Venus. Based on the 
successful theoretical model employed previously (ref. 9), i.e., the 
steady, dissipationless, magnetohydrodynamic model for axisymmetric, 
supersonic, super-Alfvenic solar-wind flow, a number of important 
theoretical extensions have been developed and included in the computa-
tional procedures. These include the capability for treating very low 
oncoming interplanetary gasdynamic Mach numbers (Moo ~ 2.0), as well as 
quite general ionopause shapes. A new family of ionopause shapes has 
been developed which includes the effect of gravitational variation in 
scale height, and has been incorporated in the computational program. 
Additionally, the capability for determining the plasma gasdynamic and 
magnetic-field properties along any arbitrary spacecraft trajectory, 
accounting for an arbitrary oncoming direction of the solar wind, has 
been developed. All of these developments have been incorporated into 
an assemblage of computer codes to enable detailed calculations of the 
solar-wind interaction with planetary atmospheres. The computer codes 
have been extensively documented and are described in a computer user's 
manual included as part of this report. 
Comparisons are reported which verify the correctness of these new 
procedures, and which demonstrate their capability for computing a wide 
range of flows encompassing those typical of solar-wind conditions about 
terrestrial planetary atmospheres. A catalog of sample solar-wind flows 
covering a large number of flow conditions and ionopause geometries was 
established, and reported in summary format in the forms of contour plots 
of important flow-field and magnetic-field properties. Finally, success-
ful comparisons of results from the theoretical model were made with 
actual spacecraft data obtained from initial orbits of the Pioneer-Venus 
Orbiter. These results have indicated the importance, heretofor largely 
neglected, of the directional variability of the oncoming solar wind. 
All of these results, taken in toto, serve to verify the basic theoreti-
cal model which underlies the present procedures. Furthermore, it 
demonstrates the value of the present computational procedures as a 
research tool capable of routinely providing - at small computation cost 
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and in a format directly compatible with experimental observations -
details of the solar-wind/planetary atmosphere interaction process not 
previously attainable. 
With regard to future us~s as well as improvements of the present 
model, the obvious need for a detailed study involving comparisons 
between theory and observations for a large number of orbits of the 
Pioneer-Venus Orbiter is clear. Based on the preliminary comparisons for 
orbits 3 and 6, the frozen magnetic-field model appears to be remarkably 
accurate for relatively quiet-time conditions. Similar comparisons of 
the plasma properties indicate a need for an improved interpretation of 
the results from the single-fluid theory in terms of multi-component 
measurements. Questions regarding the possible suppression by the 
interplanetary magnetic field of the number of degrees of freedom of the 
plasma require further study and could be clarified through systematic 
comparisons with data. Additionally, observations from the Pioneer-Venus 
Orbiter of the nightside ionosphere of Venus have indicated a more 
complex and dynamic structure than suspected. These observations point, 
in particular, toward the need for improvement of the simple model used 
in the present method for the determination of the ionosphere boundary. 
This improved determination would involve an iterative procedure in which 
a balance of the sum of the solar-wind gasdynamic plus magnetic pressure 
along the ionopause surface would be maintained against the ionospheric 
pressure. The present method, which balances the Newtonian pressure 
distribution against the ionospheric pressure, represents the first step 
in this iteration. 
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APPENDIX A 
A.l INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the operation of the 
assemblage of computer codes which were developed in conjunction 
with the theoretical work presented in this report and organized 
into one program, and to provide sufficient detail to permit 
understanding and use of the program. The program computes the 
flow field of the solar wind about a terrestrial planet, using a 
procedure for the calculation of supersonic/hypersonic flow about 
an axisymmetric blunt body. The corresponding frozen-in magnetic 
field is calculated from the previously-determined velocity and 
density fields. Streamlines and contour lines of various flow-
field properties and magnetic-field components are also determined. 
Next, these flow-field and magnetic-field values are calculated for 
points along a user-specified trajectory. 
A description of the general operating procedure of the program 
is given, with descriptions of input and output. The program is 
written in FORTRAN IV and has been developed on a CDC 7600 computer. 
University Computing Company (UCC) Standard Plotting Software and 
Functional Software packages are used to produce automated plots. 
Files used, besides TAPE5 for INPUT and TAPE6 for OUTPUT, are TAPEl 
for the plot file (system default), TAPE4 for input file for rerun 
option, and TAPE9 for storing data for rerun. Typical run times 
for cases using the default parameters are 110 to 120 seconds, using 
the OPT=2 compiler. For a case using the rerun option, which 
employs a previously-calculated flow field, the run time is approxi-
mately 15 seconds. The storage requirements are 146KS for small 
core memory and 273KS for large core memory. 
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A.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
For computational purposes, the flow is subdivided into two 
regions, as indicated in the sketch below, with the center of the 
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The region near the nose of the magnetopause/ionopause includes all 
of the imbedded subsonic flow and part of the supersonic flow. An 
axisymmetric implicit unsteady Euler equation solver is used to 
calculate this part of the flow field. Using the solution plane at 
x = 0.0 to provide starting conditions, the flow field in the purely 
supersonic downstream region is determined by integrating the steady 
Euler equations using a spatial-marching procedure. Streamlines, the 
magn~tic field, and contours are calculated using the entire flow 
field, distinguishing between the two regions as required by the 
different forms of the computational grids. A rerun capability is 
provided, where flow-field data is read from a file written on a 
previous run, rather than repeating the blunt-body and marching 
calculations. The computations proceed as shown in the sketch below, 
which provides an overall flow chart of the complete program. The 
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A.2.l Calculation Procedure 
After reading in the number of cases in the run, each case is 
calculated independently. Subroutine INPUT reads in all card input 
required for one case, viz. a title, flow conditions, obstacle 
geometry, calculation and print control parameters, and desired 
contour values. The user may supply the obstacle geometry in the 
form of a shape table for an axisymmetric body, or use one of the 
default shapes which are calculated internally by the program. These 
default shapes are the magnetopause equatorial trace, constant scale-
height ionopauses, and ionopauses having gravitational variation in 
scale-height. The input is printed as the first item of output. 
A.2.l.l Blunt-body calculation 
A computational mesh in polar (Rp'S) coordinates is established for 
the blunt-body calculation; then, for the marching calculation, this 
is extended into a cylindrical (x,R) system, as indicated below: 
R 
x 
This method has proven effective except for certain obstacle shapes 
which have a significant amount of flaring at the terminator and/or 
cases involving low free-stream Mach numbers M < 3. Under such con-
00 -
ditions, the axial component of velocity may become subsonic at the 
starting plane of a marching calculation (terminator) and the calcula-
tion cannot proceed. In this case the blunt-body grid must be extended 
past S = 90 0 as shown below: 
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R 
x--~---------"u-~~----~~~------------1. 0 0 
The number of rays added to the blunt-body mesh is controlled by the 
input variable NXADD, and are limited by the requirement, NBLUNT + 
NXADD < 39. 
All lengths, x, R, R , are normalized so that the nose of the p 
obstacle is at x = 1.0. For the default shapes, rays at equal 
angular increments of ~e are used, starting at -~e/2, up to 90 0 + 
~e, where ~e = 90 0 /(NBLUNT-l.5) , and NBLUNT is an input parameter 
describing the number of angular mesh points to be used in the blunt-
body calculation. Program default value is NBLUNT = 24, so that for 
the default mesh, ~e = 4 0 • The obstacle shape is determined by inte-
gra ting the appropr ia te d i fferen tial equa tion by a trapezo idal 
predictor-corrector method. For a user-supplied shape, the e grid is 
determine by rays from the origin through the first NBLUNT points, 
and the reflection of the first ray about the x-axis. Values for R p 
are determined by dividing the line segments between the body and 
bow shock wave into NR-l equal intervals. Thus, including the 
obstacle and bow shock wave, the grid forms NR arcs around the 
obstacle. A starting solution for the blunt-body calculation is 
obtained by guessing a bow shock shape and by prescribing a 
Newtonian pressure distribution on the body. Noting that the 
maximum entropy streamline wets the body, other flow properties on 
the body surface can then be calculated. An initial flow field is 
then established by linear interpolation between the obstacle and 
the guessed bow shock, where the Rankine~Hugoniot relations hold. 
The integration proceeds in time for ITER steps. The initial bow 
shock shape used for the magnetopause equatorial trace and for an 
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ionopause with H/Ro ~ 0.1 is a correlation shape depending on (Moo' 
y, H/Ro) and given by the parabola Rp = °1/°0 - x/~ where 
° 
= 1.0 + 1.1 {[ (Y-l)M~ + 2]/(Y+l)M~} x (0.9 + 0.5 H/Ro) 0 
°1 = !J. {(1.273 + 0.009 M~) (0. 9 04 + O. 655 H/Ro) 0 
x [3.95 
- 5.3 H/Ro + 3.85 (H/Ro}2]} + (~ody}x=O.O 
!J.
o = 
[(Y_l}M2 + 2]/[(Y+l}M2 ] x 0.78 
00 00 
For a user-supplied obstacle shape and for an ionopause with 
HIRo < 0.1, .the initial shock shape used is the curve Rp = 
-J[l + !J.o(l + 0.68 02 + 0.16 84 )]. Information on convergence, the 
final sonic line locations, and the body and final bow shock shape 
are printed from this calculation. 
The flow chart for the blunt-body code is shown in FigureA.l (a). 
A.2.l.2 Marching calculation 
The results at the 8 = 90 0 plane of the blunt-body calculation are 
used as starting conditions for the marching calculation, after 
proper variable normalization for the internal marching calculation. 
For default geometries, the obstacle shape is determined by integration 
of the appropriate differential equation proceeding from the nose 
downstream at equal 8 increments to form a body-shape table. The 
stepsize along the x-axis is recalculated at every ICONST(49} with 
ICONST(49} being set to 10. At each x-location, Rbody is determined 
by linear interpolation. The computational mesh is extended by adding 
the line perpendicular to the x-axis at each step, divided in the 
same manner as for the blunt nose. The calculation marches downstream 
with a maximum stepsize of 1.0 until the terminal location specified 
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by the user has been passed. However, the number of steps is limited 
to 75, after which the calculation will end regardless of the x-location. 
The coordinates of the obstacle and bow shock are printed at each step. 
The grid coordinates and flow-field values are written to a file, 
TAPE9, which may be saved to use as input for a later run. This 
rerun option, which replaces construction of the computational mesh 
and performance of the blunt-body and marching calculations with the 
reading of the rerun input file TAPE4, is described in section A.2.2. 
The flow chart for the marching calculation is provided in figure 
A.I(b). 
A.2.l.3 Streamline calculation 
The streamlines are calculated in two sections, following each of 
the flow-field calculations. Using the results of the blunt-body 
calculation, Le. the (x,R) grid coordinates, (R ,8) grid coordinates, p 
density pip , and velocity components vx/v and vR/v , the velocity 
00 00 00 
magnitude Iyl/voo and flow angle ~ are calculated. Density p/poo and 
velocity magnitude Ivl/v are first smoothed along the rays of con-_ 00 
stant-8, using a third-degree least-squares fit with respect to Rp. 
Streamlines are then calculated downstream to x = 0.0, using the 
traj ec tory me thod and in teg ra ting through the veloc i ty field by means 
of a third-order modified Euler integration procedure with the grid 
locations on the bow shock used as starting positions. The flow angle 
~ = tan-l (vR/vX) at each point is determined using bivariate linear 
interpolation first in 8, then Rp. Points for which 8 < 00 or 8 > 900 
are discarded in the interpolation. 
The marching calculation provides (x,R) grid coordinates, and 
values of density p/Pt' and velocity components vx/Vt and vR/vt ' where 
t denotes free-stream stagnation conditions. For compatibility with 
the blunt-body solution, the flow-field values are converted to p/poo' 
vx/voo ' vR/voo before calculating the resultant velocity magnitude 
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Ivl/v and flow angle~. The streamline calculation is continued 
- co downstream, employing the same method as in the nose region. Starting 
positions on the shock wave for the streamline calculation in the 
marching zone are set at equal R-increments, with a maximum of 50 
streamlines calculated. The flow angle is determined using bivariate 
linear interpolation first in x, then in R. 
Along the symmetry axis, values of x, p/pco' and \~\/vco are deter-
mined by extrapolation, using a third-order Lagrangian polynomial in 
e on each arc of the computational grid. Exact values for the 
stagnation streamline are used where possible, viz. at the bow shock 
2 2 pip = (y+1)M 1[(y-I)M + 2] co co co 
at the body surface 
0/000 = (0/0 00 ) shock • [[[ (y+l) MooP / [4YM: - 2 (y-1) J] 1/ (Y-1J 
\y\/vco = 0.0 
x = 1.0 
Detailed flow-field output may now be printed by subroutine FLOUT, 
with LPRFL as print control variable. In addition to grid coordinates, 
density, velocities and flow angle, values of temperature T/Tco and 
pressure PIP are output, where co 
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Streamline coordinates may also be printed by subroutine STOUT, with 
LPRST as print control variable. A plot of the streamlines is 
generated if the variable LPLOT is true. A flow chart of the stream-
line calculation is shown in figure A.I(c). 
A.2.l.4 Magnetic-field calculation 
The magnetic field is determined by separately calculating the unit 
components whose directions are parallel, perpendicular, and normal to 
the flow, in the undisturbed solar wind. These components are then 
added vectorially, the resultant being expressed in orthogonal (x,y,z) 
components. The angles in the free stream a and a between the p n 
magnetic field and the flow, as shown in the sketch below, are either 
input or, in the case of a trajectory calculation, are calculated 




The magnetic-field components are calculated using the following 
formulae in which ~ signifies a vector of magnitude e in the direction 
of the component field line, and fi the unit normal vector. 
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(B~J = (~) (:J; (B~J = (:tJ [:J; (:J n = (:J [:J 
" 
~ 
[B~) = (B~J [BBooj + [ B:] [BBoo: ] + n [BBJ [B::] 
" 
~ n 
The magnetic-field line vector component ~" which results from the 
interplanetary component Boo that is parallel to the undisturbed 
" solar flow has local magnitude given by (I~I/voo) (p/poo)' and the same 
local direction ~ as the fluid flow. Determination of the normal 
magnetic-field component B requires calculation of R/R , where R n 00 00 
is the free-stream cylindrical R-ordinate of the streamline through 
the point under consideration. This is calculated by linearly 
interpolating in the local radial cylindrical coordinate R between 
the streamlines, with R/Roo = 1.0 along the x-axis. The magnetic-
field vector component ~~ resulting from the interplanetary com-
ponent B which is perpendicular to the undisturbed solar-wind oo~ 
flow requires the distance vector ~l/~l , whose magnitude is _ 00 
I~fl/~loo and direction is ~, where I~fl/~loo is the stretching 
factor of the perpendicular field at the point, and ~ is the 
direction of the field line through the point. The magnitude and 







where the quantities d 1, -d 2, ~xl' ~x2' ~rl' ~r2' ~{ool' and ~{oo2 
are described by the sketch below. The points marked (e) on the 
streamlines represent equal-time intervals in the flow. 
The perpendicular field lines are determined by integrating f~dt 
along each streamline, using trapezoidal integration to locate points 
along the streamline at regular increments in time, ~t, starting at a 
perpendicular field line ahead of the bow shock. Values for I~~I/~{oo 
and ~ are calculated at the points where the perpendicular field 
lines and streamlines intersect, interpolating only along the field 
lines. A generalized quadrilateral interpolation scheme is then 
employed to determine I~~I/~{oo and ~ at the computational grid points, 
using the quadrilateral containing the point formed by the inter-
section of pairs of adjacent streamlines and perpendicular field 
lines. At the bow shock, an exact formula is used, viz. 
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where 
The values of 16~1/6too at the grid points are smoothed using fifth-
order least-squares fit with respect to arc length along the arcs 
of th grid. The resultant magnetic field can then be expressed in 
orthogonal (x,y,z) components. The code determines these components 
for the case when the field point is located in the (x,y) plane, 
i;e., z = O. These components are given by 
B IB Y 00 
= cos an x [cos ~ x cos a x (IBI/B ) P _ 00" 
+ cos W x sin a x (IBI/B )~] P _ 00 
= cos an x [sin ~ x cos a x (IBI/B ) P - 00" 
+ sin W x sin a x (IBI/B )~] P _ 00 
Magnetic-field components may now be printed by subroutine BOUT, with 
LPRB as print control parameter. 
when LPRB = .FALSE. and KBCON=O. 
The magnetic field is not calculated 
A flow chart of the magnetic-field 
calculation is shown in figure A.l(d). 
A.2.I.S Contour calculation and plot generation 
Contours are calculated for velocity Ivllv , density pip, and _ 00 00 
magnetic components (1!I/Bw)H' (1~I/Boo)~' and (I~I/Boo)n. The method 
used is a modified version of a procedure developed by R. Sorenson 
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of NASA/Ames Research Center. The boundary is searched for intervals 
which bracket a contour point. Having found one point, the remainder 
of the contour is determined by 'walking' around the contour, 
searching at each step for the interval through which the contour 
line next passes, until a boundary point is reached. Then closed 
contours are found in a similar manner. Linear interpolation is 
used throughout the process. Note that since T/T is a function of 
00 
I~I/voo only, velocity contours may also be considered as temperature 
contours. Temperature and velocity are related by the following 
func tion. 
The coordinates of the contour lines can be printed by subroutine 
CONOUT, with LPRCON as print control parameter. 
The program segment which controls the generation of contour plots 
is accessed only when LPLOT = .TRUE. The UCC Plot Routines used to 
produce these plots are AXIS, CHAR, DASH, DOTLN, ENPLT, GREEK, MATH, 
NUMPLT, PLOT, PLTLN, POLAR, RESET, SCALF, and VECTOR. A flow chart 
of the contour calculation and plot generation in figure A.ICe). 
A.2.l.6 Trajectory calculation 
This segment of the program provides theoretical plasma and mag-
netic-field properties in an output form that is useful for direct 
comparison with actual spacecraft data. Given a sequence of 
coordinates describing the spacecraft trajectory, the program 
calculates the density, temperature, and velocity and magnetic-field 
components at each point. Generation of trajectory plots is con-
trolled by the logical variable LPLTRJ. The trajectory calculation 
proceeds as follows. 
Input to this calculation includes interplanetary values of 
temperature, density, velocity, and magnetic field together with 
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the trajectory coordinates. The trajectory input is required as 
a function of time and normalized by planetary radius. If the 
logical variable LSUN is TRUE, then it is assumed that the 
trajectory coordinates and vector quantities are expressed in terms 
of a sun-planet (ecliptic) coordinate system. In this case, these 
quantities are converted by the program into a solar-wind coordinate 
system by the transformation 
x cos n cos ~p -sin n cos ~p Sino~pl x w s 
Yw = sin n cos n Ys 
z -cos n sin ~p sin n sin ~p cos ~ z w p s 
where (x ,y ,z ) are coordinates in the solar-wind system and (x ,y , 
w w w s s 
zs) are coordinates in the sun-planet system. The angles n and ~p 
are the azimuthal (total aberration) and polar angles, respectively. 
The azimuthal angle, n, is the angle in the plane of the ecliptic 
between the sun-planet line and the oncoming solar-wind, i.e., the 
xs-axis and the xw-axis as shown in figure A.2. The angle ~p' posi-
tive for southward solar-wind flow, measures the deviation of the 
solar-wind from the plane of the ecliptic. Figure A.2 illustrates 
the transformation from sun-planet ecliptic coordinates to solar-
wind coordinates. In this case the azimuthal and polar angles 
indicated are both positive. 
If LSUN is FALSE, it is assumed that all input data are referenced 
to the solar-wind coordinate system and this transformation is not 
performed. 
In order to conform with the internal flow-field and magnetic-
field calculations, the signs of the x and y components of the 
trajectory and vector quantities are reversed. This is, in 
effect, another coordinate transformation which is defined by 
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<Pp -sin n cos <Pp 
-cos n 
<Pp sin n sin <Pp 
sino<pplf;: 
cos <P z p s 
where (x ,y ,z ) are coordinates referenced to the internal calcula-
c c c 
tion system. This transformation is illustrated in figure A.3. Also 
shown in figure A.3 is the relationship of the interplanetary 
parallel, perpendicular, and normal magnetic field components to the 
internal calculation system. Specifically, 
B 
CXl~ = B ,and Boo Yc n 
The angles a p and an are now calculated from the relationships 
= tan-1 [:~:l 
and 
At this point, all data is in a form compatible with the internal 
calculations and the program can interpolate for flow and magnetic-
field values along the trajectory. The following procedure is 
repeated at each trajectory point. Noting that the flow is axisym-
metric, the coordinate system may be rotated to the most convenient 
orientation for the calculation. The present (xc,yc,zc) coordinates 
are converted to (xc,R) coordinates by a rotation in the (yc,zc) plane 
about the xc-axis through the angle 8 = tan-1 [z /y ]. This rotation 
c c 
defines a new coordinate system (x' ,y' ,z') in which z' = o. Subroutine 
IJRAJ now locates the point with reference to the computational flow-
field grid. The point is either within the ionopause, in the grid 
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region, or beyond the bow shock. If the point is within the ionopause, 
all values are set to zero. If the point lies beyond the bow shock, 
all quantities assume their free-stream values. For points within the 
grid, the velocity magnitude, density, and flow angle ~ are found by 
interpolation using function FTRAJ. From the flow angle ~ and the 
rotation angle a, velocity components in the (xc'yc'zc) system can 





v = vsin 
Yc 
~ cos a 
v = vsin 
z ~ sin a 
c 
Calculation of the magnetic field is complicated somewhat because 
the components are dependent on the incident magnetic field. Using 
a p and an' Bx' , B' , and B' are calculated in the rotated (x' ,y' ,z') 00 Yoo Zoo 
system by 
B' = B 
x x 
00 COO 
B' = B cos a Yoo Yc 
00 
B' = -B sin a z Yc 00 00 
Then a' and a' are defined by p n 















Interpolation. is then carried Ott Jto determine the magnetic angle 
~ and the ratios IB~ I ' IB~ I ' and :- in the rotated system again 
00 " 00 ~ 00 n 
using the function FTRAJ. Next, the magnetic-field components B~, 
B~, B~ in the rotated system are calculated from 
BI = cos a l [cos ~ x n • cos a I p 
BI = cos a l [Sin ~ o cos a l Y n P 





+ cos ~ 0 sin a I p 
o IB~ I + sin ~ 0 sin a l p 
00 " 
·!B:!J . B 00 
·!B:! J · B 00 
Finally, these magnetic-field components are rotated back through 
the angle e to yield magnetic-field components referenced to the 
in ternal calculation system (xc,yc,Zc) by 





0 cos e -sin e BI y 
B 
z 
0 sin e cos e BI Z 
C 
Subroutine TROUT now prints the trajectory output in both the 
solar-wind (xc,yc,zc) and the sun-planet (xs,ys,zs) coordinate systems 
using the transformation below to obtain sun-planet magnetic-field 
vector components from solar-wind magnetic-field vector components. 
Bx -cos ~ cos ~p sin ~ -cos ~ sin ~p B x 
s c 
B = sin ~ cos ~p -cos ~ sin ~ sin ~p B Ys Yc 
B sin ~p 0 cos ~p Bz z 
s c 
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The transformation of the solar-wind velocity co~ponents (vx ' vy , c c 
Vz ) into sun-planet components (Vx ,Vy ,v z ) is also done using the c s s s 
same transformation. 
Finally, if LPLTRJ is true, a file of trajectory plots is created. 
A flow chart for this program segment is shown in figure A.I(f). 
A.2.2 Rerun Option 
The rerun option is used when LRERUN = .TRUE. The blunt-body and 
marching calculations are replaced with the reading of grid coordinates 
and flow-field values from the rerun file, TAPE4, which contains data 
written to TAPE9, then saved, on a previous run. Different values for 
any parameter not used in the flow-field calculations may be specified, 
viz. contour values, plot length, magnetic-field angles, and output 
options. Values o-f AMACH, GAMMA, and HRO are required input, to 
ensure that the input rerun file does contain the case desired for 
rerun. - If the geometry is user-supplied, the body-shape table will be 
read from TAPE4, and should not be input from cards. 
After reading the card input, MACH, GAMMA, and HRO are tested 
against values from TAPE4. The grid coordinates and flow-field 
values from the blunt-body calculation are read in, then smoothed, and 
streamlines calculated for this region, as previously described. The 
results of the marching calculation are then read, and the streamline 
calculation continued downstream. The calculations then proceed as 
described in section A.2.1. 
A run must not contain more than one case which uses the rerun 
option. 
A.2.3 Program Limitations and Precautions 
The program makes some assumptions about the geometry of the 
obstacle shape around which flow is to be calculated, and about the 
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flow field. The obstacle shape is assumed to be monotonically 
increasing in cylindrical radius R, going downstream. The nose of 
the obstacle is at x = 1.0. The origin of the (x,R) coordinate 
system is the center of the planet. Obstacle shapes with sharp 
corners should be avoided. In the magnetic-field calculation, the 
first streamline is assumed to be inside the arc described by the 
grid points immediately off the body, downstream of x = 0.0. To 
reduce computational costs, a grid using NR = 10 may be used, in 
which case a lower value of CN may be required. This would reduce 
the running time by approximately 40 percent. A free-stream Mach 
number less than 2.0 is not advised. 
A.2.4 Convergence criteria for BluntaBody Calculation 
The output provides two measures of the convergence of the blunt-
body calculation. The RMS of shock speed and maximum shock speed 
are printed at each iteration. These quantities should both tend to 
zero as the iterations proceed. A value for qRMS' RMS of shock 
speed, of 
where y is the specific heat ratio, and M is the free-stream Mach 
00 
number, usually indicates a converged solution. The RMS of error in 
enthalpy, HT, should be less than 1 percent, with the maximum enthalpy 
error also of that order. 
The Courant number, CN, determines the time step size used by the 
calculation. A value not greater than the default of 3.0 should be 
used. For low Mach numbers or a coarser mesh than the default grid, a 
lower value may be preferable. If the default value does not generate 
a converged solution, or if the error message from subroutine SHOCK 
is printed, try lowering CN in increments of 0.5 to find a better 
value of CN. User-supplied bodies may also require a lower Courant 
number. 
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A.3 DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
This section describes the card input for the program. An alpha-
betized dictionary of input variables is provided, defining the 
varibles, listing default values and limitations. A discussion of 
the preparation of the card input is then presented, followed by a 








A.3.1 Dictionary of Input Variables 
free-stream Mach number; 3.0 < AMACH < 25.0 is recommended 
the angle, in degrees, measuring the deviation of the free-
stream magnetic field from the plane in which 8 and B 
lie; equal to tan-1 [B 1~IB2 1 + 182 I); see ;~~ure A~;~ 
oon 00" 00.1. 
measured in the (x ,y ,z ) coordinate system; only specified 
c c c 
when interplanetary magnetic-field components not specified. 
the angle, in degrees, measuring the deviation of the in-
plane magnetic component (B + B ) from the direction of 
-1 _00" -00.1. 
flow; equal to tan (8 18 ); see figure A.3, measured 00.. oo~ 
in the (x ,y ,z ) coordinate system; only specified when 
c c c 
interplanetary magnetic-field components not specified. 
angle in the ecliptic plane between the sun-planet line and 
the direction of solar-wind flow. See figure A.2 for 
positive direction. 
KBCON-dimensional array specifying values to be used for mag-
netic field strength contours 
magnetic field strength free-stream value; set to 1.0 if 












x -component of interplanetary magnetic field; referred to 
s 
sun-planet coordinates 
Ys-component of interplanetary magnetic field; referred to 
sun-planet coordinates 
zs-component of interplanetary magnetic field; referred to 
sun-planet coordinates 
Courant number used for blunt-body calculation; program 
default value is 3.0 
ratio of plasma specific heats 
obstacle geometry indicator: 
HRO > o. - ionopause with H/R = HRO 
o , 
HRO = O. - magnetopause equatorial trace 
HRO < o. - geometry is user-supplied 
integer, number of iterations for blunt-body calculation; 
program default value is 300 
integer, number of values specified for magnetic-field con-
tours; 0 < K8CON < 20 
integer, number of values specified for density contours; 
o < KRCON < 20 
integer, number of values specified for velocity magnitUde 
contours; 0 ~ KVCON ~ 20 
logical variable indicating whether default ionopause is 
calculated with gravitational variation in scale height 
FALSE - no 




logical variable indicating whether to create plots or plot 
file 
FALSE - no 
TRUE - yes 
logical variable indicating whether to create trajectory and 
time history plots 
FALSE - no 
TRUE - yes 







FALSE - no 
TRUE - yes 
logical variable indicating whether to print coordinates of 
con tours 1 ines 
FALSE - no 
TRUE - yes 
logical variable indicating whether to print detailed flow-
field output 
FALSE - no 
TRUE - yes 
logic'al variable indicating whether to print coordinates of 
streamlines 
FALSE - no 
TRUE - yes 
logical variable indicating whether this case uses rerun 
option 
FALSE - perform blunt-body and marching calculations 





logical variable indicating whether to use previous shock 
shape as initial guess for blunt body 
TRUE - use shock shape from previous solution. 
(Must have a full solution as an earlier run 
in same job.) 
FALSE - use default initial guess for shock shape 
logical variable indicating whether trajectory input is 
referenced to sun-planet coordinate system 
FALSE - trajectory input in solar-wind coordinates 
TRUE - trajectory input in sun-planet coordinates 
logical variable indicating whether to perform a trajectory 
calculation 
TRUE - trajectory calculation, data provided 
FALSE - no trajectory calculation 
MARKT(I) NMARKT - dimensional array specifying points to be marked 
for cross reference. If K = NMARKT(I), the Kth point of 






integer, number of angular mesh points for blunt-body cal-
culation; for user-supplied geometry, XX(NBLUNT-l)=O.O; 
program default value, and maximum, is 24 
integer, number of points in body-shape table when geometry 
is user-supplied; 1 < NBOD < 100 
integer, number of cases to be run consecutively; NCASE > 1 
integer, numbered values specified for cross reference 
points; 0 < NMARKT < 12. 
integer, number of radial mesh points; program default 











integer, number of points specified in trajectory table 
integer, number of points to be added to blunt-body grid 
past e = 90°, default value is O. 
angle, measured in degrees, between the plane of the 
ecliptic and direction of solar-wind flow; positive for 
southward flow; see figure A.2 
KRCON - dimensional array specifying values to be used for 
density contours 
density-free stream value; set to 1.0 if plots desired in 
nondimensional units 
radius of planet in units of nose radius, RpLNT/Ro 
NBOD - dimensional array representing the R-locations, in 
cylindrical (x,R) coordinates, of the user-supplied body 
shape; in units of nose radius 
descriptive heading of the case, to be printed on the first 
page of output; may contain up to 80 characters, including 
blanks 
free-stream temperature; set to 1.0 if plots desired in 
nondimensional units 









free-stream velocity; set to 1.0 if plots desired in non-
dimensional units 
terminal downstream x-location for marching calculation of 
flow field; XCALC < 0.0; program default value is -1.0 
terminal downstream x-location for calculation of stream-
lines, magnetic field, and contours; XCALC < XPLOT < 0.0; 
program default value is -1.0 
XTRAJ(I) NTRAJ - dimensioned array specifying xs-locations of trajec-
tory points; in units of planetary radius; when (ANGP,ANGN) 
are specified, XTRAJ(I) is referred to solar-wind xc-loca-
tions; see figures A.2 and A.3 
XX(I) NBOD - dimensional array representing the x-locations, in 
cylindrical (x,R) coordinates, of the user-supplied body 
shape; in units of nose radius. See figures A.2 and A.3 
YTRAJ(I) NTRAJ - dimensioned array specifying y -locations of trajec-
s 
tory points; in units of planetary radius; when (ANGP,ANGN) 
are specified, YTRAJ(I) is referred to solar-wind yc-loca-
tions; see figures A.2 and A.3 
ZTRAJ(I) NTRAJ - dimensioned array specifying zs-locations of trajec-
tory points; in units of planetary radius; when (ANGP,ANGN) 
are specified, ZTRAJ(I) is referred to solar-wind z -loca-
c 
tions; see figures A.2 and A.3 
A.3.2 Preparation of Input Data 
The card input for a run consists of one card containing the number 
of cases to be run consecutively, Item 0, followed by a set of input 
for each case, Item 1 through Item 7, and Item 8 if required. Where 
a default value is to be used, the input field should be left blank. 
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For each case, all required variables which do not assume their 
default values should be specified. The input format for all cards 
is described in section A.3.3. 
Item 0 - This item consists of one card, containing the number of 
cases in this run, NCASE. 
Item 1 - This card provides identification of the case, TITLE, 
which is printed on the first page of the output for this case. 
Item 2 - This card contains information on the flow conditions 
and body geometry, and parameters required for the blunt-body and 
marching calculations. AMACH, GAMMA, and HRO must be specified for 
each case. For the rerun option, the values are tested against the 
values from the rerun file. The parameters XCALC, NR, NBLUNT, CN, 
ITER are used only when the flow field is to be calculated. These 
variables each assume a default value if the input field is blank. 
Item 3 - This item consists of one card containing the rerun indi-
cator, LRERUN, the output control variables LPRFL, LPRST, LPRCON, 
LPRB, and LPLOT, the traj ec to ry ind ica tor LTRAJ, and the res tar t 
indicator LRSTRT. 
Item 4 - This card contains the variables XPLOT, ANGP, ANGN, NXADD, 
and LGRAV. The value for XPLOT is changed by the program to be the 
x-location of the marching calculation immediately upstream of the 
input value for XPLOT. The angles describing the deviation of the 
magnetic field from the flow, ANGP and ANGN, are not required when 
LPRB = .FALSE; KBCON = 0, and LTRAJ = .FALSE. since the magnetic field 
is not calculated under these conditions. ANGP is the angle between 
the vectors (B + B ) and v , while ANGN is the angle between B 
-00" -oo~ -00 -00 
and (B + B ), where B ,B , B are the components of the free-
_COn _oo~ _00., _oo~ -CIOn 
stream magnetic field, B , which are parallel, perpendicular, and nor-
-00 
mal to v , and are as indicated in figure A.3. The two angles ANGP 
-00 
and ANGN fully determine the half plane for which the magnetic field 
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is to be calculated. The magnetic field for the other half of the 
plane may be calculated by rerunning with the sign of ANGP reversed. 
When (B + B ) = 0, ANGN = ~900, ANGP = 00 ; and, when B = 0, 
-00" -oo~ -oon 
ANGN = 00 • Note that ANGP and ANGN are referenced to the (x ,y ,z ) 
c c c 
system and are specified only when the interplanetary magnetic-field 
components are not specified. 
If both LTRAJ = .TRUE. and LSUN = .TRUE., then ANGP and ANGN are 
calculated internally from the interplanetary magnetic-field components 
BXI, BYl, and BZI. 
Item 5 - This item contains the values for the velocity contours. 
The first card contains KVCON, the number of values specified for 
VCON. If KVCON > 0, the contour values are then read. Up to three 
cards may be required to accommodate the values, eight per card, maxi-
mum of 20. The contour values should be monotonically increasing, with 
at least one value within the range of the magnitude of the velocity 
in the region for which contours are to be calculated. 
Item 6 - This item contains the values for the density contours. 
The description is similar to that for Item 5, with KRCON being the 
number of values specified, and RCON the array of values. 
Item 7 - This item contains the values for the magnetic-field 
contours. The description is similar to that for Item 5, with 
KBCON being the number of values specified, and BCON the array of 
values. Note that the same contour values are used for the parallel 
and perpendicular components. 
Item 8 - This optional item is required when HRO < 0.0 and LRERUN = 
.FALSE., and contains the body-shape table for the user-supplied 
geometry. The first card contains NBOO, the number of points in the 
shape table. The next NBOO cards contain the cylindrical (x,R) coordi-
nates of these points, [XX(I}, RR(I}], one point per card. The points 
supplied by the user determine the 8-spacing of the mesh used for the 
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blunt-body calculation. The first point should be near, but not on, the 
x-axis. A suggested location is such that the a-spacing between the 
first point and the x-axis is half the a-spacing between the first two 
points. The blunt-body calculation adds a point which is the reflec-
tion about the x-axis of the first point in the body-shape table. The 
(NBLUNT-l)th point should be at x = 0.0. The BLUNTth point is also 
used to create the grid for the blunt-body calculation. The coordi-
nates must be normalized so that the planet center is at (0. ,0.) and 
the no se 0 f the bod y a t (1.,0.). 
Item 9 - This optional item is read only when LTRAJ is TRUE. The 
first card contains NTRAJ, the number of points in the trajectory. 
Then follows NTRAJ cards, each containing the time T, and location (x
s
' 
y ,z ) of one point. The time values should be monotonically increas-
s s 
ing. At present, NTRAJ ~ 100 is required. Note that when ANGP and 
ANGN are specified, the trajectory is specified in (xc,yc,zc) coordinates. 
Item 10 - This item is ready only when LTRAJ is TRUE. The 
variable LPLTRJ indicates whether plots are to be produced of the tra-
jectoryand time histories. The relative size of the planet to the 
ionopause is given by RPLNT, which may be 0.0, in which case, a value 
of 1.0 is assumed in the calculations, but the planet is not drawn on 
the plots. Next are the four fre.e-stream values voo' Too' Poo' BOO 0 If 
the plots are desired to be in nondimensional units, any or all of 
these values may be input as 1.0. Each quantity must have a value, 
zero is not permissible. 
Item 11 - This item is read only when LTRAJ is TRUE. The first 
card contains NMARKT, the number of values specified for MARKT, 
(presently maximum of 12). If NMARKT = 0, only this card is required. 
If NMARKT > 0, the values of MARKT are read, 8 per card. 
Item 12 - This item, which includes the variables LSUN, AZANG, 
POLANG, BXl, BYl, and BZl, is read only when LTRAJ is true. 
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A.3.3 Format of Input Data 
Four format types are used for the input data. For real numbers 
(F-format), a decimal point is required. Integers (I-format) should 
be right-adjusted in the field. For logical variables (L-format), 
the first non-blank character in the field, which should be 'T' or 
'F', determines the value. Note that a blank input field is inter-
preted as 'FALSE'. The title, which is in A-format, may contain any 
valid character. 
A description of the card format of the input data follows, with 
item numbers corresponding to those in section A.3.2: 
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co 
N Item No. 0: 1 card 
Variable ~CASE 
Card Column 10 
Format type I 
Item No.1: 1 card 
Variable I ----- Title I 
Card Column 80 






















Item No.5: a) 1 card 
Variable BVCON 
Card column 10 







XCALC NR NBLUNT 
30 40 50 60 
F F F 
LPRCON LPRB LPLOT 
30 40 5C 60 
L L L 
NXADD LGRAV 
30 40 50 
N L 











30 40 50 60 













Item No.6: a) 1 card 
variable@CON 
Card column 10 
Format type I 










Item No. 7 a) 1 card 
variable@CON 
Card column 10 
Format type I 
F 











30 40 50 60 
F F F 
BCON(KBCON) 
30 40 50 60 
F F F 
Item No. 8 a) 1 card (this item required only when BRO < 0.0 and LRERUN 
Variable WOO 
Card column 10 
Format type I 
b) NBOD cards 



























Item No.9: a) 1 card (this item read only when LTRAJ is TRUE) 











Item No. 10: 1 card (this item read only when LTRAJ is TRUE) 
LPLTRJ RPLNT VINF RHOINF TMPINF BINF 
10 20 30 40 50 
L F F F F F 
Item No. 11: a) 1 card (this item read only when LTRAJ is TRUE) 









30 40 50 
I I I 
Item No. 12: 1 card (this item read only when LTRAJ is TRUE) 
LSUN AZANG POLANG BXl BYl BZl 
10 20 30 40 50 
L F F F F F 
60 





A.4 DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
This section describes the output of the computer program. The 
contents of each output item are specified and discussed. The printed 
output consists of seven items, five of which are optional and are 
controlled with input parameters. Plotted output is also optional. 
The first output item consists of a banner page and the input data. 
The input is presented in two forms: first, as images of the input 
cards, and then with identification of each variable. Default values 
are printed as if they were input. Parameters CN, NR, NBLUNT, ITER 
for the blunt-body calculation and XCALC, the terminal location for the 
marching calculation, are printed only when the flow field is to be 
calculated. When the obstacle geometry is user-supplied, the input 
body-shape table is printed. For a default geometry, the body shape is 
indicated by the description "default ionopause shape for constant 
scale height with H/RO = ", or "default ionopause shape with gravi-
tational variation in scale height, H/RO =" Trajectory input is 
printed only when LTRAJ is true. 
The second output item is not printed when LRERUN = .TRUE. From 
the blunt-body calculation, the shock speed at each iteration, the 
final enthalpy error, final sonic-line location, and body and final 
bow-shock shape are printed. For the marching calculation, the down-
stream x-location and body and shock ordinates are output. There is 
no control variable allowing the user to suppress this item of out-
put when the flow field is calculated. 
Detailed flow-field output is the third item, and is printed only 
when LPRFL = .TRUE. Coordinates are labeled as X/D, R/D, RP/D, or 
X/RO, R/RO, RP/RO, to emphasize that distances are normalized by 
the distance from the center of the planet to the nose of the body, 
o for the magnetopause, RO for an ionopause. Along the symmetry axis, 
the values printed are velocity magnitude V/VINF, density RHO/RHOINF, 
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temperature T/TINF, and pressure P/PINF. Over the rest of the flow 
field, values are also given for velocity components VX/VINF, VR/VINF, 
and flow angle~. Note that the flow angle is the deviation of the 
flow about the obstacle, and so 0 0 ~ ~ ~ 90 0 • 
The next output item is the (x,R) coordinates of the streamlines. 
For blunt-body region, the (Rp'S) coordinates of the starting posi-
tion on the bow shock wave are also given. This item is printed only 
when LPRST = .TRUE. 
The magnetic-field components are then printed, if LPPRB = .TRUE. 
The location of each point is defined in (Rp'S) coordinates for the 
blunt-body region, and (x,R) coordinates for the downstream marching 
region. The components along field lines parallel, perpendicular, and 
normal to the flow in the free stream are printed as B/BINF(PARALLEL), 
B/BINF(PERP), B/BINF(NORMAL). The orthogonal (x ,y ,z ) com-
c c c 
ponents of the resultant are printed as BX/BINF(RESULTANT), BY/BINF 
(RESULTANT), BZ/BINF(RESULTANT). The magnetic field in the symmetry 
(xc,y c) plane, defined by the vector sum [(~/Boo)" + (~/Boo).J,]' is also 
printed, and is given by the magnitude B/BINF(IN-PLANE) and direction 
B-ANGLE(IN-PLANE) of the vector. We note, as pointed out in the 
text, that the orthogonal magnetic-field components printed here 
correspond to those in the (xc'Yc) plane, i.e., Zc = o. 
The next item printed is the (Xc,R) coordinates of the contours, 
for which LPRCON is the logical control variable. Noting that temp-
erature and velocity contours coincide, the corresponding value of 
T/TINF is printed along wi th V/VINF for the veloci ty contours. There 
are three nonfatal error messages which may occur - see section A.S. 
Trajectory output is the last item to be printed. This output is 
presented first in terms of the solar-wind coordinate system (xc' Yc' 
zc)' and then in terms of sun-planet coordinates (x ,y ,z ). 
s s s 
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The trajectory coordinates are printed as a function of time and 
are shown normalized by both RO and the planetary radius. Next, flow 
and magnetic-field componets are printed for each trajectory point. 
This output is presented in both nondimensional and dimensionalized 
forms and includes Iyl, vx,v',v, density, temperature, IBI, B, B, 
- Y z. - x y 
and B • 
z 
The program also has the capability to produce two sets of 
plotted output using UCC plot routines AXIS, CHAR, DASH, DOTLN, 
ENPLT, GREEK, MATH, NUMPLT, PLOT, PLTLN, POLAR, SCALF, and VECTOR. 
The first. set of plots is generated when LPLOT = .TRUE. and provides 
a pictorial representation of the streamlines and contours with a 
maximum of seven frames produced. The first frame is a plot of the 
streamlines followed by contour plots of velocity magnitude, tempera-
ture, and density. The next three frames are contour plots of the 
unit parallel, perpendicular, and normal magnetic-field components. 
These plots are referred to the solar-wind (x, R) coordinate 
sys tern. 
The second set of plots is produced according to the value of 
the logical variable LPLTRJ. This set consists of twelve plots. 
The first frame is a projection of the trajectory rotated onto the 
x-R plane. The second frame is a plot of the trajectory projected 
onto the Yc-zc plane. The remaining frames are time-history plots of 
density, temperature, velocity, and magnetic field. The velocity 
plots include magnitude and three components as do the magnetic 
field plots. The vector components are referred to the sun-planet 
ecliptic (x ,y ,z ) coordinates. 
s s s 
A.S PROGRAM ERROR MESSAGES 
This section lists the messages printed by the program, and indi-





***** EXECUTION TERMINATED ***** 
RERUN DATA ON TAPE4 DOES NOT AGREE 
WITH CASE SPECIFIED ON CARD INPUT: 
MACH NO. GAMMA HIRO 
The first three parameters of item 2 of the input for a case 
using the rerun option should agree with those 
the file. The tolerance used in comparing the 
a user-supplied geometry, it is sufficient for 
to be nega tive. 
used when creating 
-5 
values is 10 • For 
both values of HIRe 
(2) ***** EXECUTION TERMINATED ***** 
ARRAY OF CONTOUR ~LUES IMPROPERLY SPECIFIED 
When specified, the contour values should be monotonically in-
creasing with at least one value in the range of the velocity, density, 
or magnetic-field strength for the region under consideration. This 
error does not inhibit generation of the rerun file. 
(3) CONTOUR SEARCH ABORTED - TABLE OVERFLOW IN NAD 
The program allows for 29 contour lines to be found, storing the 
starting address of each contour line in array NAD. This message 
indicates that at least one more contour line could be found. If the 
user requires all the contours of the levels specified, the case should 
be rerun in two parts. Otherwise, reduce the number of contour levels 
specified. 
(4) CONTOUR SEARCH ABORTED - TABLE OVERFLOW IN (X,Y) 
The contour lines may be described by up to 1000 points, stored in 
arrays X and Y. This message indicates that more points would be 
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required for the contour lines requested. The last contour line found 
will be incomplete. As with (3), either reduce the number of contour 
levels or run as two cases. 
(5) NEGATIVE PRESSURE DETECTED BY SHOCK AT J= 
PN= PO= PTAU= 
This message is printed by the blunt-body code when a negative 
pressure has been dalculated at the shock on this iteration, at 
radial locations J. The quantities printed are: PN, the pressure 
calculated on this step; PO, the pressure from the previous step; 
and PTAU, the partial derivative of pressure with respect to time. 
This condition indicates that the shock wave motion is too extreme. 
Lowering the value of CN, and thus reducing the time step, may 
remove the problem. 
The following messages (6)-(10) usually result from using an 
obstacle geometry which is in some way too severe for the program to 
handle in its present form. The obstacle slope may be sufficiently 
high at x = 0.0 that the axial Mach number becomes subsonic in the 
starting solution for the marching calculation, or there may be a 
sharp corner in the profile. Check input, particularly free-stream 
Mach number and body geometry. 
(6) NEGATIVE PRESSURE ON BODY DETECTED BY BNDRY, PB= AT J= 
This message indicates that a negative pressure on the body, PB, 
has been calculated at radial location J. 
(7) NEGATIVE PRESSURE OR DENSITY ON BODY DETECTED BY BNDRYM AT X= 
PB= RHOB= VXB= VRB= 
The program makes internal corrections when this condition occurs, 
resulting pressure PB, density RHOB, and velocity components VXB and 
VRB. 
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(8) NEGATIVE SIGMA-BAR-l IN EIGENM INDICATES SUBSONIC FLOW AT I= 
(9) NEGATIVE SIGMA-BAR-2 IN EIGENM INDICATES SUBSONIC FLOW AT I= 
These messages are printed when subsonic flow is detected by the 
marching calculation. The computed stepsize for this region will be 
quite small. 
(10) ------------BODY TURN STOPPED AT M2=100------------
This message indicates that the body has a sharp corner, which has 
been limited to 100 0 when being transformed. 
A. 6 SAHPLE CASE 
The sample case presented in this section is based on actual 
interplanetary conditions as measured by the solar-wind plasma 
analyzer, the fluxgate magnetometer, and retarding potential plasma 
analyzer on the Pioneer-Venus Orbiter for orbit 3. 
The sample case is run alone and is set up to produce all pos-
sible output. The gasdynamic solution is to be calculated about a 
default ionopause shape with H/R = 0.03, M = 3.0, and y = 5/3. o 00 
The value of H/R is based on measurements of ionospheric density and 
o 
temperature by the retarding potential plasma analyzer. Streamlines, 
magnetic-field components, and contours are desired to a downstream 
location of -5.5 x/R. Contour values are specified for all quant-
o 
ities. Interplanetary values for velocity magnitude and direction, 
density, and temperature were provided by the solar-wind plasma 
analyzer and for the magnetic field by the fluxgate magnetometer. 
The input data is tabulated in figure A.4, with item numbers 
corresponding to those in sections A.3.2 and A.3.3. The first card, 
item 0, indicates that there is one case to run. The remaining 
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fifty-five cards provide the data for this case. Item 1 contains 
the identifying title. On the next card, item 2, values are speci-
fied for N~CH, GM~A, H~O, and XCALC. The other data fields are 
left blank to indicate that the default values will be used. The 
values of the logical variables of item 3 specify that the flow 
field is to be calculated and that full printed and plotted output 
is to be produced. Item 4 defines the plot length to be -5.5 X/Roe 
The fields for ANGP and ANGN are left blank as they are to be 
calculated internally by the program. Items 5, 6, and 7 specify the 
contour levels to be used - 14 for velocity and temperature, 11 for 
density, and 13 for magnetic-field strength. Item 8 is omitted 
because the obstacle geometry is one of the default shapes for which 
the coordinates are calculated internally. The next 37 cards, item 
9, are the trajectory coordinates, indicating time (in minutes from 
periapsis and the three spacial coordinates normalized by planetary 
radius). Item 10 indicates that trajectory plots are to be 
generated. This item also specifies free-stream values of velocity, 
density, temperature, and magnetic-field strength. The next two 
cards, item 11, indicates that the fourth, ninth, eleventh, and 
nineteenth trajectory points are to be marked on the plots for 
cross- reference. The last input card, item 12 indicates that the 
given trajectory coordinates are expressed in sun-planet coordi-
nates. The azimuthal and polar angles, n and ~ , are also specified p 
by this item as are the free-stream magnetic-field components. 
Figure A.5 presents portions of the printed output from this 
sample case. The full printed output is approximately 6,000 lines. 
Figure A.6 shows the 19 plots which are produced by the program for 
this case. 
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Figure A.l(a).- Flow chart for blunt-body calculation. 
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Figure A.l(c).- Flow chart of streamline calculation. 











Figure A.l(e).- Flow chart of contour and plot generation 
calculation. 
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Figure A.2.- Illustration of the azimuthal (Q) and polar (~p) 





Figure A.3.- Illustration of the interplanetary 
magnetic field and magnetic-field angles 
(a ,a ) in the solar-wind aligned 
Pcogrdinate systems (x,y,z), 
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Figure A.5.- Continued. 
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Figure A.5.- Concluded. 
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X/R. 
M=3.0 y 1. 67 H/R.=O.03 




1.5 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -~.O -~.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 -6.0 
X/R. 
Figure A.6.- rlot output for ~~mp1e case. 
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G.1f. 










M=3.0 y 1.67 H/R.=O.03 
TEMPERR URE TIT. 
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(PRRRLLEL COHPON NT) 
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FIELD LINES .. 
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( BIB. 1, 
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X/R. 
'.If- M=3.0 Y 1. 67 HI R. = 0.03 
MRGNETI FIELD. ( B/B.)l 
(PERPENDICULRR C HPONENT I 
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~~~ __ ~~~~~~ __ ~~~~~~ __ ~~~~~~ __ ~ __ ~.--~ ____ ~J 
.5 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 -'.0 
X/R. 
Figure A.6.- Continued 
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M=3.0 1. 67 HI R. = 0.03 
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X/R. 












(Y-Z PROJECTION I 
Figure A.6.- Continued 
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TEMPERRTURE ~ TIME 
0 •• 0.' 0.' 1.0 
o ._Dj:+". o...-~-o;;r.";". --:-0:;;1 •• '-"'"=-::;;0'-: •• ;---::;-0"". t;--..... o;;r.fto-ft1o ."t----'O'-: •• ;----;0 ..... ,.--~0 ...... ---,,1. 0 
TIME xlO' 
Figure A.6.- Continued. 
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VELOCITY vs TIME 










-0._41 •0 -D.' -D.C -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 D.C D •• 1.0 
TIME xlO' 









-0._41• 0 -D.' -D.C -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 D •• 1.0 
TIME xlO' 
Figure A.6.- continued 
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-0._41•0 -G.I -0.; -0.4 -O.t 0.0 O.t 0.4 0.; 0.1 1.0 
TIME xlO' 
VELOCITY vs TIME 












Figure A.6~- Continued. 
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MRGNETIC FIELD vs TIME 












-0.' -0.' -0 •• -O.t 0.0 O.t 0 •• 0.' 0.' 1.0 
TIME ,10' 













-0.' -0.1 -0 •• -o.t 0.0 O.t 0 •• 0.1 0.' 1.0 
TIME .10' 
Figure A.6.- Continued. 
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-0._41 • 0 -0.' -0.6 -0.4 -O.t 0.0 D.t 0.4 0.6 0.' 1.0 
TIME 010' 
MRGNETIC FIELD ~ TIME 










-0·!1.0 -0.' -0.6 -0.4 -O.t 0.0 O.t 0.4 0.6 0.' 1.0 
TIME .10' 
Figure A.6.- Concluded. 
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APPENDIX B 
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r)'" 7:l~ t".I,IrI~T 
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"S~' •• "~T~' 15 
"'" 7l? "1,"1) 
tF fWIJ Cfl.J-lI.nstMF .CiT. "STfT~,UI r.n TO 7lC 
'"F' t, .. I_Wit F (I" J-U.OSTNF 
'"F",J'-'I'$TfI,.,1I 
71J r.t'!NTt"'JE 




IF U'" .(;111. N"lUNTI GO T!J 'II 
yz_vc f"ll.flU.I. 
1':f1 T" 710 
Pl 1 !'In ., ... JJ."'lUNT,NW""1 
u: nu"",ll .GT. IC(Nft.AJI',JJIl r.o TI"J 'Z' 
Vz· yc ''''''''1.)1' ,JJ-ll+(YF ( .... 1.1. JJ I-VF ("IID-..,.. JJ-ll t 
• • (YII:'ff I'll, 1.-WCI Nlil ".t.Y, J.I-1' I' (II' eIN."u, JJI-ICI trU .. if, JJ-11' 
r.'l T'1 730 
.1~ r.""",,'Ie: 
7'3.1 Vl.V?: 
'1.ltT( HiI,K n,+I' 
"1·"~Tlt .. ,It'ST+I' 
VZ· VI""""" "u 11 fl' 
I'Itr."IQI" (Y U I ,,~,K~ T+! '-W"" t"', Ie!TI'''Z 
+ "'It T fJ fI, ICS T+U-YST UM,KST) , .. Z' 
"h! •. ;+n~" (Yl+YZ. h, Y!-V.i .,,,, 
Tlo4f 1hTI1LO.OT 
'FfT"-:W.GfeI)ELfl GO TO 7oU. 
W~T·It:~T·l 
'''l.,·T'''IElI 
TF rll'~"" .r:E. N'INtTlt"'.' 1:0 TO 7~v 




'f'e ft fll.)'S '( 1 tt, I( nhO:::LS.C .s, It", Kn.! ,-"S T( J IIiII ,I(S TU II'JST 
ItIlF I'. J).n T( ,,,,I(n t+Dft! +("~ 'I t Ph 11',1'+'. I-"~T( 11III,1t STlIIOST 
,nln.T"ew-'Hl T 
I(H·WII:T·l 
TF ,I("" .r.f. NU.!fO" .. i';O Tr. "b1 
7~, U (J .r;F. 'ltF~AI'I ~O Tn 71!t·~ 
tJ" (T"l"l .l T, nan ~t:t ,,, 13" 
J· .. ·l 
YI·Vl· .. "T 
"1Ft S·Yl+nH T+ .... ~.a."'El T+OB T 
I"':: (r, J) .X- C I I, J-l'.DEL U f)l'S Tf! t-,.Ij TI-)'II:yt l' '"It I; T"'lll 'I"I~ T 
.IIF (f, JI.It~ Fe r. ,-u.nnS.USTC 1M, II: ST1-Y~T (ftt, wt '-II )Ins T 
"T.,\t·L T 
TOl".Tr1LD-~H T 
G" J" .,.: 
76J ~"Jrjlrrlll!JE 
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"HNI'! a ""IIII1LF TEC~NIQlJ:, T~Jj 1It)1.lT[-.C ~rtq""~ ''''c 1t;ll 
u·,y S , ... T1 aSCE"'II'J'NG t']'I')E' .... .., C~i"r.~'i 
~ NE "IOE. '1F .... "S .. ,"'I) " TN .. ,="nlt.~~.rt"l]tNr,; 
r. "'1"'1lI~_. I( IS ''(c 'II""III!. ,.,c I')na p:n .. n T., 





"" 1'" r.J,lI't 
t·UI 
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·e 
II~TE' 91 
""Te' .! liS lE III .1 
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.,nll ., 
"ST~I' •• II~TE' .. 
'S ,!II 98 
..~ T~p •• II",T';:' 1l~ 
lilt: TEP 101 








"liS 'I!. 110 
·tT~1' l! , 
.. tTt:- lIZ 
lit;: '~III l1.! 
"STc, 11. 
.~T-:. U' 
·S 'e' IV 
"Ii'i T~p 11' "~T~. 11' 
·~T~D n. 
·tTE' pn 
II~ TC+ 1.'-:' 
illS'!· I'Z 
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4t1l1l_']IJTI"~ C"4ECK' Ie"" ,Nn, KODZ • .h I(,NVll ,.n~" 
C']NT"U' 'InGI'''S ..... "'L". U'C~. EIII'EIt •• 111" C'ffl!l( 
"'ITUN lit" UEst S"lfNSON, NUA-•• U 'E~. ~TI •• JIJG .. 1 0 7,,-
'''ODIF lED vflstD'" 
In"! .. THa' , lIlt! "s~n T"410UGM 'M t"'~~Vll UNO!' 
1""!~TI"TT'l". ouuur. ... IS IT , "'~v l I""IE. I)' n TT 





.,1 .. ~"~tlJ" IC"4 ..... 1I 
.,,, '! L·t, .. ,., 
01(. NEW PDI .. T. 
"'0, f]Ln pat"T. 
:;:~::~:~~~!~~::l;L';O :~ IO \ 
uCe.,"c:.lr.,uU.L1, 1:0 In 1 
tF,liIVll.EC.ICHICU.ll1 ~O TIJ Z 
,.nNU"UE 
""I)'hl 




C:1J"'nl,TTN~ CI']NDUT C 'CDNT.'ICT. "1041"11.'11 
T"lt tOl'TtNE '''IT~S ('IUT TIo4E CO"lT,,'" LT-"':! F')U"O 'Y 
",.'OU TttH: MI' 
'=r:t"""" ,'c-tee.., tC'4KC4.1l{lI' ~f"I""I),, "lOTC, CO"tTrll0c,'H. C'l"TYf!t'))1, r.V 'LC 3f •• ",'OUr •• l'l'll 
nl"EliI'51I]N "Cr'lNTctl 
""I'~ 'fc'''I''/i '"I YIo4IS SET OF CO"lTntJO~ 
NIII"·"'''11) 
tr:rt'LI1,.t;Q.Z, r.0 10 1J 
" '''lnT .&'. 4' GO TO H 
v'IUU,.400. ""lr 
roo Tn Z~ 
1". vtITfCfo.",O' "·U 
r.f] 11'1 Z; 
15 " fT"IJT .EO. 51 V.tT~ffu!t"'~' NIIIIII 
TJ' It'l"Y .~'). 61 v'lnu,6t;;) 1irI·" 
,e "'ll1T.Ea.n VlITE Ct.64C, ",,111&'1 
z: r.'1NTTN'J! 
HVf'~= HG" Qt= • e .... OUT,UT 
Jill, h''UDINIIIU.l)-l 
"In ! J-l.JNU 
~IJNT' C" '--C IJN" C H 
"INT :n"'f'lUIt LtNE Fa. EACH VAlue 
N""U._l 
'\0 1 "·l, .. "n 
.. ,_ ... .,"hl'-"I'I)CIt. 
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"z· .... n .... 11 ... 1 
I~' I'LOT.Ea.u co TI] St 
T' UPLOT .GT ••• GO TO 15 
'VAl-l.e.FlCT"1eC-CVIl IN' •• 21 
V'IT~U.4101 "p.CVUCN'.T¥U 
ron TI) "J 
n V'ITU".'lOI ""CVIU'" 
\';0 Tn .. , 
15 ,F "'l!'lT .E'le ~, WllTef6.6ZQ' ",.rvaLCN' 
" n'l"IT .EO. 61 V-lTEC6,63Q' N_.CV'lIN, 
Ie "'lDT.!O.71 V_lTf (6.UJI "".CVlLC"". 
40 "'f't'4,N",.FO.U GI) TO 4, 
II.,TI!U,.4Z0. 
r.1J Tn ",. 
4' ".tTEC6.&Z~ I 
, .. r.I'JN"If"f 
v- TTJ' U. 433' 'CONf'( n .. COlfT"U" t- "It "2' 
1 r.f)lrIn"IJ': . 
,uon ,.Jot ..... 
'fST"-£ n~N tu: r 
"10 1 J-l.J"U 
) r"IIIUCJ'--~"lrInCJ1 
',TU·" 
"03 eO ..... Trl~1/,.,9r.13'4VF.LDct'., AN!) T!I'I'!91T'JJtc cn"tTi"t"R~f4Q".'3'1~ •• " 
• ItJ .... tJ, .. !"4 VtLl'JCtTY n:~.~RATJ.E"1 ":"""'''''' ll~e~ COII",,"I' 
4!l. c" .... 'T""'r.13.1' ... 'Ollrl'~ III r''''ITr'lt11t It''lF I'J~ v/vl"'~ -.F7.,. 
• 11~. T/TI"IF •• J7.Sll, 
4l~ '0''''' If' 1U', S-4' I~, 17'. 3'4R lell 
at!! en ...... TC ]4", ",Io4I/JtO.161.","R,,;: It 
"3.) J'n ...... TIQ'.Fl":.4,lll,FU.4' 
~,)(' I:nlt ... TI1H\"',x.l-,-4nEN!i'TY r""TIJ'j.S,~.,X.lttl1."4·'" 
• l~"'l.Zalol OEN~ITY CaNTlUIt 1I~;!i r"'l"f04I'\, 
~10 cn.~'TfI"51.U.39-4 'DrIllTS IN c,.,,,,,,n'IQ ll"l!: 1c lPoir'J/OW1t-,F •• e7.311. 
6'" cnl""T'~'41/"31.n'i"'G"ET': FIHO C~"I'I""'.C:/HJ.2'3(l"'.'" 
1)",13,35'4 "l~NfTtC cHl"" C"N'1 I J' ll"=:!i !tauN'" 
}41.31101IFOt COft,O"E .. T 'lOIllG F1'~t" t T ... C;<: • 
• 31'4'''lllH TO FLO" ttl 'IPEJ'H~~"''''1I 
611 J'''.-'Tf:''41'/l~".th3''f .... r"IrIF"'r CUt"l "nNT"'J:1 It .. e~ FI)""'" 
• ~4". 31104CF''1 cn •• n"!NT \l""G ctHr l,"Iel) • 
'" 3tt ... ,~ •• a;NOtClllU Tf'! FL1w I" C,u';<:TIt!-'·" 
flJ. 1:'}'''''TU",I.t),,4-1 'OINT! , .. Cf]"'TC'J~ lllirlc 11: "/"I"'!F • 1 12-4, .IPILLEl' -, ".'11 I 
611.1 Fnl"'T'"1,1I.11.14-4 POINTS I" t:O~TC'J' I I"~ .,c "I"tNC • 
, 17'4f'fll:PflllnICJUit _.e?lll' 
t'" FO ..... ":1041111:I,TJ.35 .. "A"NfTIC cULl) r:l"lTn·l. ll"f.!S Fn'lliin., 
• 1"",33 "4CF!JP Cl l111 'CNfltT At"",G FI il'" If ... r:~ • 
U"4N" ..... l Tn Cl"W Itl FIIH~T.E' ... , 
t'~ c"''''''''''"I,r,13.3 .. -t ,atNT'i IN rO,,'Olj' It''f 1C _/~!"'!r • 
• l(!Io4''t n,,,,u .,F7.31/1 
c"'''' 
tll."!jT1'lItF C1MT' 
, .. ," ~11"'~IITtIirl.E PL'1TS ANI'! L'I\:lS rn't'1)1I1t It ... !~. 
H~~ 'UW~ clEl" LI"ES r:np ·A"'~ETtr C1'Elr'J ~nE"'r.'''4 "l"'<:. 
'JCC .ll)T I)UBtOIJTtNfS USEt] "e 
,)f)Tl", NU"PL " YECT"-. 
"t"F."~rI')N "H:'Sl"'I'~CU1' 
~f"I"."'f 'LA"lS' nUf3C1 •• Yl ... IIC1= .. CYO:' .... r.l.U .. C1tl.t,ll •• 
t;n ... n .. 'S"'l~1 .SF. 'I'~J'. , .. ,,.,y ..... Jl"r.:, ... ." .. r.'~ 
l!VH ! ..... N"F.J'IlF,'PF.~l .. '.Gl·~t= 
ro""n't ,,,VAl' "II ,"II C C,! ..... ,.,: .1~ lo) • .1 U C ~lt leO •• H," f~'" )\ll. 
• t:'''IlFI~ 1.1C( I 
":" .... ,,-. IDN~TI'" !.l("T .... 7£foIO.t4Un~ .... ·I.I,.T 
",,"''',,1rI '."'JNI'!SI ""O"lU'I,'.YIII')I)'"':'~ hl'SotttCl. ".YS"'''C:'I'' 
• ..... AlI'. ".l1li II ... " I':", G ,tI!. "'A ,"'D. N .. tN('Ir LfV!l 1. "ST'''ST,IIIU''Sl,N~T 
,.1] ..... " .. ISTtEl"' I~T.,Q.nZI,YI)'(''".lUI .... ,'·~''';, •• ''ST 
cnllll"l';!tI I 'll) 'C I CI)"'ITJ C 10",'. "(1'1"1 " Cl~ J; I • r.v II t3~ 1 • N ... t] ()( , ,1.l"T 
tCC!'lOT_"O.'. GO Tn 7) 
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'f'~r.IlI)·YS 1"-1)+,,5( "'.'r1 C .... l". UIIOO. JI-lst'4-U.1I lSlf4I-.!tC"'t-l11 
I~ (Y$I"OI) .IT. 'nODUli n-N 
t;1'1 .. n"'JE 
nl"J Z,,, •• 111, •• 






su •• .",nNE C!]NTUI CI")N'.Cl" CllCUlATt"'ll'! INI") ~R"NTtNG T .. ~ C,,"T1 ... 1I.$ 
&NO ele ntNt; Ti04~ Plon 
""""'1)"'1 ,til,'" &"G"IIr4GN.II'~CDIr4.IIC!'.l1CZH 
LEVU '!, 1I.,.".·'f'.'.II.Nn." ...... t:.III'N"; 
1:0""0" '-CI']".$ I .'au (20.100t. .'EIPUh 1101. liN!).'" lC .1..-':'" 
• RN"r., 10.1001, "'''1;(20.100' 
,." .. "" .. '.'1\JtrlnS I ".1)0110tl,YII01) U"('h'~w,U ~ c.]I, "~"'K Cl3t I, 
• .... u. MlIlU. &"'&CIo4,I;&""", HIO, NIotI"". 
r.O'u,,,"'I IC1N11 KYC"N,VClJtU?C I, •• t:ON, IItCON IZ!I' 
r: 1) ..... 0 .. tFLO"" "'C I %th 100 "'C f 7;), II)C I,VF I ZJ. 1'')'' II:toInF cz~, u ~. 
,.n" .. nN IDJrI$TIU', "lt1T,Nfi"'I"Nllf\"NI ... OT 
~'1"fII"''' IPlOTt' tONtJUCNhC'lttT',U ",n. rv 'lilC 1 .... 4"1 ur,.1 PLOT 
lnr.lr.1l l_:RUM.l'.J:hl'.(T,l"r.O ... , LP' •• lPlOT,l TUJ .l'~T'T 
en",-" .. "'!]'TI lR':,"N.l PlFL, l'R~T.l"",:,,,,.l'Il~.l Plt]T,L TI AhlltSUT 
l~VEl !. rST.Y~T."II'''~''''<T 
~I"j""'l1r4 'ST'EI"" XSTI~d,5z',nTC':;.lH'.Ir4U"'iTfIi"I.1r45T 
~I"u."," .. 1T,. ... eclCl tC'tKU,l')CCI 
l'I,fllP''5JI)H "S("'UO.l0GI 
'l"T ~Uf".ll'l[S 
Te flPl'1n CUl 'e(IlCClu.IC.,Y'iWIC.,NYIII ..... , 
tplOT·' 
'" fl PlOTl CUL PL'lTCN 
~"L(lIl"''' VElOC)T, COIrfTOU. LtM~S 
CI;Il It' IS MR ..... , tll"l1' 
Ie , .. yr:nN .lE. ~I r,~ 10 tt 
~"ll ...... VF,lO.CO"4TJ,CfJHTT.KYCmhZ'YCON ..... "',l\. . ,].,.H ... K, 
It It 111,"1'11:, "I"A I, 
.l"T V;tnCtTY Allin TfM,e'Itu'= C"14:1u-< 
'Hf)T·l 
FUh 'l.~.'~"."'A-l.C' .,"aCH."UCH 
Jt: n.p~"", ClU t:nNftuttvCON,t:lCT,N ... t ... "· ... 
)F n -l"" Clll 'l'lTCN 
r:"l':IJUT~ I)ElrIsny Cl""'lIJII ltN'l~ 
1~ tF ''''~''trI .LE. :'I, 1;0 TIJ Z~ 
~ 'll ·a ."140F. ZO. CONTX, CONTY.It'COM, l, "':ON.,. .. .,.13 .... ; .1'. 'Cw". 
1.1ttrtll .... I,trll·U' 
-If'lT "'M'''' C!)NT!)!I'S 
T'lOh! 
t~ fl.Ocn ... C .. U CO"'OU"'CO"4.FACT.N'4,MtU" 
,e tL~"TI Clll 'l"TCN 
~alCUl'T:;. ",NT. 4NfI PlOT to:>41011' l'N~~ en. PI'lUll 
"N" '(o .. (I't"IClllAR ""MEtte FtElO C('I .... O .. f .. n 
IJ ,e ... ~ .. " ... l~. t, ,~ TfJ 2~' 
"0 laO ..... N'II:I'II. 
"" It)'I '-It N'''''' 
IIISC"". II ."'11, ft • .I, 
lC1 e""T!"'JE 
~ Ill.'" ns C",ZQ,CONT •• CONTy,IlICO", 2, "C"N."AO. lOOO,10.tCM .... 
• 1,11 ..... 11,.11"'11:1 
'PlOT., 
" n-ar.n'" CALL CO"OUTl~CDN.F&CT,"-4tllllJl' 
IF n"LDT1 C"U 'lf1T(N 
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~O 110 ,.z, HR"A' 
.SCIitI It J ,.e'E"'(I,,, 1 
110 ,.nNTTNlJE 
C'll .. .,c .. s t .. ,z: ,cnNT., CONTY.Keco ... l, ItCI]N.IUD,lOOO.30.JCHW. 
- Z.l,MIt"II.Nt,.,., 
IPl"T·6 
,J' 1l"'=ONI C"ll (I]"OUTncoN'''''eT,IIII1,NOYl 
tf: Il'Lon CAll 'lOTCN 
"0 120 .I.lIINI" •• 
"0 123 t.Z,"'"'" 
·S(""I,J.· .. N" ... n,u 
12.1 rOIlll""'JE 
~lll ""I.'i C". ZO. CONTI, CONT'.I( "CI]N. Z.15C"N .... ,), 100e,,3!h' CH". 
- Z.l .... I"".Nl\111&1. 
"LOT·' 
u nntrtlot. call CONOUTCI)CON.F"CT.NH''''~Y' 
IF' Il'L"" CAU 'lI1TCN 
Zr:",. C'1NTtIrfl'-: 
Ie U-lIJ" C'll ElflllTU.I).O.r., 
ItF.TUIt .. 
! .. " 
FlltrCcTr'1l11 DRDln. Y, 
T'4n FU"CTJO ... "ETEI .. tNE,) TI4: SL!J.J! ')F' T"'e UREl-LlMf 
IT TME 'ot"" IX." 
cn", .. n ... l~lIJ"'TI T ... naCZ,"'PU:I,Z5I ,NIUU",T 
el]· .. ., .. I,,"IJ"')SI II"nl100' ,y~o" f l~O' .t~I4"ll:31' .Y"WK t 13(', 
- ".·".N\'IiIU ....... CH.G."" .. , ... ~I), .. I1'NOX 
lfYEt I. ""G,O.T".O~G 
~I')""')I\I I!"nl jN'rZO,103'.".rT"'(:'~JI."cC 
r:o",,'l"'l IFlOvl IC U~.l~", Y( (2).1'~ I .YF t 1i:'.1 "" RI4"~ Ut, 1t"'" 
L~~nING 'OINT tit ~.tO 
'e I •• I;f .... !~. G[! TO :6.t 
TI4T .. -n"M2 ("-".I)!' 
'.~O'TIY.·Z.Y·.Z' 
.,,, 1 J.ltlr4-LUIllT 
,~ U"fcTAU1.GT.T ... TU 1;0 TO 5 
J ~D"'''''''IF j.'UL,,..T 
5 .I"j-l 
IF IJ'.t T.i. ".1 
'I Ope.r TIoI"-Tl4e"",I, )I(\yT"I' J" 
,~-., 11. Jit' .UPf 1,jl.l'-" '1tH "-HOn 
..,,, T ,d,M'''AI 
It·IZ 
.! •• ,." jl,., R' I,. J'.l ,-.... I.Ja "-5Ln'~ 
,!,F' ,I! .(:0,. Itl GO to I 
1 I':'n"""UE 
'.N'''U' i 1';0 T~ !:. 
U "I1N11 NII[ 
... 
nO 11 J-"~LIJN1.NX"'1 
'F lYCt.;..Jl .I;T.I' riO TO 15 
U 1':'"",,, ... ,,, 
J.N'II:fII,., 
15 JI.J-l 
,F IJR.L T."ftLUltT1 J'.NeLUNT 
'lI:\PE.n-'II:C n. J'" I"'T,,, ... I, 
'2.'C 11 .• J".C 'C I1.JR.l1.YC IhoU 'I-Slf1P!= 
," 11 '.2,111 ..... 
., .. , 
·Z.Yr.", JII,., Yc tJ.".U-YCC ItJII:1 I.Slo.e 
t e "! .GT •• , GO Tn 18 
11 ~QNTt"UE 
' ... I .. U 
n ~D""N'IF 
"tva-r.TE LINEAR INTE.POlATtO" 
73 ':t'IIIITt..-J! 
n'l-, .. r,II-.I., JI 1+U"(:. )-111 JI+U-AMCHI-l. JI, u'Ut1,[ 
nRZ .IIrII;('. J '1+1 .Mlil It J'.I'-ANG I It JI" ."lIJDe 

















































































































































t "UU INPUT tUn USED FO. R'''' 
t 
t 
"l"f"n1)N run I 
".Tn '6,11"" 
u. -:"""lIItJe 
'flO U.l'" CltO 
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"rl'll.,II:UI.lT.:" •• (;0 T:l , 
... ,,. ... 
~n T" 10 
; r:O .. Tt"·I~ 
NO Ulllcl~ 'O'JN'" ,'UlVE '!C-UIS. IU.D .~T OF ,..,MT"UII ¥ILltf-S 
~~fC'tFtE". ST,",' "1)&"".1 
\f.tTC'~,z~ .. 1 
2' J. r:O,'u'f 1:.thl·)Io4 ••••••••••• 1'·«t .. "o.tIJ .. ,IU: TO L''';'L CnNTOU' It*4E5 





~" .. , .. ~ III LI'lflS "!YI]NO l&flH lun .. Fa_ OV:'ll', 
•• ! 
I\:IIIINhl("'N·1 
I)" I!" 1.l(flINIII,NCL 
"'CTlI-,,, • LT. nAill, K"INI+.1 IYSF.'N').nl.p,.t 'I' •• lU,'I("''''4' 
1 •• 4'r~F' r;o 10 15 
~ay( U'AY I'IIIDEr Fa_ L'~El TO "( _lOTTfn. 




'N~IJO~ T'4U TtoiE LIST l'''£l IS 'l"Tf!!{\. 

























































<U •• t'I'ITtH~ fI" U."DI" ..... NlIN,KOI"ar.f)NT.lrlaD.UIZl,l"tU.!CIoIIC.. "" 
" J"tH,II:"IN. " .. ",K"&'I' -.-.,. 
C"'"T"UI PIIOG""$ "a., "'AlW, SEU", eliTe" 1"'40 C"Eew "a' 
"Inn:" II, '!E~11. SOON'iDN ... ,Sa-IllES IIC~. eTR., AUG., 1"".. .." 
11II""tFI!n VEf.$JOMI "a_ 
-" 
'''U !'JI).r\!lT'Nc INO Tl1ns! .,1041,,,, IT 'ALl~ -1£111&1£ 1)6T, 1liiI' 







T"t).'U-II1NSI0IlU 1"1' Tet "! r.t)IiIITI)U' 'lI)Tnft. 
'uST-'OnTI"N otllll('4$1nJill_SI7C nc '. 
..... n TO coNTltN CONTOlt. llN£ IHTI U'Olil I~TIjIl"" 
[ICIf -lIR OJ II" aNn YII' '1e"~~E"TS , "tNT OM I 
C'lN'QUII It NE. 
IS TNt "tUN.E' ('~ (I)"ST,NT ... -:O"TI)U' Lf'lEl~" 
-I IF CONTOII' lfWElS ,tE TO -£ C'l""JTEO IIIITE_N'lI.Y 
. In I. IN!Ul Y rNT'.POlITINf; Sf Til !f "I T'4E fI.rt"ll" 'NO 
." .. t .. u" 'IllIU OF a. 






































































































a~"NT U'" OF Colol,"IJ' LI!YELS. SCI1Tr", ,-= """.h 
IF KOn-z, ,eoNT "UST '" FlLlal) "tT'4 "ONOTONICAll' 
rMC'USIN; cnNTOUD LEVEl 'S. S"'''~l'' liE ot.~NS II"NED 
IT lE'ST HLIN. 
NAI) IT SHI)UlI) It: .E~"'M"~O T"4lT 11111" ,.",..TIJU' lINE!Ii 
""IoIT .'SUlT nlJ. I!ICH eIlN'"1J1T l:W!l. 
lIP ON RETU'N, NIOIU IS TI4£ T"TlL NU"UI OF CI)NTnUR 
U .. es. 'Ll THE LINES UE IUN-TIJIjETIoCEII, &fE10 TI] TUt 
III lUll'S" .... D ,. 1'ie FtllST It ... ~ STUT'S AT XU' 
, .. 0 ,.U ,NI) EN!U aT XIII .... n Y(lt COl' 1 .... "(11-1. 
THE N-TH CONTOUIT LINE 5TIIT~ aT '(U' ' .. 0 ""t FOil 
I."'OCN' ANI) I!NOS IT UII , .. ., VIti CI)R 1."'O(N.l'-l. 
'110'''' FO' N.I;£.2 B TI.4£ ~TU~T'''1j InO'E~$ fN " '''D. 
OF TI>4£ ... -TI1 r"lIT"U", ll"E. 
r~ Itl l)'IIIIENstI)N SHE 0-= '( A"O 'I. 
I<U! OI"EMnON $fTE OF N10. IT til: {"tc"CUlT T" elY 
Io4,)W lUGE It T. 'loll' ""0 S""Ull) Itt: I:''''E''~ '''''EO. 
T'4I< I)£PFNDS "IN T"'t: Dllllf .. <t~lI SUE roF aa,n A, 
T"'! VILli! o~ Nt IN. IND T'4f ('Il~"'! 11' HCt .. " I~n' 
t)F THE SU,UCE: 'E-'U::"T!!) "Y a.ltl. I. E'.OI ~E$$IS!~ 
will .E:t;Ul T JC T"'~f ,U,US AlE Ton 'SMALL. 
Ir.~" IN UI1Y Til 'IE USED l~ 5:'"T"", It. T"'E Cr"fNTIJUI "I)"'"~. 
IT SHOULD toIly! .. T lEA'!;T ,,"ntH C!lLS. 
""" ... ,.IIUbJIIIJU.I( .. ax IT IS IfC'1GN),,!:" T"'T I)N( IIIJtMT 
wlStoi TO CONTO'J' 'LOT aN "'a, A co. "W.,C'TIIITS 
STlItTlII~ AT SO .. E VAtU; lUG!:' T"'l .. 1. TMt! t;U"'"UTtN~ 
"Ill "OCESS ..... , I(J,K' '01 J"I .... lE.J.t'!.JIUY. 
,ttn l("I ... lE ••• U •• IIII.,. ""1"" 1(111'''', J"n, 'N"I "'UI 
u~ Tlill! LIp'tTS I'IN THE suesC"'TS. J'H ... a ... n 1("," 'UV 
III~ i.. 
"'I"f ... ~t'1N aU 1, II .. , ,'I (l .. HO .. T' l' .N'n'l" tt:1.411 frt .11 
JnF'U J,'" .J., K_~' ".I 111" 
""'0 A-II 1"10 1"1" 
t·I'1t;'(fJfltN,w'''IN, I-"·AI!. 
'1II'-"_IIII.r 
"0 ! ... "h ...... " 





~n T" : 
''"I Vll-l"t" ,,,.It 1 
UIIlI·VIl 
r.ONTI"" 
'fNn .r."NT ltV It''ElI!LY INT~IIII"LITt"1j 
ron Tn ''5.6' ,1(00 
"'hl.""_' "HII "lon .... l tN.1. n" ., .... 1 ... lIN 
arnNT .""'''I''.'lfJ'' T'''' -"1 F 
"-IN_I 
""U·"IltN 
r.1) T,) • 
~IiEt:K I~ONT IF ttYE'" fl, IIS;I 
·"IN., 
NIIIIN.lI"'I"·1 
'c ("III ''II. r.T. Nt I'" to TI) • 
ICUIII"I.I:T.&r.n"fI".'"tJ tiO Tt) I" 
.... ' .. NlIN·1 
'4"" ..... U-l 
HIN-".lT.lI GO Til , 
Hu .. n.l T •• CONTIMlllln" C;O T,] 11 
,cC",MI ... FT ... IIIJU ... 0 TI] • 
IF tM"IN.cO.NllIa", ,.." TO 12 
_ST.N'''N.1 
ftt'l 11 "_N'I;T ..... n 
TF(I-:""'ITINI.U.6C'lNTlN-II' G'l TO 9 
rO"l'I"'JF 
12 t:ONTtNlJ~ 
'liT II ,,, "OUNO TME "au .. "." lOt'lK'''G co' u .. u V'4tC .. 
'NTf'S~CT TMI' ~O"Noa.,. 























































































































































































NtHT·Z. r .... ll-.... '" •• Z. (II:~AJ-K"I .. , 
."0"'2 
"""'2-1 
'-t'lft ..... tN,IIt"IN' 
• .. ,ct, 
'ny·e 
rHJ zt. "'1."''''Y 
Crt ,., f71,ZZ,ZhZ4I.K001 
IlItlftrrlUTI'1N It U,.,UOS 
J-J-l 
'·tn£'lu ... . 
IJU.I;I: ... ·.... GI) TO 2' 




1:0 TI) 2' 
"'fE"'ITITrt)" 21 TO Tt4f R(GI4' 
····1 h'''~'f ",.*U 








HfJ.LT.J/III,1) GO ,., U 




ro" ,,. ! .. 
O"'r:"Y"I," U TI.:' TIotE l~S:T 
!I·I(-l 
"I"fl!(J,If, 
'JIIC.G; .... , .. , '" yft Z5 





s:tlrrl'" , ... '''0 AL 
" .. " ta-ur, 
TJI ".U I ~6 ,26. 77 
, ... ,. 
'l'" 1:" T" ~II 
...... 
IL·A. 
rl4~c" ,., see IF , COlrf'rnJ' LINe 'UU~ , .... .,ur.ot T'4f 'UTEIVAl 
UIiI"r:' r"HS lae'n rON. 
"nl)e-l 
00 tQ NYAl.M ... N ........ ' 
Vll.'C1Jr1TUIVIl I 
I'!n Tn 117,3QI.':01)1! 
tFfV.t.L.LT.lLt en TO It 
II'"DfI·~ 
HlVIL.~T.l'" 1;0 TO Z3 
""Hell' TO SEE IF TME (I)"TOII' l1Nf ."INT JUST FnUND It , 
NtV 'lHt. 1]1 TNE TAIL !ND OJ: I)Jrll AlREADY ~':'IIJ'ID. 
"All ~'4EU.Ir.NI(.N.Y,KO"'Z,,J.I(, .. VAL,ICOnOI 
IFtkl)l)q.Eo.'Zi co TO Z' 
DfT!tfllt'lE: "1 , .. , "'Z 
1'1II'0"'.EO.l.0_.1(111)1.10.'" 1;'1 Ttl :u 
"Z·u 
11-"" 
-:,. T" l' 
.. p.,,, 
'l-U 























































































































































































'FIHO"".G'. nnu GO TO " "" 
.... OU I.NDU" ",II 
~"Ll EtrtTEtr KOD!. hK.HWIl, &1, U, "-.".1(.1", IC "III:, II' On'h x, v, .. xv, 'Cf'I .. T. ",. 
• ISllU "". tJllCnn4l.eo.lt 1;0 TO 7::» .... , 
NI.OI""'J"'.""1(' Ifa. 
... 
IIIn" cnullw U' T"41S LEI", Ull( TIotF LIE .. r.r14 nc T'4E LINE. Ma. 
w'ln,."" ... ., .," 
ICDO'·Z , .... 
H·J .. ,. 
"5·" ... , 
c'u. "'lICU ('IO~, ,JS, .. s .... JOI". feLtK. JMt'"" ""11', lI(!IIf",,,,,,x, "0"'11.,"11', "" 
• ,C'lNT,"Ol)hl.Y,"Yll, rSlU. /II' It 
,eIK"114.l0.Z1 ~rt TI') 7) ",. 
tF.cnI)5.CiT..... GI'] TO 16 "' •• 
... 
r:.,IIIT, .. ·,F MA. 
CONTY""F .. ,. 
.,. 
-,. 
.I-T z. sr. .... T-4E WI1I)U FIELD co. LINn T'4,T onNtT t"TE',~eT til,. 
T!of!, "O""OA'V II,P 
J~·J·IY-l M., 
"'~.W"'IY-l .. ,. 
... t'! 41.0: W.II'''''',''E ... , 1·''''''''''"1",11(, .... , l!·",' ••• 
f"" '0 J.,J"lN, JE "',. 
Il·l! .. " 
DO 4141 I(l)nZ.l,Z "'" 
-:n Ttl Ul ... Z ..... ""'! .... 
Ie( J.f'.J",N, G') ''1 U .. , • 
,·Y"I".,.",II'+" .... 
'2·" II "" 1:" Tn ,~ .,. 
Y·IM"U+1.1(1 _,. 
IZ·Ut) .,. 
,cCK. ='.1("'1'" "0 Til ,It fII.1t 
~O~Tt .. ·Jf- "" 
.. -
r:INI"I .'" .... " I.L "'" tF"1-'Z1",,~,'6 .. ,. 
1"·'2 ... ' H·" "., 
.:,. '" ,.7 II" 
' .. ·.1 ... , 
Il· I~ "'_ 
.,. 
COo4::CII' TI"I S~E IF .. C~N'Oll' LINE flU!ES T!ofct"nr; ... Tof' rNTEIVll ",. 
n"'l)it ':ONHI)~"Tr(lN. ",. 
II'llr··l .. ,. 
... n 41. "VIL.N"I'hNlIIlJ MI, 
VlL·I~IJN'(NV'U M'_ 
e ... ''1 Ufh'5",""OOa "" 
IJ:CYll.lT.'l' '" '" 4~ .... 
11'11"··2 til" 
1'J:ty'l.I';T.IIof, GO TO 4' ." 
.,. 
w!: ... IVE F11JNI) • 'ot .. ' ,,"" , CO't'I"JUct LI-tt:. C"'ECw T1 ~Ef IF ... " 
IT tit I NiV ""E, nl IF liE "'IVE ALt!,nv n'l"lc Tlo4n LIN!. .. •• 
t: 'u e"'E CIC f leN •• N1.,." 0"12, J, K,"'t V 'l, II' !]I)q 1 ." 
TCCK"111.EO.21 ,:" TO ,.4 .... ' 
-,. 
W! -UW! a ,nl"T. ENn' IT , .. TMc '&lfIl~'t. .,. 
.. I;IU ..... ll'lfl •• 1 _,. 
HI"I1I,,,,.r.T.IUl2" ~o TO " ." 
"Ann hNOII" ... . 
~ III E"'!!'. ICl']nt, J, K, N VAL,al , A!, Jlllt .. , WillI N. 'C"4I1'," ,)04. x, 1', "IT, 'C r"T, ... " 
• tsl111 .. " 
tFUnl'l'.EO.Z' GO TO " fII'P 
",nc""I"'·IfIXV .,,, 
.,. N"" "I.llt THE L!IiIIGTH "F TliE LI"'. .. •• 
I(O",·I('·"·Z .. ,," 
1(111)6·2' .. ," 
Nnn· .. XT ... , 
JS.J ... . 
.. ~... "'" ~ III vl.l."IKOO~,IJ, .. s,a""t .. , It'4K, J"l"h JM",I{.''',''.' " .. 004,NIV. .. ... 
'&CI'1MT •• "06, l,f,IIIV"L, IS Ill' .. A. 
lJ:UOI)4.f2.ZI '11 TO 70 .... 




















































































t~ Tloft~ LINE IS , ClOSEn CJ'VE. cu]~e IT In efliTEItNr. FTAST 
'"'''T '~'IN. 
'nT.~QIlT" 'CN.YSn-,c'I.Y"",.CY(fiI.nn-yc .... YI ... , 1 
IC:CI'IT'iT.C;T.1.4Z' G" TI1 ,. 
III,y·,,'('f'.l 
'~(N"".r.T.f'j;111l r.o TO 60 
'(Hln·'"U"S!) 
"(N."'·"II(.YS1I 
tt: .... , h .. .., •• r CI4Kf!. NI'S1I 
'CM. f z,1t.yt.u: ..... CZ. fIIJYSTJ 
Ie .... , 1.N'Y1 .t(l4. (1. NITSTI 





r. e'''CIt PH] OC L'ST lIlriI; IN "Ol')IUEEPPtNG ".US. 
"ly·~'('f'·1 
7.; Itnll'hN,nClI.l 
tFf"~IJ".GT.·tsIZ21 GO Tn 3s 
.. 'OI .. "'U ... • ... y 1':" T" 141 
v_rTf: .. t,']R -ESSU!:S. 
3~ ""IT!=(",::'II~1 
hJ e:f'I'-ITU7wle'J"ITf'!U~ tEnt.' .. , .. ,ltTe" - U"'lo!! "V~OFL"W 1"1 III,,,, 
-.l!'ltl'·l u lZ"l 
r.o Tn 1" 
V'I n (",Ill' 
tel cO' .... T( !.M ...... 'X.51 .... ' .1'. U",E'C (CUTI o~ TU"""IT~ O.!Y.5 (! .... ," 
• lll ........ ' •• n QC CoNTOlI' YAL"i'S '''P.OP~.lY ~P:CIFTF[)1 
~TOD 
t(t "'TTEfl"H", 
I'!'l '':I ,,~ 
1'" c:nuuTI40141eONTOUI "EUe'4 1~IJPT~f'I - TIUF n'lcltcl(lW 1"1 11.Y11 
e 
l' aETIJoIII 
1 ~ J 
e:.:n 
iii". O:"lUTT NE leU Pl TI I, y, xn, ''ie:, 
T'4'~ ~11"OQ'nl"E ""I(~ 'In'" • "'''"t)l hlf' A L=TTF" ,."4 l"Itl J.fII, 
T'4nu Prtl"'T~ W'"ITCit .aRE Tn .. t ~lAGt;[" T" e:,rntTu= 
~'''~~-I=cEItNCT''4G "E'WEE'" T'4E YUI'lI'S .lnT~ e:OIt TM!: T'lJlECT"q" 
tn--~ .. ',. ... LOTI NIII" ... ,,-U.TI121 
n'''~Ii~'C!N ttl "Tf~' 
Dt-""IIi'''N "IU' flU 
"AT I "1' •• '1 'ii, 1'4", 1Mr..1 M"I.1ME, IMF ,.<4G.llo4",,;''4J, l'4K, 1 Nl, 1104,., 
Ie: (N-UICT.1Q.·1 _ETUR"4 




r.Hl t:.O&FUP,TP •• OS.U 
1':'4. Y·.L..r·7I1SF 
YCM.YD •• ''', YS ~ 





TM'S RnlJTItrrlE CONTtOU TME ["AWING Dc TIo4IE 'L"TS 
IJr.r. PLOT sUII'Qun"lU CALLED ,.t 
'PtOT • 1 
l'tOT , 
t't"T • 3 
o UH.ENPL T, PLOT. 
FO' ~ELOCITY CONTOI1' 'lOT 
Fn. nlN~ ItY t"HTOIJ' PtllT 



































........ L T 
..... ,t T 
........ t T 
"_Ot T 
......... l T 

















lilt If lit T 





































'" '3~ 1~~ 






































IPLOT • ~ 
TPL"T ., 
I'L'" !I 
T'LnT • 7 
FOIt lE"P£'''''RE PleT 
FOIt ' .. ULlEl "-FIELD CD"PONE"IT 'LOT 
c:o. Ptl'FNOltULU 1!-·~IElO cn"'I)"tENT 'LnT 
~Olt NOI"At '-~Ut'l C!]"'o"eNT 'l.,T 
cn" .. ,,"1 'Pl"TCI C'lNTIIl'..,,,hCn"lTYf1C.lDI,CVllflOI ,N,,,Ua"IPlIJT 
'" 0"'1'1014 ,e"U"'D~' .,,'lD nOr! 1. '"nn no"" 'It 14 .. U ",. "SMUl!)"" 
• "" ...... , HI" ii, "uc .. , ';"""&.H,n, IIIHIMI'II 
"1'1 .. "rtN ISCILEI 1S~,YSF.I"U.Y"&"Yl"'GTH'''lNGTM 
·t'" UIIU"UNES 
T"'E "I'ST CAlt TO 't~T ttrtntlLt7t:S TIi: Pt.,T. 
trau FlCTOItS APE e:glIAl Tn 1. 
~IJIII'nIITt"E S~TU' ESTABlISMES HR"&N'!NT DtnT .,ltIGIIrt, 
l)'lWe nES, Ll8ELh INO TITLE. 
lliU.'''UTtNe 8'lU"" DR'WS INn l'''HS SIf]CK WIV,;, .L .. tI(£T, 
'''11 III'GIIIET05P'4ERE (TeOOY.o. OP IONO~PIiEltC 
ftlllflIlY.:', fIIOIINDUY. 
tHI Pl"T."e.l1 COO T'J 10 
~.tL "'~MI"I.:J ••• II,".w.).",11 
~Ill Pl'lTU .. ,,,-12.0.-U 





r. .ll Dl "HZ .·"l,.t',·l 1 
oeTtI'''' 
('R'" ~'NT"IJR PLOTS 
1::' ';"IiTJ .. 'le 
""LL .lrJTll.·· ... 12.h .. " 






HI t.l",..~.,.11 ~, T" ZJ 
'fTII,"I 
,. ... NI:;£ vel ]OTy C""ITCUR VALUES T1 TE-,peo,TuoF 
2l le»lnT." 
e:.rr.,. 5.1~ •• .... -1.,) '.&"UC H.'''.CIo4 
·VIL·IU"(11 
"" 2~ T·l,"VIl 
,.uu n·l •• c:acnn.~-CVllf 1, .. Z' 
?'! r ..... Tt .. ~IE 
~" T" H 
:;"1"1 
eu·''''JTINC PlOTFS 
T'4T~ S:.JIIIR'1UT'NI! CONTROLS T"'E '11,vt"l,. f]~ T ... e U"E "UTo,y Pl'lT~ 
(lc ynn::ITY. T'!II'EUTIJRE, 'lENS"Y, "NI) "1r.N';:UC flEll] 
tn"-"N ITRJO'T' NTlit U, TToU f 13~ 1. 'Tit. Jf lOt" YT. U IlC~ .. IT.U fllO" 
• 'IT' U fl .• : I, V'(UI.lIl001 .VYT ... .If 100' ,Y7TIUJ U" .. T"'TOJ I HO" 
• "T'U II.;")" IIIIC"U no~" "Y"'JI 1""'" -,'- u (11.1", RIJ" U Ilr J" 
• I"un,:). 
t"Gt,al L'lTIJ 
1';0""0'" lron'T I lPl T • .I.R 'lNT. VI NF, ItHOt"lF. '''!Pllie:, nN~ 
''II'' .l Tsn 17.0/. TLNGTH".~' 
"lIT .. ,,~Y .. "H. I, nY"/l' 
'.lr.UlHe SETUP P&R&"IETE'~ Fa. TI"" nH 
lII"'l'T~·n 
~ III TUT"I TJ"eSF. T"'FST. n"GTt.4,IIITU!S 1 
Plt)T V '15 TT"F 
C ILL TI"I~( Tl fIIUF, Tf1FFS T. TLNt;TIo4."T UIS' 






























































"'''''IT U""" TRJrtAT 






























































































r.AlL ""$TI TOFFSr .YOFFST .1' 
CALL V£CTOIC'U&hVTlA".Nna,hl ,I~'~, PIS'''' 
rIll ""PLT IT'I", .,,1,.1. nNUF, ¥SF, 
Call '~Sf'T 
t'llL 'LOTl'"TS71!t).O,-1I 
'L1T VI vs ""E 
r.IlL T&1t~( "PlfSF,TOFnr, T\NCTHIt .. T&l", 
CAlL vU'UeVSF,¥OUn,'IJilF"LTSn,JU 
~all ,ralF I TUIUF,.'SF,I. 
': all 'JuS TI T'lFFSY .. ,,, .. J$ T .11 
'-aLL veeT'" rrT •• hVYT •• ,.NTIU.l, IS ,"",M,""' 
': III "'I{.l TC'Tllta.hVITUJ, n .. :~,,'n, 
':all 'ESET 
CalL .l"TIPLTSU,Il.O.-,. 
'L DT V" vI "Me 
"ILL f' WI", np!esF. TOFF'ST, nlll""'."UITe I 
"&Ll V'I 1$1 VlF. VO.FST .V,"', 'L 1$1(,12' 
':ILl Sr.llFt ""iSF.VSF.1) 
Clll t)FcST' TIJFFST. WOFFST,lJ 
': ILL VEeT'" nTIIJ.V'TIlJ,NT.IJ.l,'S''',"~1'.' 
,!&ll "''''LTnU'''.'1'Tu,.n.~SF.VSFI 
"'nL '(:SfT 
.. It L ,lOT"l TSU.O.O,-l. 
'll)' V7 VS TI"E 
"'ILL Tlltsl TI liliES F. Trt'FS,. Tl .. CT ..... TUlS' 
"ILL '1Unl VSF.VOFFS'. VI .. F, 'l T~7E.!11 
CIlL 'CALJ' TI""E~J.VSF,l' 
tALL nFFS"'IT"'FFST.'fOFFS'.l1 
~ &l L W" '0' .ru' ... vnn.h"TllJ.l. 'e' ......... ~1'.J 
CAlL •• r'L' ITTta.l.¥lTUJ. ulllnJ.'SF, 
"AlL -HE' 
r.lll 'LO"'''L 'UI.l.O.-!. 
'll'1' nll'E'lTUlte 'IS TIME 
CoIll 'nnc TlMUF. TOFFS T. TLN(:T ..... "US I 
Cllt VnUl VSF. VOFF'IT. TIII'I."'l TSU.Z:" 
"'H Sr:.l~( TIM:!: SF,VS-=.I. 
CILL 1"f&"~TC TOFF!:'. VOFFST,l. 
"ILl VErTn'ITT'IJ. n'."".NUlh 11 tSY",!IISY.' 
~ ILL 1f4.'l T I TTII" Til' T .... "NeS ~. YSF J 
t:&tl ,r~E' 
':'ll et.nTIPlTSlho.C.-l1 
'L'11 "E"IS'" VS TT"'= 
~aLl T&IUI UNE$F.TOJFST .'L .. r,T .... "ITllt~. 
r.Ill VUItI V~F. VOCFST,R"OINF,'l T'HE.lfU 
".ll '':Alrcrt"nC'.vsr •• , 
~Ill 'l~CSTf',]FFST.VOFFST,lI 
C.l L VECTOR ITTI.J.ItOTUJ. NTRU.l. ts., .... SY •• 
": U 1 ·''''l' ITTRAJ •• rnUJ. TJ lIIiSF. VSF' 
r.'Ll IC~E' 
r.lll 'l~TC.lTSlhO.O,-ll 
·t"" • vs "IIIE 
"ILL TunITlI"IUF,T"FFST,TL"IU ..... TIJIIS. 
~.Ll VUtef VSF. VOC'CST.ttT"','t ",E, .. ",. 
r.oIll Sr..Lc. Tl"ESF.VSF.l1 
"'lL [JFc~'1 TOFFST.¥OFFSf,U 
"HL 'IE C T'" ITTIU."TlU,NUI', h ISY",,,S"'" 
t:'Ll .~.'l TfTTI.,.8T1IJ,Tt"ESF. VSF, 
'=&LL '!~ET 
caLL .ll"TI-L T~lE,:J.IJ.-" 
'l"T .1 VS TUlf 
C.Ll TI"UI Tt"E~F. TOFFST. TL"~Tlh"'1J1S1 
CAU, Y.I'ISf WSF. VOFFtT." 'NF,'L UtE.41' 
"ILL S~ltcl nIlUF.VSF.l. 
CALL t)uSTI 'OF~ST,VO'FST, 11 
CatL ¥ECTOI .TU' .... I' ....... N'.U,l. ,~,.,"~'IIJI 
CILL ..... lTfTUA ..... X'ItII.TlIIUF.VSJ. 
r..lL 'l!~fT 
"iLL 'lOTf'lTSU.O.O.-u 












'L rrF" n 
'LOTjrlt ,. 
·LIJTCit 
" 'LftTF. ,. 
't orc. 17 
'l nTFIII 10 
'lOT" •• 





'l ~'tt. U 










'l"TJIII ,. ( 
'lOnlll 16 C 'Lt:'n:~ 




" 'tOT':~ 6! 
·lorFIII •• 
'l"lTI='IIIi ., 
ill "TC', ~. 







































'L OTFI!I 1 .. 
CUl TI.'Utn"Esr:.TnFF$T.TL .. cr~ •• nnu. 
'LI')'·. U' CILL YII IS' YSF, VDFF5T.nlill~. 'tT$lE, ~21 




"Lnn" 110 t: ALL YECTa.: nT"J ... ".,,,, MUU ,1,ISYIi •• S,,,, 
'l""':" HI tALL -'w'"' nTllta" .. YT.,,,. nMUr:,VSF 1 'LOT'~ 
t:alL If'ET 
'L(n'r:4 111 CALL Pt OTl.LTSZI .... l".-JI 
'LOTF'I 110 
'LOfFl) 11' 
'LflY iii' VS TI"II! 'LOTF, 116 
'Ln'F, 11' C'LL TaXn,TI"ESJ.TOJ:FST,n"GT1hftrun. 
'LOTC" 
"" I'!ILL va In. VSf!.VO~F$T.III'N"'l TSlE,~)I 'LOTFIII 11' rAlL SCAlFI TIJI!SF.VSF.lJ 
'L"TclI 1 !a 
"aLL ')FC,rnnFFST,VOFFST,11 
'lOTc" 121 
r.'lL VECT.,.. (TTR, .I."'TIIJ, NTIU. 1. IS" •• "STili' 'L"fTC" IZZ 
'='ILl .... 'lTnull •• ,T.,t.J.n.uF.vSFI 
'LOTF .. In 
"Ill "'E' 'LO'J:! 124 
CAll 'L"TC.LTS1E.1,I.~.-JI 't DTclt 12' CAll '!"'l"l",.:-.IU 
·Lrrre. 1Z6 
.l OTWC It U' 
.FTU'. 
'LO"" 12" .. ~ 
·LI)T'II 129 
SIJIt'''JUTtNF 'lnTT' 'LnTTP 2 
'L"T,. I 
'L'"T' 4 
T'CTS ~"II!_IJUTt"E 'L"TS ,1,11' iND If", 'II"J~CTtO"S 11F rlie 'l nTT' , 
"'JH'T"." "'~E'E '.~O'Tf'.'.'.". "STNe; T"4£ saME Sf';I.U JACTO' 
-L"'T- ~ c~, ~I'!'~ 'l.OTS. 
'lOT'- 7 
CfllTU" .O'NTS Alf FL'C'F." TO Pf'"TT C'O"-'!FEIE"CJ"C 'lO'T, 
"."''C T"r 'lnTS OF FLDW FJELD , .. " ,,'I'!"!TlC F'~lD OaT. 'Lft"- 9 
'LCt'T" H 
"1)111""" "l TT-, I'''ax. nil, ... 'T"&X. 'TIIPh Ullin. "T-'N. IT .. U 'LTT .. Z 
r.O"-"" IfIl(lU"tDS' X"IJ". :'J"" "111)"11" 1.XSIfIC(1 "111 "S"4"11 )0', 8"U"05 ! 
• Nt- .. , Itt'" II. aM 1r.1f. &I .... I..N'O ...... , N!I I 
"DUff'" I ~(1",,"" I,IJDaT' NTlA.hTT',JUJiJ hlTUJ Itt,(; 1.1'TII lJf U.,hUIAH11l0h T_J"I" Z 
• v,a lUll .. It VI reAl 110J I. V1"'"H1",'I. V~"UI1~".' T,,'TIJ nOOh TIlI.,I.' , 
• 'T"JI 1;,,1,;" "'UU Uti)" IIYTIUJU' r ""ZTR.Jl1r~ "'Il"UU( r. It TIUI'IIT 4 
• "·Uft.))' TIIJ"A' , 
lOt;TC&l l'l UJ "n., Z 
':" .. -., .. ITII"'TI l.lT'J.'.LlrIf.V'If'.Rlo4n'N~.T"'''''~.''NC :~g;; • I 
I' .,I"'~ .. S'ON T'TlXIIZ •• TtTLY7C2I 'L~T' U 
'liT' "1l"Zll.!701t61211 'LOT,. 11 
ru.TI'lTS7EII.fJI ~l"n' U 
'U'I. TtTUI/1O"fTlUEC'11" 'LO'T. 1-
nATA TfTL1'lIlOJotCY-I .1'lJE,6',U:Tt"' ... , Pl"TT' !" 
"'T' Tr'lU 11",,( '(-I 'IOJE"tfCf[llll" 'lOTT' ZI 
~LOTT' 2Z 











.,' ....... 1 ... 
'lOTT, !C 
"''''''I':'.' 'lnTT' 11 
·''"''·7.t 'tnTT, 12 
r," 70 N'J,Nua, 
'tnT" H 
,e .. n' .. I" •• GT.IT .. &I, I''' ••• IU'J .... 
'lOT" J4 
TC I"T'.J(lI, ... T.'T'UN, 1''', .. d,_aJ'''. 
'lOTT' ,. 
u' 11'"'JfN,.GT.vr ... ,. n.".TTRAJI"U 
'L"TT- 16 
IF nu.I ..... l T.TT,., .. , "".".YT'U flU 
·LOT" n 
,r f7T.I.JI .... GT.n ... I' ",..1.1UlJflrrU 
'lnT,- U 
TF (7TII''' ..... L T.1T"UU nllIN.lTlUI't' 'LOTT, ,. 





1,,.,N·""llil. IT"IN .... OSI£.-l.' I 'LOTT. 4J 
,.T"I.' .... &111".II.' "OSE .1.,. PlOTT. 44 
YT.,N·''''''l. T'''I •• ,NOSh-1.'' 
'lllTT' 45 
"T.u .. ..,U1 UTIIJU .. NOShl.,. 
'LOTT, 46 
7T"IN·."1 .. 1' t T .. I .... MOSh-l.'. PlOTT' 4? 
·T.U.I.""Al1IR"U.-'NOShZ.DI 'LOTT, 4" 
• ,·u.o.,u I liTe ,.3.IT", x+."') 
'LOTT' 4' IT .. ' .. •• •• ' •• IJrtrc Z.J.IT .. ' ........ 
'La'" '0 1'TRAY .,.. ,., IMTI Z.l. 'TM'I •• "., 
·lOTT. 
" 






"T"&1'·O.,tl IlliTe t.o.n"" •• , ••• 
"T-'tI-O. ,-, ItCT 12.0.Z"" N •• ,." 
_"tU.,.'_A IMTIZ .... IT"II ••••• , 
tn"eUTE ~CAU FACTnl 
YTS I~E.n"AJ:-T'"lat 




I)UW II." USING S'Jl!IlouTt"E un 
Cill '"""TCO.O,I.'-YTM ruYSJ,-lI 
NTt. .latTr 1 •• "T'IU-l'Mr" '.1.0. 
~&ll n'~1 ",.1", .,.,,1104 ,1, f n"U-IT"latl.TS',-IrITC.l,O. 01 
call ,,"nTC-lT"U •• TSJ, ".IN.TSF,-I' 
liI,r., NTC ,."UTSltE.l.OI 
~ IL l U' TSCO .1,0.0, 1" ,(I,YTS 1l!.TS~'-"'C,l, P !'llt!, 
t;all PlI')U;).h-YT"'''-TSF,-U 






C III """""' IlCH, TCIo4,O .11,-(1. h rr.Io4.11 
"Ct.4·ZCIo4·01CItZ 
IF Uf.".lf.U"AX1 '0 Til 100 
"cw., ,11& X •• Z IT$F 
yrt.t.-.,:-"TS' 
-:"Ill ( .. ,. nC .. ,Yt'''ha.;'"IIt,It.4l1l, lJ 
1t' ... ·,,~'4 •• U ITSF 
f.All C'fU ftC'4, YC"I,3 ... ,.Ct6.6M,"aNET, 61 
ll~!l a,." AN"InTlrE Y-AXlS CVflTrC1L 1 




I' IYt"'.lttt.).:)I Clll NlJ""L fll':'" TCM-.~! 'nt, ,., ,J.l,Tc ... l. 
'CH·yr. .... Oyc"'! 
" cY(" .... Lt.rT"u. 1;0 n lU, 
"f.M.-.'ITSF 
'C"'·'T""· •• IT$F 
~lLl ('4'"'C'4,YC""O.O,.14., ... y,., JI 
IF CI'lNT .lE. c.'" '0 Tn lZ0 
"~H.""'4 •• '! "SF 
f..lL r.: ..... , lC"" YeH, J.;;',.r6,6""LIN!T,6. 
nu" 'L'lttET INO LUEl "'U'T 
r.All 'El IPsr 1.0,0.0. leO,1.0,0.0, :).0,1).:), 11 
! lJ rnNTt-.j£ 
'C .... ~.,. r 'T"IX. Z T", N' -1.,)IT~~ 
"CH·YT",,,-,. '/TS~ 
Clll ~""'r lC", ,C .. ,3.0,0.Z" tTLH, Ie 1 
'C"'-"C", •• O'''SF 
.,~Iot·Yr.:"'-"'.'''SF 
,. '"l ~"''' nC .. ,YeH,,,.C,O.lh TITL '''1'' 
nuv n,ZI 'IOJECTION 




e.ll V!CTOII ZTIU,YTR""N""', I, 1,1'411 
rill 1f'.-lTfn'A,,,T'IU,TShTSF' 
e'LL "LOTUT"I,X,YT .. IN,-" 
CAll -UE' 
U,II ,ROJECTtO'" 
"IU", lAlEL, 'ft(' JIt""TATE x-nts I14I)ttt1'lNTAU 
NTC. tNT II. O.C IT"A I-IT", "'+1.0' 































































































































































IF IYTSIlE-IT"'I.,!.1.01 TC .... 0.5 
CALL PlOTn.1h 'C".-I' 
rAt L AlISn.O,O.O,IM ,-1, nT"II-IT"lft.*T'iF,-NTC.l,O.O. 
CILL 'LnTf-X,"I ... TSF.O.h-U 
CAll 'CllFITS"TSF,1' 
'("H--.15nSF 
reH.aI .. 'UT"lft. 
!)relfZ-1.0 
. ZO, enNTI'IIlE 
CUL ""IIIPLT (lCH,IC ... ,O.O,-O.I,-ICH, 1) 
XCHdC".OIC .. Z 
'F flC'f.L!. IT"AI) GO TO ZOO 
rC"·ITIII,tt-J.,/n' 
-C"._.~"T~' 
CAll 1:14I'''C14, .CH,O.G,.I',IIo4f1It, U 
lfCH.,CH •• 4'/T5F 
Clll C,",UIIC14,ICH,!1.0,.rh6HPl'NET,6' 
OIIV, lU£l, 'liD a"NOTATE I-AilS ",UTtCILl 
NTCeTtr(TI Z ••• T"AI.l.0 t 
CUL III$CI.I.I1,0.0,1H ",'''''''TSF,-atTC.2,,,,,, .. 2I 
Ir ... ·l.:) 
"'C"I2·1.e 
ICN •• :", '15' 
2Ii. CDNTTJot"F. 
e ALL NU"-L T (lCIot,IC .. -.G'IT~F. o,e.I).I.ltC'hl' 
'C"''''C''.DIC'42 
tF ."I:".LF.'T"lrI '0 TO ZU 
YC"4'-O." "" F 
oC ..... Tlltll .... l "5F 
f.lll ".THrrc ... ,ltc ... ,.Z,ITSF,t.t',Zl. 
tC"" C".0.16/T5 F 
,. 1 LL Pl "TI 'C .... ,' ITSF ,ItCIo4 •• ze I TS', Z 1 
CUl C"A.,IC • .,ItC .. ,0.(,.1',I"'Y,1. 
CALl r.Io4UIYCf4 •• H nSF,ICH •• l1ITSF,C,.3 .. 06,1 'f2,1' 
'('4.1C",.t .2/T$F 
'= ALL C .. U I1C .. ,I:C"',O.O,. H,Z ... ',ZI 
r:Hl c ... ur lfCH •• leITSF "C'4 •• 11/TSF, 0.0, .06,1"'Z, 11 
WeM"'C'f •• 1' ITS~ 
".ll C'4UIWC'4,RCH,).r ,.1"ZIo4/ihU 
,F ,1t"llr4T .lE. ,.0. 'n Trt ZI' 
weH .... C ..... 2SITSF 
t;lll r. ... 0\II:.IC ... I:C14,0.0,.1'I6,6f4"ll"ET,61 
f'I"V PLINET IND IDNQ'AIjS!, AND LIBEL 'lilT 
~IlL Ell "sn.I),e..o, 1.0, 1. I), O.il,O.O, 18(\./)," 
2]5 r.""tTtNII~ 





')0 zz. r·I,"'"'. 
IF' CII'I1n"t.GT.n",,, GO TO 2!, 




"1) 2') '·I,N'"I,' 
IF f'S"'ltltl.~T.IT"UJ GO Tf] Z", 




catL VEe"IUIO",TIlOO,liIlII"['T,I,( ,IH 
Cill vrfT'" CI'tHK, YSHK,Itt'iHOt(, 1,.11 1'" 
yc.,-:<a. ,- C "-'Itt.IT .. III-1. C IUFRO 
IC·"-O.111$FI:0 
~ .Ll C"'AIC 'C .. , IC"'".O,O.Z, TITLElf 11." 
Y(H.r C'4.0.04lT$ FlO 
.C .... C'4-O'.] /TSF.O 
CAlL C .... nC'''ICH,~.0,.1.1h TITLX',l .. 
"'AV fI,-, ,10.lEC"0" 



















































































































































































entlCT,,, .. QUAD rl",F,I',1'" 
,1t,'S ''''len.,.. '1.,,,IM$ I CEIiIUALIlEO OUIOlttLanUl I\111TEI'nt.ATtO'b 
GlVe_ THe CO'I.DIMnu OF THe ¥f'Tlce~. T~f ¥lLUES OF T~f FU.CTI~. 
aT '''!n! ·oun. IJrID '''E CO"IOtMITU ~F TN! "1]'''' aT "lotteN .. 
,lItU! 0_ '''E J:UNCTI!JN ts aUUfD, ''''''''' 
., AND" all! '"f caDlal.An AUa'S AM,) F n" 'lte 1I= ..... r.TI" .. an" 
orlffll'I'J" 1",.'14 .. '". 
'1.4.0." .... Ifl, •• rz hrnh' 14" If,." 1I+IU ,-xu '-IU, 
, J.'" U-JCl: )+'U,-Ift" 
~ •• -, IU+W( ZI.In.-IU, 
n.,..o·"'·'YCI"YUht'(1'+"U' 
TZ·"'lhYfZ I·YU ,.,." I 
T]-YllI-,.z It" "'-YI4' 
T,._·'tll H"llI"(3''''''I,., 
"~"T)-SJ'TZ 
tII·~l· Tl"l' h-tl"~-'S4'TZ 
".Sl+'4-s.+n 
.,·$0I''' ... ''-4.0· .. ·e' 
CT .. ·- .... ",/IUZ.~I 
,e "1IJ~tfTa, .';'T. l.r, eTa-EUtO/l 
1t·Ut·'u·sz, " SUET ,.", 
01"0-0."., '(1' ·.l.O-£lu+n.O_11 ,.r:1 Zt., t.l-nl" C 1.C'V' I 
• "U, tH.i"fTU·fl.,·.,1 HC,61*n.O+ET U .11.0-1". 
"",." ~-'n 
~u.'I)"nN~ '!RUN 
1:0"111'1N ICONTI Kytl)tl.¥COtrIfU .. ".cO .. ,RCn ... z .... 
':11 .... " .. 1Ft "VI Ie (b.l~O" TC IZ:).100' •• " !('-,lU ,. ' .. nl= Ize. U f!;1 
rD· .. ,.. .. '''L'J'''' TMETlCZ' ... ~IZQ,Z" ..... lIJ .. T 
L~'H t, n.v, 
rn .... .,NlVcn .. ~' "I 12C.l00 I, .'IZ),10t.1 
~n""I1" ''''''U''~'i' ·(ftOD(U.'~ .. T"I)I)(l"'"" •• <l:MIfIU)).'S ... lICll:a 1. 
• ............. n, ... ae .. ,&' ..... ,Io4.0, NMtNor 
r~."I"J" ,""S ,_'" ZPL"T,"""0,N1"01),MI'L'1' 
Hl~n.L lGI"V 
",.. .... '1 .. ' .. UIIII) niXI (l.lll." 11£.0 1,'4 8I1,.l" n 
CO .. ,.., .. '''IN, ""'P.AIIICN.ItIllCOM,,,rnllu·:a 
l"c It 'l L.e IUH.LP"L. L"S T. L" CO".l~R", l 'lr:tT.l T 'A", L'ST'T 
,=0-·"" "'''·TI t.; .. UM,lP.'L.lPI'iT.lP'(IJIII.l' .... l PlOhl T'...",L'S'ItT I:o .... n .. ,5Io10CKSI oltSnJUO~I,M''')I 
~n .... o't '".~L'TI N"a'.""UKTC~Z' 
l"''HCAl LPL ra .. 
"1].""" IT"" I lPL' ..... 'L .. T ,vtN' ..... n' .. t:. , .. ,t .. t.IUNF 
~O" .. rt .. IT'" DaTI N'_ .... , 'TI'Jfl)~ 1 ,,'UJU 1!~·'.'TlaJflr", 7TItAJ I no::,. 
• 'TIU 11J~ hVITIU n." ,,'1"1'" Clo:t h ,nIU' !t, I, ,"n."IU",. 
• IIiITlU.l .. , h IYTIt'" l~wJ I, a,UlJ 110",. PIllA. J( lCO I •• 0T1I.1 nOO1, 
• 'T'AJtt:;". 
lOGIC .... L~U-' 
~I)""I)'I ISIUrUl" TIL su .. , .TPUS '100'. 'TIUJ~ c 1:tOl.lT'U~ ncr •• 
,nAJS IICOI.llANG,'OlIIllIi •• 11. III' 1''''1 
""'I("I'it"" "'11...;;, 
fOnlV'lENCf '''I1,,'''U'' !)t"~H~'f]M ... UOO, 
"ITa IItII l'''l(/l'1 ""S"./! ... , 
TN'S 'iu".r.UTtNE Ic""S 01" t:1!1" ,APe' ''''nTE .. TO T,"£' ('If 
• ,·,.tOIl~ AUN, 'I] ILLOV '£~T ... TtIllC '1~ T"'C: .""1;11:1" U~ING 
!'tFHIt!N, -:,..T("IUIit "llU£~. 'Ln, SUE. lII'lI'" "'GIIIETtc FtUI' 
'N~lll!~. VtTM'lUT '!:'flT!NC T"'e C'L(UL .. n,," ,,~ 'IofE 'ElI1CIT' 
ANn "eH~ln EIHns. 
'E'OI" NlIIlU'IT .... "al. AII.I( .. " C'" •• H'/l4 
'I ... .; .... •• 
Tt= .. ltHA"'C"'_''''r. .. " .CT. 1.J!:-51 1;0 Tty 10' 
It: 1l1II~1""·C'"'' .CT. 1.Of-'. C'l TO 100 
t~ 1""0 .LT. ,.~ .ANO. "10' .LT. ",.)1 GO ,., Z 
IF 1&1II' .... n .... ItO ... CT. 1.foE-" co Ttl laO 
'0 T~ , 
'f'''''' •• 'lO,IIUTI"'III,I.l •• 'I)G. -:OIillTlMf'~ 
1I1"".M"LUN' 
'lIN' I.PUT "IT& 
aUlD 
OUID 





























vCO .. P 

























































































fII"" 16. u), ""t't, CA" 
tF 1'4'I"!' 4,h' 
• V'ITEU.t1., NanO.IXII ... II.nl.I.1. .. ~OOI 
r.'l T" Q 
• VUTHfI.U6' 
1;0 Tt') ~ 
a ,t: 'lG'AV, CO TO 11 
V'IT~lhZl" "10 t;n TI] Q 
11 V'I' .... !1.' lotiO 
• e"""'IUF 
l'lOT··'PLOT 
IF IL "U .. , C" TO 11 
v'ITF 16,t)11 , .. ".,NGN 
11 CI) .. TtlClJlr 
W'IT! Ifl. n·" l.EIII? .. l'It~L.L'I"T.l',tOM ... P.".l'LO'.l TII:U 
!F '."OT. llltU' G'l Tn z, 
'tlP-t.C/IPLNT 
'1'1 TE ",260, l.l 'IJ,IOI"YINF. '1of1INJ:. T .... ' .. ' 
,~ IL"UII, .,IITE It"Z6" "'Nt:."11II8Y1.ltZ"''' .. '.POlU.C 
V'lTf '6, 263' "U'", ,,"""K' 
0" 21 'hh"Tt.U 
Z1 .. I( .. ,. .. ·LI"'IK 
!t: ....... I(T .Lc.. til CO TO Z" 




""'n' U.:~ 71 (N.NK 'M" TT"" , iii .. ,T'US 'H, ,"T'AJS (N' .!T. U':'"'' 




It: UV~I'JN .GT.~' WRnUhZ';I CYC,,"n"'.l.IICVCrt""l' 
""T~''',,,,,. "Cfl" 




'''';'' .... r-H·''TO· 
H Iw_r.I)N .';'. H V'lTf't,',,, CACO .. It"hl.If~COIrU 
Zl.) cf:'I'''''' "Z::-Y,U'4I"T~R'L'''FTlR' "aCN 'In ••• ~~.Z 
• "/Z;'I,ll"S·ECIFIC "'elT .,TtD •• t:1).1' 
21' 1:1)'''.'''''JI.46''IlItSUCLi Ge., .. c"YI USEo-SU,.tHO ':oo'ntluns _. 
• n.1M PD'H""nw.3"4J/'J,UI,]N.,nl 
'!f'I. FA.4,." F"~" 
Zle. ~"'''A'' 1120X ...... .,'STACL£ ':E" .. !t.", ":FIULT ·U'ltET""USE t"'~'O''1IT, 
• UMrS - [QUA'O'''" T'.lCO 
Z15 ~O"UTf IIZ .......... O"STacLF Gtt)"ETI" Off Aut T tll"'1P"JS' COo,o"uns. 
• ,,]IiI,)6"4F"1l CD'rnT,"T SClLf ~t:TG"T wtTN '1I1~ •• ~4.Z' 
ZU Fn''''6T '"Ztl.15M'''STICLE ta""UI,. Of~aULT InItOPlUS:: "IT&t G'I'T'.I 
.'tn .. AL "I'IU,e .. F"J' "'''·.: •• ' •• ll 
23:;1 ~O'''''"'2~J.''7HTE'''tN'l "O""STI'=A" lllcntOIilJ t:n. 'LnTTtNt:.IIRL,.., 
• F6.Z. 
131 ~O'''ATIIIl"X.5.'HUSC. ~'EC'FtED "=Vl.lTIOH 1""1 ~I'IL" IIt"'D C[l"''''''''T~S 
• ,Zll,"-7NOF "'GHEnr t:tHI) STfIIt"ET"-PL,N!; C'1"'I)NFNT ~Inl", 
17"4 FLOV I)UECTTO" •• t:7.2,'''' OfG'E£c-
"201.5'NIJS~1 SitFCIF!!') DEYIlTtrH ,"II 'i"lU "'ltD CO,..IOI"'T" 
n:'''''''4'1t: M'GNETIC FIELD '"0''' "IG"rTtc' SY."En" .(I"'IE _, 
• 1:7.2, .... OiGItFfS' 
2:n co .... 'I Ill:,.. a .. lI!I.UN •• LZIIZO ... ' .. LP.t:L •• L2I1Z01.e14t.'ST •• lZ, 
• IIZ:.I,'''L'''C.,N •• LZII20I .... L". -.LZIIZOy.fI"LPLnT •• Lh 
• III:)I.e.HLTlAJ •• lZl 
24' ~r."a'f1"l/"'~I'~''''ILun S"I!IFtEO cfW C""'OOI CAL(UL.lTlPlI 
• .,51'''011''-11 
24Z ~"1"6TCIIIIZ,u.IZ,Z'N co .. roul LEVUS J:"I 'UIlCTTT" 
Z'. ~O,,"tr II IIZll. 12,2'" COMTOUIt l EYl:L S FOR "!"~ IT,.) 
Z4' FO'""IIIIIZ",I.12 •• 4 .. CflftI'rt,. LE'ElS ~I]I ".I'''ET!C FI!L" ~TtE"'GT"., 
Z'J c" ..... 'flU:U,6F10.' .. 
26:) Frt ..... TflZDX.II"LPLU .. • ,UI 
• l"l "'CI, 12 .. INPIIT Foe T"UCTO.' eilCUL"UI]N, 
'1)1'3211 .. ·.11" 
IZI,jI.' ... IO"·LIII£T •• , ... ., 
12''II., ... t .. T£''L,,.E''.' VELOCITY .1.'11.1/ 
• 1Z0'.1''4tN,U'U .. ETU, OE,.UTY .,'11.11 
• IZrtl.1.-n .. nl'L,,.!'T", TE ... ~ItATU'£ •• fl1.:H 
• "~t.'4"INTE.'l""FT'" ""CNETIC FlU') • 
Z61 J:"'''ITIIIIIZ'X.7MNT.A ... ,1 •• 151",1""""." •• (11 
• 'f)I.'~MI • • 'OINT TO ~! "UItED FDI Cln,1; .!FE'~MCfl '" 
• 211.1 ...... X,5"".",.I.'"I' ... ..,7.,' .. 'T ... .I, fl,'Ml'R.U 11 
Z61 Fn .... ".z'l, 14.11,A1,.X .Fl0.'. 'X. Fl ••• ,., •• C4.4' II 
lU ~n'"ITU'I.'O"ISU"-'L'NE' COO.O,N"E S'ST!-" 
Zt. ~OI"'TfJ'1",l'" "l5"'TUnf •• £11 •• 
• "51.1.Io4X-C,.. .. ·0 .. EN' .,El1.3 
IUU~ 
..... -.. 
















































































































































I'UJI', UHl-CO"'DNENT -,Ell,' 
"zor,Z''4UlftUTW&L ANGLE 
ItOW,Z9104POLAit 'NCiLE 
_un DATa GE"E_AT~3 '" "tUNT 11101)' (ODE 
-,Ut,lI 
-,Ul." 
IE ADU, C H, "'4ETII .. h o.snl(J Ie C 11. ,,(r ... , .r'l. trI~"l XI ... 'Z.N~LUNT' 
on 10 J'Z,,,'LUNT 
'u,nu, k. (I •• wtfl ... , .,CII • .I'. VIC I. H.,,(' • .II.1t 1040F( r • .I', ,-1.N'" ATI 
1;,. ,-"NT,lIlte 
leiD OAT' GElIe'aT!''' III., "UCWI'tG cno! 
"'I11nl)·0 
"'IU .. "· .. ·lU'tT 
"" ·'t!\Ll'NT·l 
n" Z·o .. J""hlll" 
IUOU, U.l.D.SO""" 
,F ctIrfTrE"Fr", .lIe. '" 1;0 T"J 10 
tF rUU,J-l) .~T. l'lOT. CO TI'] 3" 
Nun~.!t71I)n., 
"" 2" ',:'.NIt"'1 
0E"nu. I:' ': U, .. "VX II ,J" v,r t. J "tliIJF 11,,,, 




OIl'" EIU:I]II: 'IESUGe IC TI'£4 IS 'un T~F. """'e ('AS! AS 
"Fr.TFIII!['I tlf (un INPUT • '.OGI,- I~ ST"p'r;ro 
IgJ "'IIfT~r6,1~",'" A .. ac ... ,'A"''''O.A .. 4t:·n.u,,~,'4I'1'' 
H~.: Fr ..... 'nt.tl.1C1J.'C1~ ••• Zlf.2'OME·(£CUTln .. T!=''''l11lTEO U,5'1'4."'Z'Y, 
• 3ItH'':,IJtI OA" ON T&PE4 DI)FS NOT &t;RH/!U.l.,ttwlrH CIS~ • 
"~~'EtT'no ~.., (:AIO 'N-UTt IIZ""''iIU~'4 ftO •• 6 •• ' ... ''' ...... ,oY. 




~ll.'O·JT'NF lilTnc tNO, 
rll""'!'" 11'1"' AN",l'U~".II:~C"II,ltrl]lcrz~. 
':0 .... "',. IT'" OATI NTltU. 'TIU,.I")"'" lfTU,J r 1:)',1, nR .. .I( 100" tT'l JC IDOl. 
• 'T' UlliJ3" 'ITIIU C:''''' II VYTR'J U,"C I. VZTI U 1 \!,'). r"",J tIl'''" 
• "T'lJn~; I.1!i'(TIIU nODI, • .,TRlJ ClOO', III 7f' U C1 ':~" 10" U ()t; h 
• 'T'urICO) 
1.,C;t"'L l ~lIM 
C'1I111""1IjI I$"IIIOITI L ~U".Y"'''~ 1100 .. ,TIUJS fletC'. ,T'U5 flO: I. 
• 'TI US.lOOI.H"N", 'OlI"G. ~r" .wl.· .. U 
r e nttn.t.T.(.. t;'l T'l 100 
"lMUOR,. TIUECTOIY .. Mn FI££$"U" ~-Ftno roo.o'ttaTF$ 
T'1 ~nL&R WI"O f;nOlln,,,aTE SnTE" 
T!",.PI h1lING-.el '71t,'29 










I)" Z l'l.IIT."J 
I"U CI"'. TIUS t TI.Cll-Y"'''5.''.S lll-r.-Ol."" us C II-s,nl 
""1.1 n. -ITRAJS 1".S1Z.""".I<. t •• CI' 
'flU n •• -r n"JS ct 1tC&7-YUU$ ct '.'U 7' .~"OL.7TRA.n n '-CPOL 
WUUrt,·-IUA .. (I' 
'T'U"'--YTIt .... I" 
(OMTT""1e 

















































































































































"I- C-U-CU-'1Tl.SU '.CPOL.'U.S'OL 
.,'· ... l·slhnt·cAz 
Il101'·' 1I11.Cl Z-"1.S"I'.$ 'OL •• 71.C'Ol 
.. W.··Y 
",·-Pl' Uti,· &TANZI n',I), I 
IfIGhA""ZI U,SQIITUJ' .lIhl'."'" 
IT'10' n.Z95 78122 
1f1,", .. ,ft';'·'TOO 






T~t! '"unlolE CALCULATES "II.MJ: 1T THE' I, JI Ij-,!) ,0tlltT 
r.O .... OM III'lU""SI l"'OOt13(th'"I'JI)UO(j".~ .. t(n"I"SI4I(Ulit'. 
• .. ... u ... v .. AI .1"AC", GA .. " .. , H.O, Nti' NOI 
'0"""'" IFl!:I'" IC C2~.too" 'C r Z" litO I ,v,. (21),1101 •• ",,,F IU, 10f" 
lEVEl Z, "('T.'ST.NIJ"ST.H~T 
CI)" .. n .. ISTI fA'" 1ST"', 15Z', YS T UC.15Z .... U·' TUll h"~T 
IF POINT n ON St40CIt 8I)U"'0'" .,llftF·I.(, 
IF n .LT, .. ltllAY .lNO. J .roT. 11 1;" T'1 1') 
IlrN~·I.r"I 
'FT',. .. 





'ttl It ,IS'-l,NST 
""I''''I .. 'tTCJ~TI 
"til '0 .'1,11" 







,r: rw .e.,. 11 I:Z.'STIJZ,1, 
TF .W .GT. 11 '2:.'5TI.I2:.tI-1,.1I-I$TIJ2.1(-111 
• -C Y5 U J!,tI '-YSTI Jhlt-,' I" WSU J2 ,I( I-YSTf n,l(-l,. 
t~ 'IIZ .u. VI ~O TI"I 6, 
c.) r.'1NTJ"I'IE 
6..1 tf CJZ .£0. l' ~Il TO 1~:: 
,NTE'POl&TE COli .,t'MF 
.tIllC!'Y'TU1,1I 
1) .tN~Z""TfJZ.lI 
_"NCaY le'l ft~lH IlflJ:Z-'INF1'.' ''''11 Ill:! .. ,., 
'~T"'ft 
I'Sf "" .. n'Y 1"(n INO U'IO'l FnR 'lEtl:fl-T-. HIE ... ltNE 
103 CONTINUO: 
'c n .I;T, -1 • ." r..o TO 11'; I, ,,,Cat.o.' "Z- CI2:I.,STll.1'-1.0' 
'ETURN 
llJ no 110 .'Z.M"("" 
"F II .Lf. YCCl.KIJ GO TI] IJC. 
lZl cntlnttU!: 
1'0 'l"r. fl, K-l .. n-YCll,l(-l' ,. IYC C I, tl' I-'IC( 1, 1(-1" I Clce 1 •• '.Ir.C 1.1(-11. 
""Fl'~'O 
GO TO 70 
'00 
lonT 

























'.I .. F • II,,,, 10 
IIt,,,F 11 
Iltt'4F 12 
'It,M' 11 Il,"' 14 II,",: U 
Ilttl' to 
'ItNc 11 
II, ... 11 




lit fltC Z. 






.. '''' 30 .. ,,,, 31 
I"NF 12 
'IrliF 11 
"'N~ 14 I., .. , ,~ 
'1t,IIF •• ,ltNF 17 
IlItN' ,. 
I.,." ,. 




'_,N' •• I.TN' 05 





", .. ' H 
II,M' 51 
P.'HC •• It,N' .,
III IN' '6 I. tIC' 











~U·'I)II"N~ "ICHt.l, It,lCont, I, .11)1"_ Hotl(, NU,ICOD!. "YAhAI. U.ICOIitY. 
Cf)"TOU. ,.OC ...... , "'" VUlt, nlc ... E.net, '''0 CHfe" 
WeITT, ... , IfUE SOIENSON, NISI,· .... ,.S ~f"i. n ... "tJt: •• t., •. 
t .. ~.,lF I£D YEt' tON' 
, .. n SU"IJlIJUNE CHECKS VHETMEt • e""YOI,. L ,-.e AT LEVU .. val 
""'HS TIofItI1UC14 'N fItITtU'AL NU'tt.,; ["PlltC'S .1,1( IT U., 
lcc'u"nZ'ZI (M "OTY""(I"1"Z'1) 'OINT. 
"'"ctt"'"" an" .. c" .. TClhtl: ... U.u 
tr!y. J,It ,." •• It-II.,,"," 
~f1 T'1 U,ZI ,leODZ 
h'D~"J,II'.U 
~"t Ttl , 







~" T~ " IH.at 
I,l·az 
VAl"C"MT, iii VAL' 
'''CVlt.t T.aU 100 ''l 12 
"CIYll.!;Y ... H, CD TO .. 2 
"'lL c",':':I:, rCH.,II'CY',konZ.I."-,,IIVAL,WJf)U 
tr:Pc:n.,D.EO.U GO Tn 12 
1e11!)1-1 




'tJ""'IIlnN! S!ZTIJ. Ct'l'tT. '".C>4,-;'., "IfII]'Y, 
T",S ~'UT!"1IIf U".LIStteS 'LOT n'tctN, ~.,wS 
IItn ll'lcU ,t!S, IN" vittHS T'Tl~. 
I,C': "LnT 'UII'QIlTIN;': USf" AIIf 
.L .,T"U,; ,"U"'l T,CHIIt ,~C&LC', 
1';':; e".,. " 104, "L TLN,""TLN, 
I')I"EIII~tOIil TlTt~31ZJ,TtTlE4UI 
DT"'EllltSt"" T tTL E"l" TlTL E6U" TITLE lIZ', Tt n '''ClI 
I')IMENunN 'ITUFIZJ 
r~""I')\I ,srlL!' nC'.'SF,X"U.'~U,JlN~T""lN';r14 
DITI "ZI1.570796311 
'UTA nTH1, TtTL~2/9"'V.EL~CtTT,. "'4"£'\ISTTT.' 
''IT' "TlEJ U .. TtTLEJrZlIle't'HItU"L!IIItE,l"H 
nn I nTH. n 1,11 TL U CZ 1/1:'Nr:".~'u'.J" 1'-4~ 1 
'UT' TlTLcSCl •• TlTlUUIIlOH"""Ll'.:l ,13Nr]"'llill[IIIT" 
·'UT. TYTlF~ U It TlTl UCZIt TtTlE6UI'l0'41 aE .. ,i!1NOtC.1,;. .... 'u. e" ... ". 
S .... ["TII 
.,n, TTTLF7CU,T1TL£7CU/l:t .. Un,,,ll C".1nl4"0"C''''' 
",,1 Tt TL56 U .. TITLS6 fU/10"'UGNETlC F. ~HHll).1 
nn .. TITLe': 1~I4CO"T:JUIt 5/.TlTL EFC 1', T ITl EFf! I n:'4F1Hf) LI"£ .114SI 




~'ll 'CAlFf U.TS.l, 
1')'1" &'to L,UlEl 1-&"ClS. ,unE TH'T su"'"un .. ! UIS 
.cDIJlIU 'U'''ETEI~ 'M INCHES, ""T U~~II u"ns. 
MTr'INTC 1.0.ClNn.1., ,.1.0' 
ClLl n''III\.:hil.~.lH ,0.ll .. 'T",-"TC.l.0.01 

















































































































































':lll U"',.O,O.O.llof .'J •• LMCT"4.-MTC.Z.'U' 
Lllllft I-UI5 
TC""-.4/YSF 
"C"·O .'·1"1 1-. 7'-.Z1/IS F 
T"" flJlOF'T.Fa.lI C') T[I ! 
r:&Ll C14U'''CH,YCH,;,.t •• U" .. "".'I 
r.., T" 3 
"'All C"U('fCH,YCH." • .: •• H.JHI"." 
I~H.Ir:I4 ••• Z liS F 
"Ill CM UnCI4.TC't.O.O,.O,.lHO.I. 
J "']NTt...,E 
aNNOTATE '-UU - NOTE .... MOTUI" .. IS -nStTtv: lEcT. 
Yh-.15'TSC' 
'y.t; 
, .. ·-t.~ 
, "'ElY·~l'''Tf!l'·C., 
YOr."h"n" 
"'Ill ","'Il T C YOx. TT .... ",-O.I.-II)., 1 1 
'''.T·., 
IC'C'''X.l T.I.AX' Gil TO , 
"NNnUTi ,-un" SIDE E"'E !:IC' PlOT 
TY·O.i) 
!) 'ty·, ... ·:.t 
.r.M·-I. IIi -.Z"ISF 
"IlL trlU"'LT UCH. TY-."5"SF,;,.~.-o.1.,Y. \ I 
.. TTc:.'lc:M ...... 16/1~F 
,. Al l Clotlol CI Tt C. TT-.O, "SF. D. O •• :)9.1 '4-.11 
tFCYV.lT.T'U" (:0 TO 10 
tUn v-nTS. 
·-:;"·"I.~-r. •• 511~J 
"'-:;14.11-'" n"U-1.) •• ' ,'''D''-.l7ly~e 
H nlll'''T.fa.u C'1 TO 12 
~Hl C"' •• UC'4.YC .... I1 ... '.l.hJI4.,O.JI 
r:J1 TO I! 
l! ':ALl ': ... lIcyC .... Tr .... d.&i .. 14.' .... ,.,lt 
1C .... YC'''' •• 4Z IIS~ 
t:Hl C .... RClCH.Tr.H.a.o.,05, lHO, 11 
U ""NTt"lIJf; 
nltl'l TI"l~. "lOT OEn."llrrfU " ... tCt4 TlTU 
s ... nUt" ,,~ n',VN. 
.,r. .... T'II-t. "TSF 
.,e ... ·-1.'.O •• 'II~J 
lc:r"L'lT.I:Q.Z. GO TO 15 
tFr 1".OT.Fo.1I GO TO 20 
fF n.lJ1T.ED.4, 1;1] TO 14 
TF n'lt:"T.CT.4, C" Tn ZI 
YfLOCtTT 'lnT 
~Hl CMA'UC .... yclt.o.r .. ZO.TITl':1.9. 
"c: .... C<4·2.II$F 
CALL 'LTlNCICH.YC"I.,c ... TrM •• 2'TS,,"I 
~aLl CI4 .. UC .... C, IISF,TCIobC .0 •• 2. HIV, l' 
ICI4·YC ... ·.Z5I1'J 
I! IL l 'L Tl!lte XCt4. 'C·t, rCH. TCH •• Z "~F I 
CILL C .. UUC ..... O'/I .. ~,TCI4,O.O, .2,ZI4/ .. ", 
~&ll "ATHIXC"~.4'ISF'T(''4-.0S'TS''. U IIS-=.0.3.1" 
r.0 TO Z' 
T'''''IUTUltf 'LOT 
14 r:rJNTlNUE 
"All ~14.'UC",'CH.II.l •• U,TnLf(ulU 
"" .. -I!".2.4I1SF 
CAll C14" II C"', TCH. O. 0 .. It I"T ITt J I 






















































































































































r.o Tn ~~ 
"fIUTT. PLOT 
15 ':Oll4nlrll'IE 
t:&U to.4,IUC't,YCH,G.c, .. 2..nTlE2," 
'(C'Nd,: ... ,. PI'S' 
"All ~"I!£"CXCM.YCM •• 2.l'.C.ll1 
r'll t-4 .. CIC· ... !/ISF,TCM'CI.O •• I.IH"l. 
call "'lEE'" yC~ •• '''JSF. YCM, .2. 0.0,11' 
"All .. HMnc .... lt'nsF.'c .... D"nF,.l"ysh".~,' " 
r.t) T'l 15 
~TlU,.LJNes 't!lT 
Z. t:'""TTNtI~ 
t.u c ... u 'rclof, TeM,J.t ,.Z4,TtTlE3. 11) 
-:f\ Y" H 
-U!Nt;Ur. 'tELO HilTS 
z. rDNTtttt'lIi 
~llL I'!I4U (JC'hYCM,O.CI,u.ZtTtTL5 •• 15' 
IC"·"C"'1.2,tSF 
~ILL '=14,IIIC .. , YCM,:I.' ,L",Z,ltMPl/It.lt 1 
~lll III"HIICH+.7' 'lsF,ye'l-,:), ITSF .. loS IJ'iF,~.,.l" 
r. III r. .. "IIC-4.0 •• IlU.Tr. ... "o.~. hI·" ,11 
t' n~"T .EQ. 6' GO Til n 
Ie rt'lt'!T.~O.l' ,,, T" 24 
e III ':'4U (lelo('I.2 IISJ",TCIt-.O!5lYSJ".la570 'J.O. t. : .... , l' 
.. CH.-\.' .... lt/l'~F 
.(104"'" 1'-1. IITS' 
~Ill (""U('4,"(H, '.O,O.le, fUll:', 211 1:" T'1 ,,, 
U CAll t-'i. nC 1"'1.1".5" YCM.~ •• .5IYSF .3.1U6. ).1.1~T.1t 
''"''4··1.'·.4''S~ 
"tN'''-' ':"l.ltTSF 
r.aLl ~wUUC"4,. YCM, ..... ,., .It'. nnl!eu 251 
("0 Tn 21 
l' '"all ""'Alllle".!.l".SF,. 'CI4-;';. )~/'H ,J.~,n.l, 114,.,1' 
"eH·"I. ,. J. 411SF 
Y,"Io4.YlI!n"1.1IYS~ 
r llL '="4UUC Io4,YCH.'.Ci,C.I0, T'TlEl, Z), 
U "'C'''-1'-''(''1.1/YSF 
'I',. .. ·-1.!·~.61.SF 
C llL rNuur· ... Y(· .. ,o.o,o.1t, TtTl fe, a I 
,. 'll 'L Tl "4IIC ".1.11"1$ F, yrM, ICo.t.l. ~ II'SF', 1'C HI 
"r, .. ·" .... I'-i.'''U 
"Ul r;",'IIC"hTC"4,Q.r,n.1L.TITlH,11' 
~ aLL "''''n''' 1,. ... 1.1' IXS~,1'rH'I"H+1.~ IISF, Tr:"4, !t', o. 
",av IIIU:1t IrUJ"~f' "U ,fit" rut" nc S'~C'FIC 
'4:aTS "a" ...... 
:n r;r"trtfT""E 
YC"·"lIIa"·.] I'Y~F 
I'e ..... l.' .... I.:H 
raLL ~.UlUC"','fr .. ,l:.r ,..hZ"'''',2' 
"all ""-'l T IIC"' .... "S F,'!"'H, '.t,.2, T""~"', t' 
"C"'''C''.I.,. IISF 
'"Ill ,.ltU.' IC .. ,'-: .... z,::.C,J) 
r: III CIo4UIICH •• lIIS F, yc",e .O •• l, 1104 •• 1. 
call ~J"'l'" ClC ...... /IS~,TC .... , ...... 2.Ga-.. 2 I 
'F.TI.I""4 
'NO 
~1I8''lUThl~ ~FC&lCCl CiHIt,Tt:MI(.NT~U'1 
TI'4IS l')IIT'flte oeUt"INU !CUI! F'CT" .. ' a"" ~t"f OF "',..T. 
r,C!IIII11"" ISCAlEI JSIJ.'fSF .... "',., ..... JlNGTH,'fLNGTM 
"1"fNSfON .~It.IU.'fS"4"fl1 
"aTa YStU/a.Ol 
rAlCIJlATf ."U .... I) ,,"I "&SEn 0" liST 'DT"T I)~ SM~CI( wiVE. 
'I" .... UNTUSItK.HT"IU I."., 
tF'Y"AW.lT.I~HK'NT""'l'l1 '1,,''1,.'''''' •• 5 




















































































































































IF' '"&J.LT. 1 • .,,,,,n-1.0 
IFIW"II.lT • .,." .1II ... r-o.! 
efY 'l'" 'IZE !N Y-"I'ECTlO" 
lPJUS T SCalE ~"'CT"15 FO' EOUAL r 'iii" , "tALI! FaCTnlS 
yl .. I;' ... ·yST.,E 
Y4j J: 'Yllr4l;TIof'''"" r 
.. s~·Ysr: 
yLIr4GT ... ·ySr:·C'l( .. U·l.5' 
"TII'" 
'NO 
Cill ... "'IUTt .. ' S IJI]F ~'L~,F t'fir:, 'l TSFE. ~ 5 ~, f"FF~ " .. a. "TtC I( .,,,,, N •• nEl. 
• F"fl' 
PUt' ~n"""UTtN:: CllClJlaTES THE 'll""ET~'Ci '~O'JU~" TO "'aW' TN! 
Y!.'Ical UtCi "f THE T'AneTOR' oaTA 'la'S 
L' • 1. VelOCITY 
• Z TE"'e'''TIJIE 
-! "'£ ... st'Y 
• 4 "aGtfenC FIelD 
~"'''lIIn''l ITDJ ",n I ""'U.TT'IJ nool. XTI:&JUOl)l. 'lTD U 11C)" tTUJ 11l~H. 
• y,oU 11:'.· ),VlUAJf10"ltVYTRUIU ... I.VlnUr lCOI."''''UJ noD .. 
• "To" U:') It UTIU 'lOJ .. "'nl J 11(,,, ,,"lTRU Ilr,O It .. " Tilt AJ no:", 
• .ToaICl.n\' 
r." T" flCr..lI)G.'!O.3"UOI,LF 
VEl 0" t TY 
ll;, -="T ... "'.e 
"I) U· ... T .... HTlltU 
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Catalog page number index for plasma streamline, velocity magnitude, 
aensity, temperature, and unit magnetic-field maps for 
various solar-wind flows past planetary ionopauses 
(Page No.) (Page No.) (Page No.) (Page No.) (Page No.) 
Streamlines Velocity Density Temperature Parallel 
magnitude P/P.., T/T.., magnetic 
Iyl/v.., field 
(I~I/s..,) • 
179 179 180 180 181 
182 182 183 183 184· 
185 185 186 186 187 
188 188 i89 189 190 
191 191 192 192 193 
194 194 i95 195 196 
197 197 198 198 199 
200 200 201 201 202 
203 203 204 204 205 
206 206 207 207 208 
209 209 210 210 211 
212 212 213 213 214 
215 215 2i6 216 217 
218 218 2i9 219 220 
221 221 222 222 223 
224 224 225 225 226 
227 227 228 228 229 
230 230 231 231 232 
Streamlines Iyl/v .. p/p .. T/T.., (lsl/s..,). 
233 233 234 234 235 
236 236 237 237 238 
239 239 240 240 241 
242 242 243 243 244 
245 245 246 246 247 
248 248 249 249 250 
251 251 252 252 253 
254 254 255 255 256 
257 257 258 258 259 
260 260 261 261 262 
263 263 264 264 265 
266 266 267 267 268 
269 269 270 270 271 
272 272 .273 273 274 
275 275 276 276 277 
278 278 279 279 280 
281 281 282 282 283 






















































M=2.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
STRER LINES 
0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -C.O -C., -J.O -3.' -t.O -t., -'.0 -S.' 
X/R • 
M=2.0 y=1.67 H/R. = 0.01 
VELOC TY, IVII V • 





















M=~.O Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.Ol 
DENSI y, pIp. 
0.0 -G.' -1.0 -1.1 ~.O -t.' -1.0 -I.' .... 0 ..... -1.0 -5.' 
. X/R • 
M=~.O Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.Ol 
TEMPE ~TURE TIT. 












M=2.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNE IC FIELD, (BIB.). 
DNOPAUSE 
0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' ~.O -t.' -'.0 -,., -'.0 -4.' -,.0 -!I.' 
X/R • 
M=2.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNE IC FIELD, (B/B.~ 








FIElD S ........ . 
(1.00 
1.U 1.00 -r:oo-- 'o.n 











M=3.0 y 1. 67 HI R. = 0.01 
STRERML NES 
0.5 0.0 -D.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y 1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
VELOCII , IVII V. 













M=3.0 Y 1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
TEMPERR URE TIT. 








I PARALLEl C 
CONTOURS 
FIElD LINES ...... . 




1.' 0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -t.5 -'.0 -'.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.' 
X/R. 
'.11- M=3.0 1. 67 H/R.=O.Ol 
Mr:1GNETI FIELD, (B/B.)l 
I PERPENDICULRR 
S.1f- CONTOURS FIELD LINES ....... 
4.11-
1. If-









M=5.0 y= 67 
STRERMLIN 
H/R.=O.Ol 
M=5.0 y=l 67 H/R.=O.Ol 




















M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.Ol 
DENSITY, pip. 
M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.Ol 










M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.Ol 
M~GNETIC IELD, (BIB.). 
(PARAlLEl COII'ONENT 
CONTOURS 







a.s a.a -a.s -l.a -l.S -~.O -~.S -,.a -,.S -'.0 -•. S -s.. -s.s 
X/R. 
M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.Ol 
M~GNETIC IELD, (B I B.)1 
(PERPENDICULAR COMP ENT ) 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ........ 
a.s 
t. 









VELOCITY, IVII • 
.... 
t." 



















-'.0 -,., -4.0 -'.0 -t.' 











0.1 0.0 -a.1 -1.0 
M=8.0 Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.Ol 
TEMPERRTURE IT • 
SHOCK IIRVE 
1.'" 









-S.I .... 0 -4.1 -11.0 
-I.' 
~------- •• 4I 
4.U 
-S.I 




M=8.0 Y=1.67 H/R. = 0.01 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (BIB.). 
I PARAlLEL CllIlPONENT' 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LIHES ....... . 
-----_ .. 






O.S 0.0 -a.S 
M=8.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (B/B.~ 
I PERPENDICl.UIR COI<PONEHT I 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
-l.S -t.O 
-'.0 -,.S -4.0 -4.S -S.O 
X/R. 
.. / .... // 
R/R. ~~~E~~~~~~i~~~~i~~~~~-~~~·~/~/~/~/~/~ .. '~~:-/~/~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~: t.50 t.OO 1.5 1.U 
1.t-
IONOPRUS 



















M=12..0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
VELOCITY, IVII _ 
SHOCK WllVE 
1.0-























a.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 
M=12..0 Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.Ol 
TEMPER~TURE IT. 
R/R. SHOCK lIAVE 
1.0-





















M=l~.O Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (BIB.). 
'PIIIAll£I. COII'ONENT J 
ClJllTOUIS _ 








a.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 
M=l~.O Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (BIB.)! 
'PERPENDICI.UIR COII'ONENT J 
CONTOURS 





-~ .. -J.O 
-J.' -t.O -t.' - •• 0 
SHOCK WAVE ...... , .....•........ /~?'. - .. -...• -.... 7.--"'-------------- 0.10 /. .. /~~~ .... ~========~l'OO ~ 1.10 ~.oo 1.ea 1.tI 
1.0-
:rONOPAUS 
1. a •• 0.0 
-0.' -1.0 -1.' ~.O 
X/R. 
-J.O -, .. 




M=25.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
STRERMLINES 
I •• 








M=25.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 









M=2.5.0 Y=1. 67 
DENSITY, pIp. 
H/R. = 0.01 
SHOCK WRVE 
4 .... 
0 •• 0.0 
-0.' -1.0 

















M=25.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (BIB.). 
I PARAlLEl. CllII'ONENT I 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES •.•..... 









0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 
M=25.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.Ol 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (B/B.~ 
I PERPENDIClA.AR COMPONENT I 
CONTOURS 




1. 0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 
-t.0 
X/R. 
-t.' -s.O -s.' -4.0 -4.' -'.0 
..
............. --; .. ;>"" •. -----------
. ....... . 



































M=2..0 Y=1.67 H/R.=0.10 
VELOC TY, IVII V. 
ONOPAUSE 
.5 











DENSI y, pip. 
H/R. = 0 .10 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=2..0 Y=1.67 H/R.=0.10 
TEMPE RTURE TIT. 
ONOPRUSE 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
R/R. 
'.11- M=~.O Y=1.67 H/R.=O.10 
MRGNE IC FIELD, (BIB.), 








FIEl.D L S ...•..... 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -f.O -f.5 -'.0 -,., -4.0 -4.5 -'.0 -II.' 
X/R. 
M=~.O Y=1.67 H/R.=O.10 
MRGNE IC FIELD, (B/B.~ 
7.11- I PERPENDIC All COMPONENT J 
CONTOURS 



















M=3.0 Y 1.67 H/R.= 0.10 
STRERML ES 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y 1.67 H/R.=0.10 
VELOCIT , lVI/V. 
•• 
















M=3.0 Y 1.67 H/R.=O.10 
TEMPERR URE TIT. 















I PRRIU.EL COMP 
CONTOURS 






FIELD LINES ....... 
1. 67 HI R. = 0 . 10 
FIELD, (BIB.), 
~-~~------.-------------
-o.S -1.0 -l.S -t.D -t.I -,.0 







, .. /.///," 1':"111'-----
" Y'~~E..'~~~l'OO ~ 1.10 l.ts 
-1.1 











M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
STRERML 
M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 






















M=5.0 Y=l 67 
DENSITY, pip. 
H/R. = 0.10 
0.' 
-----
0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -(.0 -(.1 -'.0 -'.1 -4.0 -4.1 -'.0 -'.1 
X/R. 
M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=0.10 


















M=5.0 Y=167 H/R. = 0.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (8/8.). 
(~EL COII'ONENT 
CONTOURS 
FIELD UNES ....... . 
t;:t.:;~;::.::.1f.in------------..... -------= 0.41 
0.' 0.0 -G.' -1.0 -1.' ~.O -~.. -'.0 -,.. _+.0 -f.' _'.0 -I.' 
X/R. 
M=5.0 y=l 67 H/R.=0.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (8/8.)1 
(PERPENDICUlAR C 
CONTOURS 





...... 0'/~~~ ...... ~~1.00 ~ t.OO 1.10 1.U 








M=8.0 Y=1 67 
STRERMLI. 
H/R. = 0 .10 

















M=8.0 Y=167 H/R.=O.!O 





















M=8.0 Y=l 67 
MRGNETIC IELO, 
I PARAlLEl. COMPONENT 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ...... .. 
1.U 
H/R. = 0 .10 
( BIB. l, 
0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -t.' -'.0 -,.. -4.0 -I.' -'.0 - ••• 
X/R. 
M=8.0 Y=l 67 H/R. =0 .10 
MRGNETIC IELO, (B/B_h 
I PERPENDIClA.AR COMP T I 
CONTOURS 














M=l~.O y= 67 H/R.=O.10 
STREr:lMLI 
M=l~.O y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
VELOCITY, IVII V • 
X/R • 
0.14 


















M=12..0 Y=l 67 
DENSITY, pip. 
H/R. = 0.10 
M=12..0 Y=l 67 H/R.=0.10 
TEMPERRTU E TIT. 
5.n 
'.17 














M=12..0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O .10 
M~GNETIC IELD, (BIB.). 
I PARAlLEL COMPONENT 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
0.1 0.0 -G.I -1.0 -1.1 -~.O -~.I -J.O -,.1 -4.0 -4.1 -S.O -1.1 
X/R. 
M=12..0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
M~GNETIC IELD, (B/B.~ 
I PERPEHDIClJ..AR C T J 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ........ 
SHOCK WRVE 
1.0-














H/R.= 0 .10 
M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=0.10 




















M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 
DENSITY, pip •
H/R.= 0.10 
M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
TEMPERRTU E TIT. 
U.tI 
n.oo 









M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 
MRGNETIC 
H/R. = 0.10 
IELD, (BIB. l. 
I PARALLEl. COIf'ONENT 
COHTOU!S 
FIElD LINES ...... .. 
l.t' 
a., 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -t.a -t.' -3.0 -3.' -4.0 -4.' -'.0 -5.e 
X/R. 
H/R. = 0.10 
MRGNETIC ( B/B.)l 
I PERPENDICULAR CONP T J 
CONTOURS 

























ITY, IVI/V .. 
H/R. = O. ~5 
., -5. -,., 
H/R. = O. ~5 



















M=2.. Y=L67 H/R.=O.2.5 
DENS TY, pip .. 
0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -C.O -C.I-'.O -'.1-4.0 -4.1-1.0 "'.1 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=L67 H/R.=O.2.5 
TEMP R~TURE TIT • 












M=2.. Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 
TIC FIELD, (BIB .. ), 
(P~LEL COHPONENT) 
CONTOUR 
FIELD L NES ..•..... 





0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -Z.O -f.5 -3.0 -l.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=1. 67 H/R.=O.2.5 
MRGN TIC FIELD, (BIB .. )! 
(PERPENDI UU1R COMPONENT) 
CONTOUR 
FIELD L NES .......• 
IONOPI:lUSE 
1.00 

















M=3.0 y=1. 67 HI R. = 0.2.5 
STRERM INES 
I NOPI'lUSE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0-~.~.,-:t-O - -3.5-=4:0 --4:'5 -!!5.0 _,'.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 
VELOCI Y, IVII V. 
I NOPI'lUSE 






M=3.0 Y=1.67 HI R. = 0.2.5 
DENSIT , pip. 
I NOPI'lUSE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -L5 -l.O -3.5 -t.O -4.' -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 
TEt:1PER TURE TIT .. 
I NOPI'lUSE 











M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.25 
MRGNET C FIELD, (BIB.), 
I PARRLLEL COM ONENT I 
CONTOURS 
FIELO LINES ...... . 
I NOPRUSE 
L:...---::::::-------
0.5 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -t.' -'.0 -,., -4.0 -4.' -'.0 -'.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.25 
MRGNET C FIELD, (B IB.)l 
I PERPENDICULR CONPONENT I 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
,Al·~~~=l.OO ~ 1.50 1.t5 
I NOPRUSE 








H/R. = 0.2.5 
M=5.0 Y 1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 
VELOCIT , IVII V. 
0." 
l.:"'-~~--I.~a--':""'------":==::===== o.,t 
1.' 0.' 0.0 -G.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -t.' -3.0 -3.5 -'.0 -4.' -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
221 





1.S o.s 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -E.O -E.' -'.0 -,., -4.0 -4.' -'.0 -'.S 
X/R. 
M=5.0 Y 1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 



















I PARIl.LEL COMP 
CONTOURS 






FIElD LINES ....... 
-0.' 
NTJ 






HI R. = 0.2.5 
(B/B·)l 
-'.0 -,., -'.0 -.. , -5.0 -,., 








M=8.0 Y=l 67 
STRERMLIN 
M=8.0 Y=l 67 
VELOCITY, IVI! V. 
H/R. = 0.2.5 
X/R. 
HI R. = 0.2.5 
0." 
O.It 
















M=8.0 r=l 67 H/R. = 0.2.5 
DENSITY, pip. 
D.I D.D -0.1 -l.D -1.' -t.D -t.' -J.D -J.' -4.0 -4.' -I.D ..... 
M=8.0 r=167 H/R.=O.2.5 














M=8.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.G5 
MAGNETIC IELD, (BIB.). 
(PARALLEl COMPONENT 
CONTOUIS 
FIElD LI~S ....... . 
0.' 0.0 -D.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -t., -S.O -S.' -4.0 -4.' -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
M=8.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.G5 
MAGNETIC IELD, (B/B.)1 
(PERPENDIClUII COMP T I 
CONTOURS 




, .. "" ...... .... ~/~<~ 
."., ......... ~o •• o 
....................................................... 
;a/~~~~,,""."~"."." "·"·Sl.OD !~ ':'.': .. ':':''' .. ::::;.;;;;;~;;",~;::ii:o"~':':";;'::::::::::::"""::""· 1.ra u 










M=!2.0 y=! 67 H/R.=O.25 
STRERMLIN 
M=!2.0 Y=! 67 H/R.=O.25 
VELOCITY, IVII V • 
X/R. 
_~~r----T.:n---------------'O=- 0.'0 








M=!2.0 y=! 67 H/R.=O.25 
DENSITY, pIp. 
IONOP USE 
0.1 0.0 -0.1 -1.0 -1.1 -£.0 -£.1 -'.0 -'.1 -4.0 -4.1 
X/R. 
M=!2.0 Y=! 67 H/R.=O.25 
TEMPERI=lTU E TIT. 
__ --~~~----~~nr----------------------~==~10.lt 











M=l~.O Y=l 67 H/R.=O.c5 
M~GNETIC IELD, (BIB.). 
(PARAlLEL COMPONENT 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
0.5 a.a -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 ~.a -t.5 -'.0 -'.5 -t.a -t.5 -5.a -t.5 
X/R • 
M=l~.O Y=l 67 H/R.=O.~5 
M~GNETIC IELD, (B/B.~ 
(PERPENDICULAR COItPO T J 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
1.00 
i:U 

















M=2.5.0 y=! 67 
STRERMLIN 
H/R. = 0.2.5 
M=2.5.0 y=! 67 H/R.=O.2.5 
















M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 
DENSITY, I> II>. 
H/R. = 0.2.5 
0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -e.o -e.. -J.O -J.' -f.O -f.' -1.0 -t •• 
X/R. 
M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.2.5 
















M=25.0 y=! 67 H/R.=O.25 
M~GNETIC IELD, (BIB.), 
(PllllU.EL COIPOHENT 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -t.' -3.0 -3.' -t.O -t.' -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
M=25.0 y=! 67 H/R.=O.25 
M~GNETIC IELD, (B/B.~ 
(PERPENDICll.AR CDHI' 
CONTOURS 
FIELD UNES ....... . 
IONOP USE 
c .... 














M=2..0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.10 
VELOC TY, IVI/V. 
ONOPRUSE 
.5 















M=2.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.10 
DENSI y~ pIp. 
0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -t.O -l.' -3.0 -3.' -1.0 -I.' -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
M=2.0 Y~1.67 H/R.=O.10 
TEMPE ~TURE TIT. 
ONOPAUSE 





M=2.. Y=1. 67 
MP.GNE IC FIELD, 
H/R.=O.lO 
(B/(3.). 






FIELD L N£S ...... .. 
IONOPAUSE 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -!.O -~.5 -3.0 -3.5 -1.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R • 
M=~.O Y=1.67 H/R.=O.lO 
MRGNE IC FIELD! (B/B.')l 
(~ERPENCIC AR CO~ONENT J 
:ONTOURS 
FIELD LI .S ........ 
/i~ •. " 
1.00 














M=3.0 y 1. 67 H/R. =- 0.10 
STRE~ML NES 
0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -a.o -Z.' -'.0 -3.5 -'.0 - •• , -'.0 - ••• 
X/R, 
M=3.0 y 1. 67 H/R, = 0.10 
VELOCIT , IVII V. 











M=3.0 Y 1.67 R/R.=O.10 
DENSITY, pip. 
J.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t., -3.0 -,., -1.0 -I.' -'.0 -5.' 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y 1.67 R/R,~O.lO 
TEMPERR UPf TIT. 












I r RRRLLEL COMPO 
CONTOURS 





FIELD LINE~ .... 
1. 67 HI R. = 0.10 
FIELD, ( B I B_ ). 
-1.5 -a.o "l.' -3.0 -l.5 4.0 -4.5 ·'.0 -5.5 
X/R. 












M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R. = 0 .10 
STRERML 
M=5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
















M=5.0 y=l 67 H/R. = 0.10 
DENSITY, pip. 
0.5 0.0 
-0.' -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 
X/R. 
M=5.0 Y=167 H/R.=O.lO 
TEMPERRTU E TIT. 
USE 
0.' 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.' 
X/R. 























MRGNETIC IELD, (8/B.J, 
'IIIIALLEL CC»AlHEtft' 
COHTOUr-S 
FIELD LINES ...... . 
............................ ~ .................................................... -.... -
~~~~~r,r==:=::::::======~~--------------------O.45 
tDNOP USE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -~.o -t.5 
)(/R. 
M=5.0 Y=l 67 R!R.~O.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (B I B. )1 
(PFRPENDICUUlR COttF <NT I 
CONTOURS 
FIELD L lNES •....... 
-3.0 -3.5 
- •• 0 - •• 5 -5.0 -5.5 
c .... 
0.' 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -~., -3.0 -3.5 -4.J 
X/R. 
- •• 5 -5.0 -5.5 
241 
5.0-





M=8.0 Y=167 H/R,=O.lO 





t.o- • O.St 
1.0-
1.5 
-t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -1.0 -1.5 -5.0 -5.5 
242 
5.0-











M=8.0 Y=167 H/R.=O.10 















M=B.O Y=l 67 R/R.=O.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (BIB. l, 
(PARALLEL COHPON£NT 
CONTOURS 











0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -l.O -l.5 -3.0 
X/R. 
M=B.O Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (B/B.)l 
(PERPENDICULAR COMPO NT J 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
IONOP USE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -Z.O -l.5 
X/R. 
-3.0 
-3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
c .... 










M=12..0 Y=l 67 
STRERMLI 
4/R. = 0.10 
M=12..0 Y=l 67 H/R.=0.10 





















M=l~.O Y=l 67 H/R.=O.lO 
DENSITY, pip .. 
M=l~.O Y=l 67 H/R.=:O.lO 













FIELD LINES ....... . 
H/R.=O .10 










0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -f.O -f.5 -'.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 
X/R. 
-5.5 
M=l~.O Y=l 07 H/R.=0.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (BIB .. )! 
(PERPENOI~ULAA COMP lENT J 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ........ 
IONOP USE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 
X/R. 
c .... 









M=2.5.0 Y=l 87 
STRERMLIN 
H/R. = 0.10 
M=2.5.0 Y=1.67 R;Ro~O.10 













M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 R/R.= 0.10 
DENSITY, pIp. 
M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 R/R.=0.10 





















M=~5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (B / B. ). 
(PARRLLEL COMPONENT 
CJNTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
1.f5 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -f.O -f.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=~5.0 Y=l 67 H/R.=O.10 
MRGNETIC IELD, (B/B.~ 
(PERPENDICULAR CO"P T 1 
CONTOURS 























M=2.. Y=1. 67 
MLINES 
IONOPj:lU~E 
HI R. == 0 • 2.0 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t •• -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.0 
VELO ITY, IVII V .. 
IONOPj:lUSE 











M=2.. Y=L 67 H/R. = 0.2.0 
DENS TY ~ F-Ip. 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -t.O -t.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=L 67 H/R.:-: 0.2.0 
F.:r:nUF<E TIT. 














M=2.. Y=1. 67 H/R, -= 0.2.0 
TIC FIELD, (BIB.), 
IONOPI'lU5E 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -C.O -C.5 -'.0 -'.5 -'.0 -'.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=1.67 H/R,=0.2.0 
MRGN TIC FIELD, (B/B.~ 
r PERPENOI ULAR COHP0NEH7 J 
CONTOUR 
FrELD L NES ....... . 
IONOPI'lU5E 
1.00 



















HI R. = 0 • 2.0 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -l.O -l.5 -'.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=0.2.0 























M=3.0 Y=1. 67 H/R.=O.2.0 
DENSIT , plp-
I NOPI'lUSE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -2..5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.!! -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.0 

















M=3.0 Y=L67 H/R. = 0.2.0 
MRGNET C FIELD, (BIB.), 
I PARI'l.LEL co ONEHT) 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES .•..... 
0.' 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -f.O -f.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=0.2.0 
MRGNET C FIELD, (B/B.~ 
I PERPEHDICULR COMPOHENT) 
CONTOURS 




0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -f.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 




M=5.0 Y 1. 67 HI R. = 0.2.0 







1.5 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
257 




M=5.'O Y 1.67 R/R,=0.2.0 
















RI R. = 0.2.0 M=5.0 1. 67 
MRGNETI FIELD, ( BIB .. ). 
(PRRRLLEL COMP 
5.!>- CONTOURS 

















FIELD LINES '" 
X/R. 
1.67 R/R,=0.2.0 
FIELD, (B/B .. \ 
c,." 













M=8.0 y=! 67 
STRERMLIN 
HI R. = 0 • 2.0 
M=8.0 y=! 67 R/R.=0.2.0 


















M=8.0 Y=l 67 HI R. = o. c:0 
DENSITY, pip. 
IONOP USE 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.D -t.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.' -'.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=8.0 Y=l 67 H/R,=0.20 























FIElD LINES ....... . 
ELD, (BIB.), 
0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -Z.O -Z.' -3.0 -3.' -4.0 -4.' -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
M=8.0 1'=1 67 H/R.:= 0.2.0 
MRGNETIC IELD, (B/B.)l 
(PERP<~IClA.AR COMP T ) 
CONTOURS 
FIElD LINES ....... . 
_--1.~' 
----1.'0 









M=12..0 y= 67 
STRERMLI 
R/R. = 0.2.0 
-1.5 
M=12..0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.0 
VELOCITY, IVI/V. 







-3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 
263 





1.' 0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.' -1.0 -I.' -4.0 -1.5 -t.O -5.5 
X/R. 
5.1>-
H/R. = 0.2.0 M=12..0 Y=l 67 




















FIELD LINES •....... 
HI R. = 0.2.0 







0.5 0.0 -O.S -1.0 -1.5 -a.o -a.5 -3.0 -3.5 
X/R. 
-4.0 -4.S -5.0 -S.S 
M=12..0 Y=l 67 H/R.=0.2.0 
MRGNETIC IELD, (BIB.)! 
(PERPENDICULAR CONP E'NT I 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 








M=2.5.0 Y= 67 
STRERMLI 
SHOCK \lR~'C~~ 
M=2.5.0 Y=l 67 
VELOCITY, IVII V. 
RI R. = 0.2.0 
X/R. 






-'.5 -4.. -4.5 -5.. -5.5 
R/R. 
R/R. 









0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -S.O -3.S -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 
X/R. 
-5.5 
M=2.5.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.G 
TEMPERRTU E TIT. 
--
,/!"---------- t5. ~5 
-::::...------------------------- n. 00 
~~----------------------------------40.5. 
~~----------------------------------------4'.00 











M=2.5.0 '>'=1 67 RI R. = 0 • 2.() 
MAGNETIC IELD, (B/B_ l. 
f PARALLEL COHPOIIENT 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ....... . 
G.S I.G -G.S -l.G -l.S -t.O -t.S -J.G -J.S -'.G - •• S -S.G -S.S 
X/R. 
M=2.5.0 '>'=1 67 R/R. = 0.2.0 
MRGNETIC IELD, (B/B.)1 
f PERPEHDICIJUIR COIf' 
COIITDURS 
FIELD LIIIE5 ....... . 
" ' .~'\ ..... . 











M=2.. Y:-:1.67 H/ R. = 0.2.5 
MLINES 
IONopnUSE 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.D -t.5 -!.D -!.' -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.' 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 
VELO ITY, IVIIVA 
-----0.9t 
IONOP(:lUSE 



















M=2.. Y=L67 RI R. = 0.2.5 
DENS TY, I" 11"_ 
IONOPI'lUSE 
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -t.5 -'.0 -,.5 -1.0 -1.5 -5.0 -5.5 
XiR. 
M=2.. Y=-l. 67 H/R. =- 0.2.5 
TEMP RRTURE T I r .. 
1.to 
IONOPI'lUSE 

















M=2.. Y=1.67 R/R.=O.2.5 
MRGN TIC FIELD, (8/8.). 
C PAARlLEL COI1PONENT J 
CONTOUR 








0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -e.o -e.5 -3.0 -3.5 -f.O -f.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=2.. Y=1. S7 H/R.=O.2.5 
MRGN TIC FIELD, (8/8.)1 
! PERPENDI UlAR COMPONENT J 
CONTOUR 




















0.5 QeQ -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -Z,.5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/~,=O.2.5 
























M=3.0 Y=1.67 R/R,=O.~5 
DENS IT , pip .. 
I NOPtlUSE 
0.' 0.0 -0.' -1.0 -1.' -f.O -f.' -'.0 -,., -f.O -f.' -'.0 -,., 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.67 R/R.~O.~5 
























M=3.0 Y=1.67 H/R.=O.2.5 
MRGNET C FIELD: (B/Bw), 
r P~R~LLEL rOM aNENT) 
CONTOUR~ 
FIELD LINES ...... . 
I NOPr:lUSE 
~ ... , ...... . 
0.5 0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -t.O -Z..5 -3.0 -3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 
X/R. 
M=3.0 Y=1.6 H/R.=O.25 
MRGNETIC FIE 0, (B I B. )1 
r PERPENDICULAA COMPONENT 
CONTOURS 


















HI R. = 0.2.5 
X/R. 
M=5 • 0 y 1. 67 HI R. = 0 • 2.5 












M=5.0 Y -1. 67 HI R. = 0.2.5 
DENSITY, I'll'. 
M=5.0 Y=1.S7 H/R.=O.2.5 
TEMPERR URE TIT. 
X'R. 
-5.5 









H/R. = 0.2.5 
FIELD, (BIB. l, 
M=5. 0 HI R. = 0 • 2.5 
MRGNETI FIELD, (B/B.~ 
I PERPENDICUlAR ONENT ) 
CONTOURS 


















HI R. = 0 • 2.5 
X/R. 
M=8 • 0 Y 1. 67 HI R. = 0 • 2.5 














M=8.0 y 1. 67 H/R. = 0.2.5 
DENSITY, pip. 
M=8.0 Y·l.67 H/R,=O.2.5 


















I PRRIlLLEL COMPO 
CONTOURS 
FIELD LINES ..... 
1. 67 HI R. = 0 • 2.5 
FIELD, (8/B. 1. 













FIELD LINES ..... 
X/R. 
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H/RO = 0.01 
x/Ro Yi/Ro 




















0.2135 1. 0046 
0.1436 1. 0219 
0.0724 1. 0354 
0.0000 1. 0454 
-0.0736 1. 0523 
-0.1485 1. 0566 
-0.2251 1. 0591 
-0.3040 1. 0603 
-0.3861 1. 0607 
-0.4723 1.0609 
Vco .s0Sl ~ x/Ro 
IONOPAUSE IONOPAUSE 
H/Ro = 0.05 H/Ro = 0.10 
X/Ro Yi/Ro x/Ro Yi/Ro 
1. 0000 0.0000 1. 0000 0.0000 
0.9995 0.0349 0.9995 0.0349 
0.9950 0.1046 0.9953 0.1046 
0.9861 0.1739 0.9870 0.1740 
0.9727 0.2425 0.9746 0.2430 
0.9550 0.3103 0.9580 0.3113 
0.9330 0.3770 0.9374 0.3787 
0.9068 0.4423 0.9127 0.4451 
0.8764 0.5060 0.8840 0.5104 
0.8419 0.5679 0.8514 0.5743 
0.8035 0.6278 0.8148 0.6366 
0.7613 0.6854 0.7745 0.6973 
0.7153 0.7407 0.7303 0.7563 
0.6658 0.7934 0.6824 0.8133 
0.6128 0.8435 0.6309 0.8683 
0.5565 0.8906 0.5756 0.9212 
0.4971 0.9349 0.5168 0.9719 
0.4346 0.9761 0.4543 1.0203 
0.3691 1.0142 0.3882 1. 0665 
0.3009 1. 0492 0.3184 1.1103 
0.2298 1. 0811 0.2448 1.1517 
0.1560 1.1098 0.1674 1.1908 
0.0794 1.1355 0.0858 1. 2276 
0.0000 1.1583 0.0000 1. 2620 
-0.0824 1.1782 -0.0905 1. 2943 
-0.1680 1.1955 -0.1861 1. 3244 
-0.2572 1.2102 -0.2875 1. 3524 
-0.3506 1. 2226 -0.3953 1. 3785 
-0.4488 1. 2330 -0.5106 1. 4027 




H/Ro = 0.20 H/R = 0.25 
0 
X/Ro Yi/Ro x/Ro Yi/Ro 
1. 0000 0.0000 1. 0000 0.0000 
0.9995 0.0349 0.9996 0.0349 
0.9958 0.1047 0.9960 0.1047 
0.9883 0.1743 0.9888 0.1744 
0.9771 0.2436 0.9781 0.2439 
0.9622 0.3126 0.9638 0.3132 
0.9435 0.3812 0.9459 0.3822 
0.9211 0.4492 0.9243 0.4508 
0.8949 0.5167 0.8991 0.519l 
0.8649 0.5834 0.8701 0.5869 
0.8312 0.6494 0.8374 0.6543 
0.7935 0.7145 0.8009 0.7211 
0.7520 0.7787 0.7604 0.7874 
0.7066 0.8421 0.7159 0.8532 
0.6571 0.9044 0.6673 0.9184 
0.6035 0.9657 0.6143 0.9831 
0.5456 1.0261 0.5569 1.0473 
0.4504 1.1147 0.4947 1.1744 
0.4163 1.1437 0.4274 1.1744 
0.3444 1. 2010 0.3548 1. 2374 
0.2673 1. 2574 0.2764 1. 3001 
0.1845 1.3130 0.1915 1. 3628 
0.0956 1. 3677 0.0997 1. 4254 
0.0000 1.4218 0.0000 1. 4883 
-0.1032 1. 4753 -0.1085 1. 5516 
-0.2148 1. 5284 -0.2271 1.6156 
-0.3361 1. 5813 -0.3572 1.6807 
-0.4686 1. 6343 -0.5010 1. 7472 
-0.6142 1. 6875 -0.6608 1. 8156 





















H/Ro = 0.01 
x/Ro Yi/RO 
-0.5641 1. 0610 
-0.6630 1.0610 
-0.7708 1. 0610 
-0.8903 1. 0610 
-1. 0246 1. 0610 
-1.1783 1.0610 
-1. 3580 1. 0610 
-1. 5730 1.0610 
-1. 8377 1. 0610 
-2.1754 1. 0610 
-2.6262 1. 0610 
-3.3654 1. 0610 
-4.2564 1.0610 
-6.0204 1. 0610 
-10.1111 1. 0610 
Table 1.- Concluded. 
IONOPAUSE IONOPAUSE 
H/Ro = 0.05 H/Ro = 0.10 
X/Ro Yi/Ro x/Ro Yi/Ro 
-0.6638 1.2484 -0.7690 1. 4462 
-0.7835 1.2539 -0.9159 1.4657 
-0.9142 1. 2583 -1. 0782 1. 4840 
-1. 0587 1. 2617 -1.2597 1. 5012 
-1. 2209 1.2643 -1. 4654 1. 5175 
-1. 4064 1. 2664 -1. 7027 1. 5331 
-1. 6229 1.2679 -1. 9817 1. 5482 
-1. 8816 1.2692 -2.3176 1. 5632 
-2.1999 1. 2701 -2.7338 1. 5784 
-2.6057 1. 2709 -3.2686 1. 5942 
-3.1471 1.2715 -3.9884 1.6114 
-3.9152 1.2721 -5.0210 1.6314 
-5.1047 1. 2727 -6.6450 1. 6568 
-7.2230 1. 2736 -10.1609 1. 7004 
-12.1370 1. 2758 -16.8192 1. 7678 
IONOPAUSE IONOPAUSE 
H/Ro = 0.20 H/Ro = 0.25 
X/RO Yi/Ro X/RO Yi/Ro 
-0.9551 1. 7963 -1. 0427 1. 9610 
-1.1578 1. 8529 -1. 2746 2.0397 
-1. 3890 1.9118 -1. 5434 2.1243 
-1. 6562 1.9738 -1. 8598 2.2165 
-1. 9703 2.0403 -2.2393 2.3189 
-2.3465 2.1128 -2.7047 2.4353 
-2.8081 2.1939 -3.2913 2.5715 
-3.3909 2.2872 -4.0570 2.7365 
-4.1545 2.3986 -5.1025 2.9460 
-5.2045 2.5384 -6.6208 3.2292 
-6.7470 2.7260 -9.0300 3.6484 
-9.2448 3.0038 -13.4322 4.3644 





























Figure I.-Illustration of ionopause shapes for atmospheres with various 
(i) constant scale heights H/Ro and (ii) gravitational variation 
included in the scale height g/Ro ' 
-3 
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(b) Present method. 
Figure 2.- Comparison of former and present computational 
procedures for determining the gasdynarnic flow properties 
of solar wind-magneto!ionopause interactions. 
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Figure 3.- Transformation from physical domain 
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Figure 4.- Illustration of capability for providing an additional 
flow-field segment to the obstacle nose solution in the 
computational procedure for determining the gasdynamic 
flow properties of solar wind-ionopause interactions. 
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Figure 5.- Illustration of quantities used 




Figure 6.- Illustration of quantities used for magnetic 





Figure 7.- Illustration of the components of the 
three-dimensional magnetic field. 
North Ionopause 
sun 
Figure 8.- Illustration of sun-planet (Xs,Ys,Zs) and solar 
wind (x,y,z) coordinate systems and the azimuthal (0.) 
and polar (~p) solar:w~nd angles, both shown 





Figure 9.- Illustrationof solar-wind (x,y,z) and (X,Y,Z) 
coordinate systems and the interplanetary magnetic 
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Figure 10.- Bow shock locations for Moo = 8.0, 'Y = 5/3 flow past 
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Figure. 11.- Bow shock shapes for flow past an ionopause shape with 
gravitational variation included in scale height with 
I/Ro - 0.25, ~ - 5/3 and Moo - 2.0 and 3.0. 
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Figure 12.- Overall features of Pioneer-Venus orbiter 
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Figure 13.- Illustration of typical flow-field grid density for 
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Figure 14.- P-V Orbit 6 trajectories and observational bow shock crossings as viewed 
in solar-wind coordinates based on inbound and outbound interplanetary solar-
wind directions; also, various bow shock shapes for different 
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Figure 15.- Comparison of observed (OPA) and theoretical time histories of ionosheath 
plasma properties for P-V Orbit 6 based on inbound and outbound interplanetary 
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Figure 16.- Comparison of observed COMAG) and theoretical time histories for 
the magnitude of the magnetic field for P-V Orbit 6 based on inbound 
and outbound interplanetary conditions using gasdyn~nic solution 
for Moo m 13.3, 'Y - 2. 
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(b) Magnetic-field components. 
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Figure 17.- P-V Orbit 3 trajectories and observational bow shock crossings as viewed 
in solar-wind coordinates based on inbound and outbound interplanetary solar-wind 
directions; also, various bow shock shapes for different interplanetary 
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Figure 18.- Comparison of observed and theoretical time histories of ionosheath 
plasma properties for P-V Orbit 3 based on inbound and outbound 
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Figure 19.- Comparison of observed (OMAG) 
magnetic field for P-V Orbit 3 based on 
solar-wind conditions using gasdynamic 
inbound and M"" - 5.96, 'Y = 2.0 
and theoretical time histories for the 
inbound and outbound interplanetary 
solutions M.,., - 7.38, 'Y - 2.0 for 
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Figure 19.- Concluded. 
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Figure 20.- Comparison of observed (OMAG) and theoretical time histories of the magnetic 
field for P-V Orbit 3 based on inbound solar wind interplanetary conditions usinga 
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Figure 20.- Concluded. 
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